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Discover how fast and fascinating training at home with NRI can be

There is no end of opportunity for the trained man in Electronics. You can earn extra money in spare time, have your own full-time business, or qualify quickly for career positions in business, industry, government. Discover the ease and excitement of training at home — NRI. Discover how NRI job-simulated training gives you priceless confidence. Experience is still the best teacher, and that’s what you get when you train for Electronics with NRI. Mail the postage-free card today for the new NRI Color Catalog. No obligation. No salesman will call.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016.

Ronald L. Wood, Fargo, N.D., holds a First Class FCC License and is employed as a studio and master control engineer/technician with station KJXJ-TV. He wrote to NRI to say, "Many thanks to NRI for the Electronics training I have received."

Randy Acerman, Camden, N.J., has his own TV service business. He is the official TV repair center for the Radio Shack store and Goodyear Tire Co. in his area. He says, "I have seen other schools' texts and most can't hold a candle to NRI lessons."

Bernard Smolkovich, Ft. Knox, Kentucky, is a Staff Sgt. with the U.S.A. Armor & Engineering Board. "Thanks largely to the NRI diploma I hold, I am a very successful and upcoming Communications Technician. My thanks to your fine staff for their unfailing assistance during my course."

Approved under new GI Bill
If you served since Jan. 31, 1955, or are in service, check GI line in postage-free card.

Begin an absorbing adventure now — learn Electronics the NRI way

Mail card today!
Pick your field of ELECTRONICS

Now NRI offers you 12 ways to train at home in spare time

Any training—if it is to be worth your time and money—must give you the knowledge and the skills you seek, the knowledge and the skills employers want. That's why NRI puts emphasis on providing a choice of carefully developed training plans in Electronics. NRI now offers you 12 ways to train at home . . . 12 ways to meet the challenge of today's job market by training with NRI for a career in Electronics, for part-time earnings, or simply for developing a new, fascinating hobby. The proof of the quality of NRI training plans is in its record of tens of thousands of successful graduates and the reputation NRI holds throughout the Electronics industry. Move ahead now in this exciting, growing field. Select the training plans of most interest to you and mail the postage-free card. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Electronics Division, Washington, D. C. 20016.

TELEVISION-RADIO SERVICING
Learn to fix all TV sets. Course includes your choice of black-and-white or Color TV training equipment. Also learn to fix radios, stereo, hi-fi, etc. A profitable field full or part-time.

ADVANCED COLOR TV
For men who know black & white TV circuitry. 18 lessons, 50 experiments cover all circuits including set-up, alignment. Only Color course with equipment specifically designed for training. End product is your own set.

INDUSTRIAL-MILITARY ELECTRONICS
From basic principles to computers. Comprehensive training teaches fundamentals, then takes you into such modern-day miracles as servos, telemetry, multi-plexing, phase circuitry, others.

COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS *
Teaches and provides actual practice in operation, service, maintenance of AM, FM, and TV broadcasting stations. Also covers marine, aviation, mobile radio, facsimile, microwave, radar.

FCC LICENSE *
Prepares you for First Class FCC Radiotelephone License exams. You begin with fundamentals, advance to required subjects covering equipment, procedures.

MATH FOR ELECTRONICS
A brief course for engineers and technicians who need a quick review of essential math used in industry, communications, government. Basic arithmetic review, short-cut formulas, modern digital number systems, much more.

BASIC ELECTRONICS
A concise course in Electronic terminology and components. A wealth of useful information to help you better understand the field. For anyone who wants a basic understanding of Radio-TV Electronics.

ELECTRONICS FOR AUTOMATION
Not for beginners, but for men with some knowledge of Electronics who want an understanding of process control, ultrasonics, telemetering and remote control, electromechanical measurements, other subjects.

AVIATION COMMUNICATIONS *
Prepares you to install, maintain, service direction finders, ranges, markers, Loran, Shoran, Radar, landing systems. Earn your FCC License with Radar Endorsement.

MARINE COMMUNICATIONS *
Covers transmitters, direction finders, depth indicators. Radar, Sonar, other equipment on commercial ships, pleasure boats. Prepares for FCC License with Radar Endorsement.

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS *
Learn to install and maintain mobile transmitters and receivers used by police and fire departments, public utilities, construction firms, taxis, etc. Prepares for FCC License.

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE REPAIR
Prepares you quickly to repair all types of appliances, including air conditioning, refrigeration, small gasoline engines. An easy, practical course leading to profitable part-time or full-time business of your own.

* NOTE: You must pass your FCC License exam (any Communications course) or NRI refunds in full the tuition you have paid.
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Could you make it in electronics?

Why not...

Because you're not a genius? So What? All you need is a good mind and the desire to learn. We can help you learn what you need to know to get the kind of job you want. And we can help you land the job, too. We've done it before. Thousands of times.

Because you can't quit your job? Keep it. If you can't come to our resident schools, we'll come to you, by mail. Take the courses you need, at home. In our schools or at home, you'll get an excellent, practical education in electronics.

Because you think it's too tough? Too slow? Too expensive? Because you're afraid we can't help you get a good job? Fill in the coupon, and make us prove it!

DE VRY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
4141 BELMONT AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 60641

BELL & HOWELL SCHOOLS

DE VRY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY Dept. 111-Y
4141 BELMONT AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 60641

BELL & HOWELL SCHOOLS

Please send me your two free booklets, "Pocket Guide to Real Earnings," and "Electronics in Space Travel," also include information about preparing for careers in Electronics. I am interested in the following opportunity fields (check one or more):

- Space & Missile Electronics
- Television and Radio
- Microwaves
- Radar
- Automation Electronics
- Electronic Control

Name: __________________________ Age: __________
Address: ________________________ Apt.: __________
City: _____________________________ State: __________
Zip Code: ________________________

Veterans: Check here. If you were discharged after Jan. 31, 1955, the "G.I. Bill" may cover the entire cost of your tuition.

ACCREDITED MEMBER, NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL
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...the soldering tools professionals depend on

The original Dual Heat Soldering Guns

Preferred by technicians for their fast heating copper tips, exclusive trigger-controlled dual heat, and high soldering efficiency. Available in 3 watt-age sizes, each with spotlight.

100/140-watt Model S200, 145/210-watt Model D-440, and 240/325-watt Model D-550. Also in complete kits:

Utility Kit includes Weller 100/140 watt gun, extra tips, tip-changing wrench, flux brush, soldering aid, and solder. Model S200PK

Heavy-Duty Kit features Weller 240/325 watt gun with soldering, cutting and smoothing tips, wrench and solder. Model D-550PK

Dependable MARKSMAN Irons in a size for every job

Ideal for deep chassis work and continuous-duty soldering. Marksmen irons outperform others of comparable size and weight. All five feature long-reach stainless steel barrels and replaceable tips.

- 25-watt, 1/4-oz. Model SP-23 with 1/8" tip (in kit with extra tips, soldering aid, solder—Model SP-23K)
- 40-watt, 2-oz. Model SP-40 with 1/4" tip
- 80-watt, 4-oz. Model SP-80 with 1/4" tip
- 120-watt, 10-oz. Model SP-120 with 1/2" tip
- 175-watt, 16-oz. Model SP-175 with 1/2" tip

Complete Weller Line includes replacement tips and solder

WELLER ELECTRIC CORPORATION, Easton, Pa.
WORLD LEADER IN SOLDERING TOOLS
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What Does electronics Mean To You?

This is the "electronics age." Advancements in electronics are coming, one on top of another, so rapidly that the average technician cannot stay abreast of the changes. But some technicians—those who thoroughly understand fundamental principles—are able to stay up with these changes, and they make top pay because of their special ability.

Is your electronics knowledge obsolescent? If so, nothing can make you obsolete so quickly as to neglect the study of basic concepts and fundamental principles.

Upgrade Your Knowledge and Earn Your Degree

Grantham's strong-foundation educational program in electronics leads to non-obsolescent skills—to skills based more on reasoning than on merely doing—and leads to the Degree of Associate in Science in Electronics Engineering.

As many as five semesters of the entire six-semester program are available by correspondence. And technicians who have had at least one full year of practical experience may obtain credit for the resident semester, based on that experience. Thus, such technicians may qualify for the ASEE degree in only five semesters, all by correspondence.

Get Your FCC License Along The Way

You have heard and read, over and over again, about how important an FCC license is to your success in electronics. It is certainly true that an FCC license is important—sometimes essential—but it's not enough! Without further education, you can't make it to the top. Get your FCC license without fail, but don't stop there. To prepare for the best jobs, continue your electronics education and get your degree.

This kind of thinking makes good common sense to those who want to make more money in electronics. It also makes good common sense to prepare for your FCC license with the School that gives degree credit for your license training—and with the School that can then take you from the FCC license level to the DEGREE level. The first two semesters of the six-semester Grantham degree curriculum prepare you for the first class FCC license and radar endorsement.

Accreditation, and G.I. Bill Approval

Grantham School of Electronics is accredited by the Accrediting Commission of NHSC, and is approved under the G.I. Bill. For seventeen years, Grantham has been preparing men for successful electronics careers. Our current electronics curriculum is as follows:

Semester 1 - Basic Electronics Technology
Semester 2 - Communications Circuits & Systems
Semester 3 - Electronics Laboratory
Semester 4 - Engineering Analysis & Computer Systems
Semester 5 - Report Writing & Engineering Mathematics
Semester 6 - Atomic Physics; Circuit Analysis & Design

A Four-Step Program to Success

It's your move, and the move you make today can shape your future. Begin now with a step in the right direction—Step #1—and then follow through with Steps #2, #3 and #4.

Step #1 is a simple request for full information on the Grantham Associate Degree Program in Electronics. You take this step by filling out and mailing the coupon shown below. We'll send full information by return mail. No salesman will call.

Step #2 is earning your FCC first class radiotelephone LICENSE and radar endorsement. You complete this step in the first two semesters of the Grantham educational program (by correspondence, or Washington resident classes).

Step #3 is earning your ASEE DEGREE. This degree is conferred when you have earned credit for the Grantham course, one semester of which must be taken in residence if you have less than one year of practical experience in electronics.

Step #4 is getting a better job, greater prestige, higher pay on the basis of your extensive knowledge of electronics.

It's your move! Why not begin now with Step #1.

Grantham School of Electronics
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90027
818 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Telephone: (213) 469-7878
Telephone: (202) 298-7460
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Uncle Tom's Corner
By Tom Kneitel, K2AES/KQD4552
Uncle Tom answers his most interesting letters in this column.
Write him at Electronics Illustrated, 67 West 44th St., New York, N.Y. 10036.

★ I have a transistor multimeter that pegs the movement on all ranges in all functions. It's driving me batty since the circuits all seem to check out. What do you think?
Thomas M. Butts
Detroit, Mich.

The meter usually is in a bridge circuit which measures the difference in balance between the emitters or collectors of the two transistors in the bridge. My guess is that one of the bridge transistors is bad and is unbalancing the circuit.

★ Every time someone starts a national CB organization you're quick to criticize it. Don't you believe in clubs for the improvement of CB?
Richard Hagerman
Moline, Ill.

Clubs, spear, dynamite—anything to silence the loudmouths on the band who are ruining it for everyone else.

★ Can you identify stations on about 6725 kc calling themselves Raspberry Moffett and Raspberry Alameda? They were calling Gray Eagle.
Alan Traganza
Citrus Heights, Calif.

Raspberry Moffett is at Moffett Naval Air Station and Raspberry Alameda at Alameda NAS (both in California). I'm more interested in Gray Eagle. It obviously is a Navy aircraft—possibly another airborne broadcaster like the Blue Eagle that had everybody shook up a few years ago.

★ Do you know if a CB rig can prevent you from getting picked up by a police radar unit? I heard that if you hold down the mike button as you pass the radar, it won't indicate that you're speeding.

Terry D. Hall
Moline, Ill.

Sure, but only if you're not driving above the speed limit.

★ We pick up CB on my brother's guitar amplifier. How can we stop that racket?
Richard Lewis
Osawatomie, Kan.

Which racket—the guitar or the CB?

★ In looking over the FCC's table of frequency allocations I noticed the band between 490 and 510 kc is for maritime distress and calling. Sounds interesting but my receiver won't tune to this band and I don't see any that will listed in catalogs. What's the story here? Where can I get a receiver?
Ben L. Serber
Irving, Tex.

The band isn't really a band at all—only the 500-kc international calling and distress frequency for ships with a 10-kc barrier on each side for interference protection. If you can copy CW at a respectable speed the frequency really swings day and night, with some spectacular DX available during winter months. Voice isn't used at all. The military surplus market abounds with suitable receivers such as the DZ-2, RAK, RBH, RBL, DAE, RAX/CG-46115, ARC-5/R-148, BC-314 and BC-453.

★ I have a 1963 VHF-only Philco color TV set. Using rabbit ears for an antenna, I can pick up my two local UHF stations! Nobody can tell me why this is happening—even servicemen. Why can't they?
Robert Gangi
Revere, Mass.

Probably because they don't know.

★ Okay, Big Daddy, I know the fuzz busts people for turning on in the usual ways.

[Continued on page 8]
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Here's a new, complete ICS course in TV Servicing that costs less than $100.

With the first two texts, you can repair 70 percent of all TV troubles.

You need no previous experience to take this complete, practical course in TV Repairing.
You don't even have to know a vacuum tube from a resistor. Yet in a matter of months, you can be doing troubleshooting on color sets!

Course consists of 6 texts to bring you along quickly and easily. 936 pages of concise, easy-to-follow instruction, plus 329 detailed illustrations. You also receive a dictionary of TV terms geared directly to course material so you'll understand even the most technical terms.

Instruction is simple, very easy to grasp. Photos show you what a TV screen looks like when everything is normal, and what it looks like when trouble fouls it up. The texts tell you how to remedy the problem, and why that remedy is best.

Quizzes are spotted throughout the texts so you can check your progress. At the end of the course, you take a final examination. Then you get the coveted ICS® diploma, plus membership in the ICS TV Repairman Association.

By the time you've finished the course, you should be able to handle tough, multiple TV problems, on color sets as well as black and white.

This new TV Servicing and Repair Course has been approved by National Electronic Associations for use in their Apprenticeship program. Because of its completeness, practicality and price, it is the talk of the industry. The cost is less than $100—just slightly over ½ the price of any comparable course on the market today.

Remember, the sooner you get started on your course, the sooner you'll be turning your spare time into real money. Fill out the coupon and mail today. We'll rush you complete information at no obligation to you.
IN ELECTRONICS CALCULATING

Still plodding through math and electronics problems the slow pencil-and-paper way? Smash the paperwork barrier with this new Electronics Slide Rule.

Even if you've never used a slide rule before, you can whirl through resonant frequency calculations and inductive or capacitive reactance problems. You can find reciprocals for resistance formulas instantly. You can even locate tricky decimal points in a jiffy.

You can also work regular math problems in a flash: multiplication...division...square roots...logarithms...trigonometry. Anyone can use this sturdy 12-inch, all-metal slide rule. We show you how with our complete 4-lesson instruction course. Slide rule, course, and handsome leather carrying case deliberately priced low as our way of making friends with men in Electronics. FREE booklet gives full details. Mail coupon below today.

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send me your FREE booklet describing the Electronics Slide Rule and 4-lesson instruction course. Also FREE if I act at once—a handy pocket-sized Electronics Data Guide.

Name:  
Address:  
City:  
State:  Zip:  
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WANT A JOB? PART TIME—FULL TIME?

No Boss! No Experience! No Capital! Your Own Hours!

WHAT A JOB ! ! ! !

And yet selling subscriptions to ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED and other leading publications is just like being in business for yourself. But no business requires less capital, stock and space. The time you devote and the money you make is up to you. You need no experience to earn steady profits and you keep a cash commission on every sale. You operate in your own community by phone or personal calls. You will be authorized to sell new and renewal subscriptions along with special offers made by the publishers. You'll be amazed at the number of people wanting to take advantage of the convenience, service and savings you can offer them.

To get started immediately—send us your name (on a postal card) requesting free supplies and selling materials.

Write to: Subscription Dept. DE ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED Fawcett Bldg., Greenwich, Conn. 06830

Uncle Tom's Corner

Continued from page 6

How about suggestions for doing this legally via electronics?

David Plant, K9LAJ/2 New York, N.Y.

Easy! Get LSD (large silicon diode) and clip a lead to each ear. If you stand next to a broadcasting antenna and can find a way to tune in you should have no trouble turning on.

★ Fun & Games Dept. If your CB and ham communications become a little more confusing than usual in the near future you can thank the U.S. Army Electronics Command at Ft. Monmouth, N.J. They're working out plans to launch an artificial radio-reflecting ionosphere. The layer would be produced by rocketing a kettle-full of cesium-aluminum to a height of about 60 miles (near the ionosphere's E layer). Bouncing signals will skip up to 1,400 miles. Only 30 pounds of the stuff will create two hours of whoopee for all CB stations in an 800-mi. area. So if CB skip has earned you an FCC violation notice, try blaming the Army. (It won't work but it's better than most excuses the FCC hears.)

★ What ever happened to pay TV? It's been on the way for about 15 years now.

Larry Orr Texarkana, Ark.

Don't look now but pay TV is just about dead. Main reason is that Zenith Radio Corp. is the only outfit that wants the system; broadcasters and advertisers are against it. Original idea was that pay-as-you-watch TV would result in more diversified programming. Now TV stations allegedly are covering this need with more specials and feature films. Also, cable TV (CATV) systems (which already are serving subscribers from coast to coast) soon will be equipped to send programs on 20 different TV channels. This will offer viewers more choice than ever.

★ Is it possible to use a buried antenna for radio communications? Seems like this might bear some experimentation.

David Coloway Bismarck, N.D.

[Continued on page 10]
Learn I.C.'s...Build this new RCA Audio Amplifier Kit

RCA's new Integrated Circuit Experimenter's Kit, KD2112, is the first of its kind. You get a "short course" in integrated circuits, and you can build a 500-milliwatt audio amplifier or a variable-tone audio oscillator.

The heart of this new "all-parts-included kit" is an RCA linear integrated circuit—a multipurpose wide-band audio amplifier—containing the equivalent of 7 transistors, 11 resistors, and 3 diodes.

Each kit comes with a 20-page manual which gives complete step-by-step kit construction details. An extra I.C. "chip," with case removed, is also supplied so that its circuitry can be examined.

RCA's new Integrated Circuit Experimenter's Kit KD2112 is available from your RCA Distributor. Ask him for it, and learn more about I.C.'s.

RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N. J. 07029
Uncle Tom’s Corner

Continued from page 8

Buried antennas have been tried for years but the main problem with them is that most of the signal goes underground and therefore only a short distance. Attempts at overcoming this problem by placing the antenna horizontally result in the signal going straight up into the air, making it useless. Northrop Corp.’s Page Communications Div. developed a way around these hitchés with an underground antenna buried in the side of a hill at a 20° angle. The antenna is buried beneath a layer of rock equal to 1/10 of the wavelength (or more) of the transmitting frequency. It works well from the VLF range up to 50 mc. Northrop hopes the government will adopt the system for ICBM sites.

★ The Bells Are Ringing Dept. That bootleg telephone you have in your bedroom (you know—the one you disconnect when the repairman shows up) someday may be legal. A few months ago the Justice Dept. asked the FCC to revoke phone company regulations prohibiting the use of non-company-supplied gadgets attached to phone lines. It all started with a squabble over the mobile telephone service. If the FCC wipes the slate clean it will clear the way for all privately-owned attachments. The FCC probably will sit on this for a while (one FCC hearing examiner already has said the regulations are illegal) and if they ultimately act against the phone companies the whole thing probably will end up in court.

★ Our high-school class would like to buy a Weather Bureau type radiosonde transmitter but we can’t seem to find out who makes them or how much they cost. Can you tell us?

Mitchell Wagner
Medford, Ore.

The weatherman buys them in large lots from VIZ Mfg. Co., 335 E. Prince St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19144. Uncle Sam spends from $15 to $30 each, depending on the number of telemetry functions in the particular unit. VIZ normally doesn’t sell radiosondes on a single-unit basis to individuals. Ask your teacher to write on a school letterhead to Mr. Strasburger at VIZ. Maybe they have a government-reject unit kicking around that they might sell individually.

Electronics Illustrated
If you want more information about one or more of the products advertised in ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, this service is for your convenience. The product information you request will be sent to you promptly free of charge.

Just complete the name and address portion of the handy coupon below and circle the PRODUCT INFORMATION SERVICE number or numbers you find beneath the advertisements in this issue.

Mail the completed coupon to ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED at the address shown—We’ll take care of the rest.
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That was no masked man, that was a

Long Ranger

fiberglass CB antenna from Shakespeare... the 176 "Big Stick" (18'6") antenna to be specific. The antenna that gives you maximum wind and weather protection. It's another performance-proven No. 1 Shakespeare fiberglass product.

You won't get a shining light, fancy gain claim, gizmo or a silver bullet. We let the antenna do the talking. With a "Big Stick" you don't have to shout. Speak softly.

C/P CORPORATION
R.F.D. 3, Columbia, S. C. 29205
Phone (803) 787-8710
a subsidiary of Shakespeare

Broadsides
Pamphlets, booklets, flyers, application notes and bulletins available free or at low cost.

THE Tape Recording Handbook contains a collection of tips, including five simple tests you can perform to determine the quality of a tape sample. The tests can be useful in evaluating a reel of unknown origin you have around the house or in deciding how good a buy the latest tape sale represents. You'll also find hints on such tape-recorder uses as recording short-wave broadcasts or adding sound to home movies and on editing and maintenance. Available at 25¢ per copy from Pofe Electronics, 1716 Northfield, Muncie, Ind. 47304.

A catalog describing a variety of precision resistors—carbon-film, wire-wound and network types—includes information on how they're constructed and circuit applications. For a free copy, write Resistance Products Co., 914 South 13th St., Harrisburg, Pa. 17104.

A 24-page short-form catalog features a wide range of audio accessories, such as phono jacks and plugs, patch cords, connectors, adaptors and annunciators. You'll also find microphone mixers, miniature microphone amplifiers, switches and control devices for audio gear and other applications. Free from Switchcraft, Inc., 5555 N. Elston Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60630.

Many well-known manufacturers are represented in a catalog of electromechanical components—including pressure transducers, generating plants, AC and DC motors, blowers, transformers, meters, counters, solenoids, switches, relays, timers and many more. A free copy is available from American Relays, Electronics Div., 39 Lispenard St., New York, N.Y. 10013.

A catalog describing specifications for a wide variety of potentiometers, power rheostats and resistors also lists rotary switches and accessories. Free from Clarostat Mfg. Co., Dover, N.H. 03820.

For experimenters who like to take a peek into the world of industrial tube design and applications, a booklet titled Photomultiplier Tubes (PIT-703) details specifications and uses. Copy, 35¢. Write RCA Electronic Components & Devices, Harrison, N.J. 07029.

Home-study courses designed to prepare you for a career as a power engineer—stationary system steam engineer and fireman, power plant and industrial building engineer, boiler inspector, diesel engine and industrial instrument specialist—are described in a free catalog available from International Correspondence Schools, Scranton, Pa. 18515.

Electronics Illustrated
EICO Makes It Possible

Uncompromising engineering—for value does it!

You save up to 50% with Eico Kits and Wired Equipment.

Cortina Stereo

Engineering excellence, 100% capability, striking esthetics, the industry's only TOTAL PERFORMANCE STEREO at lowest cost.
A Silicon Solid-State 70 Watt Stereo Amplifier for $99.95 kit. $139.95 wired, including cabinet. Cortina 3070.
A Solid-State FM Stereo Tuner for $99.95 kit, $139.95 wired, including cabinet. Cortina 3200.
A 70 Watt Solid-State FM Stereo Receiver for $169.95 kit. $259.95 wired, including cabinet. Cortina 3570.

Eicocraft

The newest excitement in kits.
100% solid-state and professional.
Fun to build and use. Expandable, interconnectable. Great as "jiffy" projects and as introductions to electronics. No technical experience needed. Finest parts, pre-drilled etched printed circuit boards, step-by-step instructions.
Electronic Siren $4.95, Burglar Alarm $6.95, Fire Alarm $6.95, Intercom $5.95, Audio Power Amplifier $5.95, Monaural $3.95, Tremolo $9.95, Light Flasher $3.95, Electronic "Mystifier" $4.95, Photo Cell Nite Lite $4.95, Power Supply $8.95, Code Oscillator $2.50, FM Wireless Mike $9.95, AM Wireless Mike $9.95, Electronic VOX $8.95, FM Radio $9.95, AM Radio $8.95, Electronic Bongos $7.95.

Two years ahead! Model 7923
All Solid-State 23-Channel SW Transceiver. 4 exclusives: dual-crystal lattice filter for razor-sharp selectivity; efficient up-converter frequency synthesizer for advanced stability; precision series-mode fundamental crystals; Small: only 3"H, 8"W, 8"D. $189.95 wired only.
The best buy in tube-type CB. "Sentinel-Pro" 23-channel dual-conversion SW Transceiver $169.95 wired only.

EICO Match (Model 715) is a professional test set designed for complete checking of ham and CB equipment. Kit $39.95; Wired $59.95.

Citizen's Band

All Solid-State 23-Channel SW Transceiver. 4 exclusives: dual-crystal lattice filter for razor-sharp selectivity; efficient up-converter frequency synthesizer for advanced stability; precision series-mode fundamental crystals; Small: only 3"H, 8"W, 8"D. $189.95 wired only.
The best buy in tube-type CB. "Sentinel-Pro" 23-channel dual-conversion SW Transceiver $169.95 wired only.

Truvohm

Professional Portable Multimeters by EICO.
The industry's greatest V-O-M values. Designed, made to Eico's high standards of professionalism. Each complete with batteries & test leads. Backed 100% by famous EICO warranty.
Model 1004A, 100,000Ω/V, $34.95.
Model 1005A, 10,000Ω/V, $19.95.
Model 30A3, 30,000Ω/V, $15.95.
Model 20A3, 20,000Ω/V, $12.95.
Model 44A, 4000Ω/V, $9.95.
Model 1A1, 1000Ω/V, $5.95.

Automotive

EICO 888-Car/Boat Engine Analyzer.
For all 6V-12V systems; 4, 6, 8-cyl. engines.
Now you can keep your car or boat engine in tip-top shape with this solid-state, portable, self-powered universal engine analyzer. Completely tests your total ignition/electrical system.
Complete with a Tune-up & Trouble-shooting Manual. Model 888; $44.95 kit, $69.95 wired.

Test Equipment

100 best buys to choose from.

"The Professionals"—laboratory precision at lowest cost.
Model 460 Wideband Direct-Coupled 5" Oscilloscope; DC-4.5mc for color and B&W TV service and lab use. Push-pull DC vertical amp, bal. or unbal. input. Automatic sync limiter and amp. $109.95 kit, $149.95 wired.
Model 232 Peak-to-Peak VTVM. A must for color or B&W TV and industrial use. 7 non-skip ranges on all 4 functions, with exclusive Uni-Probe.* $34.95 kit, $49.95 wired.

FREE 1968 CATALOG

EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
240 Malta St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207.
Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO line of 200 best buys, and name of nearest dealer.

Name: ________________________
Address: ________________________
City: ________________________
State: ________________________
Zip: ________________________
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Look What's New

NEW HEATHKIT In-Circuit Transistor Tester

At last, a realistic price for in-circuit testing of transistors! The new Heathkit IT-18 Tester has the facilities you need and it costs a lot less. It measures DC Beta in-or-out-of-circuit in 2 ranges from 2 to 1000 (the spec. commonly used by mfers, and schematics to determine transistor gain). It tests diodes in-or-out-of-circuit for forward and reverse current to indicate opens or shorts. Measures transistors out-of-circuit for ICEO and ICBO leakage on leakage current scale of 0 to 5,000 μA. Identifies NPN or PNP devices, anode and cathode of unmarked diodes; matches transistors of the same type or opposite types. Cannot damage device or circuit even if connected incorrectly. Big 4½" x 201 μA meter. Fully-calibrated control. Completely portable, powered by "D" cell (long battery life). Front panel socket for lower power devices. Attached 3' test leads. Rugged polypropylene case with attached cover. Build in 2 hours. 4 lbs.

NEW HEATHKIT 1-15 VDC Regulated Power Supply

Labs, service shops, hams, home experimenters... anybody working with transistor circuitry can use this handy new Heathkit All-Silicon Transistor Power Supply. Voltage regulated (less than 40 mV variation no-load to full-load; less than 0.05% change in output with input change from 105-125 VAC). Current limiting; adjustable from 10-500 mA. Ripple and noise less than 0.1 mV. Transient response 25 μS. Output impedance 0.5 ohm or less to 100 kHz. AC or DC programming (3 mA driving current on DC). Circuit board construction. Operates 105-125 VAC, 210-250 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 6 lbs.

NEW HEATHKIT Low-Cost 5 MHz 3" "Scope

Here is the wideband response, extra sensitivity and utility you need, all at low cost. The Heathkit IO-17 features vertical response of 5 Hz to 5 MHz; 30 mv Peak-to-Peak sensitivity; vertical gain control with pullout X50 attenuator; front panel 1 volt Peak-to-Peak reference voltage; horizontal sweep from internal generator, 60 Hz line, or external source; wide range automatic sync; plastic graticule with 4 major vertical divisions & 6 major horizontal, front mounted controls, completely shielded circuitry. Solid-state high & low voltage power supplies for 115/230 VAC, 50-60 Hz; Zener diode regulators minimize trace bounce from line voltage variations; new professional Heath instrument styling with removable cabinet shells; beige & black color; just 9½" H. x 5½" W. x 14½" L. circuit board construction, shipping wt. 17 lbs.

NEW HEATHKIT Solid-State Portable Volt-Ohm Meter

There's never been a better buy in meters. Solid-state circuit has FET input, 4 silicon transistors (2 used as diodes), and 1 silicon diode. 11 megohm input on DC, 1 megohm on AC. 4 DC volt ranges, 0-1000 v, with ±3% accuracy; 4 AC volt ranges, 0-1000 v, with ±5% accuracy. Resistance ranges, 10 ohms center scale x1, x10, x100, x1M, measures from 0.1 ohm to 1000 megohms. 4½", 200 μA meter with multicolored scales. Operates on "C" cell and 8.4 v. mercury cell (not included). Housed in rugged black polypropylene case with molded-in cover and handle and plenty of space for the three built-in test leads. An extra jack is provided for connecting accessory probes to extend basic ranges. Controls include zero-adjust, ohms-adjust, DC polarity reversing switch, continuous rotation 12-position function switch. Easy-to-build circuit board construction completes in 3-4 hours. 4 lbs.

NEW HEATHKIT/Kraft 5-Channel Digital Proportional System with Variable Capacitor Servos

This Heathkit version of the internationally famous Kraft system saves you over $200. The system includes solid-state transmitter with built-in charger and rechargeable battery, solid-state receiver, receiver rechargeable battery, four variable capacitor servos, and all cables. Servos feature scaled variable capacitor feedback to eliminate failure due to dirty contacts, vibration, etc., three outputs; two linear shafts travel ½ in. simultaneously in opposite directions plus rotary wheel. Specify freq.: 26.995, 27.045, 27.095, 27.145, 27.195 MHz.
NEW HEATHKIT AJ-15 Deluxe Stereo Tuner

For the man who already owns a fine stereo amplifier, and in response to many requests. Heath now offers the superb FM stereo tuner section of the renowned AR-15 receiver as a separate unit. The new AJ-15 FM Stereo Tuner has the exclusive design FET FM tuner for remarkable sensitivity, the exclusive Crystal Filters in the IF strip for perfect response curve and no alignment; Integrated Circuits in the IF for high gain, best limiting; elaborate Noise-Operated Squelch; Stereo-Threshold Switch; Stereo-Only Switch; Adjustable Multiphase, two Tuning Meter, separate VFO variable output. Stereo Phone jacks, one pair variable outputs plus two fixed outputs for amps., recorders, etc.; front panel mounted controls; "Black Magic" panel lighting; 120/240 VAC operation. 18 lbs. *Walnut cabinet AE-18. $19.95.

NEW HEATHKIT AA-15 Deluxe Stereo Amplifier

For the man who already owns a fine stereo tuner. Heath now offers the famous amplifier section of the AR-15 receiver as a separate unit. The new AA-15 Stereo Amplifier has the same superb features: 150 watts Music Power; Ultra-Low Harmonic & FM Distortion (less than 0.5% at full output); Ultra-Wide Frequency Response (+1 DB, 8 to 40,000 Hz at 1 watt); Ultra-Wide Dynamic Range Preamp (98 dB); Tone-Filt Switch; Front Panel Input Level Controls; Transformerless Amplifier; Capacitor Coupled Outputs; Massive Power Supply; All-Silicon Transistor Circuit; Positive Circuit Protection; "Black Magic" Panel Lighting; new second system Remote Speaker Switch; 120/240 VAC. 26 lbs. *Walnut cabinet AE-18. $19.95.

NEW HEATHKIT 2-Meter AM Amateur Transceiver

2-Meter at low cost. And the HW-17 Transceiver has 143.2 to 148.2 MHz extended coverage to include MARS, CAF, and Coast Guard Auxiliary operation. Output power of tube-type transmitters is 8 to 10 watts. And crystal sockets plus VFO input. Relayless PTT operation. Double conversion solid-state superhet. Receiver has 1 uV sensitivity with prebuilt, aligned FET tuner. ANL. Squelch. "Spot" function, and lighted dial. Signal-strength/relative power-output meter. Battery saver switch for low current drain during receiving only. 15 transistor, 18 diode, 3 tube circuit on two boards builds in about 20 hours. Built-in 120/240 VAC 50-60 Hz power supply and 3 x 5 speaker; low profile aluminum cabinet in Heath gray-green; ceramic mic. and gimbal mount included. 17 lbs. *Optional DC mobile supply, HWA-17-1. $24.95.

NEW HEATHKIT Home Protection System

Customize your own system with these new Heathkit units to guard the safety of your home and family. Warns of smoke, fire, intruders, freezing, cooling, thawing, pressure, water, almost any change you want to be warned about. Your house is already wired for this system, just plug units into AC outlets. Exclusive "loading" design of transmitters generates unusual signal which is detected by the Receiver/Alarm. Solid-state circuitry with fail-safe features warns if components of system have failed. Any number of units may be used in system. Receiver/Alarm has built-in 2800 Hz alarm and rechargeable battery to signal if power line fails (built-in charger keeps battery in peak condition). Receiver accepts external 117 VAC bells or horns. Smoke/Heat Detector-Transmitter senses smoke and 133°F heat (extra heat sensors may be added to it). Utility Transmitter has several contacts to accept any type switch or thermostat to guard against any hazard except smoke. All units feature circuit board construction and each builds in 3-4 hours. All are small and finished in beige and brown velvet finish. Operating cost similar to that of electric clocks. Invest in safety now with this unique new low-cost Heathkit system.

FREE 1968 CATALOG!

Now with more kits, more color. Fully describes these along with over 300 kits for stereo, hi-fi, color TV, electronic organs, electric guitar & amplifier, amateur radio, marine, educational, CB, home & hobby, mail coupon or write Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 20-9
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
In Canada, Daystrom Ltd

PLEASE ENTER SHOPPING

□ Enclosed n
□ Please send model(s)
□ Please send Free Heathkit Catalog
□ Please send Credit Application

Name
Address
City
State
Zip
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www.americanradiohistory.com
Confused by all the ads for home training in electronics?

find out what it's really all about from the leader...

With RCA Institutes Home Training Programs you get:

- As many as 24 valuable kits at no extra cost.
- The AUTOTEXT programmed method of learning electronics faster, easier, almost automatically.
- A unique easy-pay Tuition Plan.

CLASSROOM TRAINING ALSO AVAILABLE. For special catalog and full information, simply check the appropriate box on the attached card.

All courses approved under the new G.I. Bill.

Accredited Member National Home Study Council.

RCA INSTITUTES, DEPT. EI-98
320 West 31st Street, New York, N.Y. 10001

RCA
MUSIC TIME. . . Look, Ma, no hands—because it's not a watch, it's a radio. If the Super Micro 7 gives you the time of day it will be in words, on the broadcast band. Seven transistors and a speaker fit in the 2-in.-square case. The finish is gold with a leather wrist strap. Power is supplied by two mercury cells. $29.50. Partners, Ltd., 205 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10003.

Electronic Marketplace

Plus VHF. . . So you want a portable radio with some special goodies? A handsome unit called the Jetflight (Model RLM-74) offers both AM and FM plus the police (152-174 mc) and aircraft (108-136 mc) VHF bands. A ferrite rod antenna is provided for AM; FM and VHF use the telescoping, pivoted monopole. There's an AFC switch for FM, a tuning meter for VHF. An oval 6-in. speaker is built in but an earphone also is included for private listening. Four D cells power the rig away from home: AC adaptor is built-in. $79.95 including D cells. RCA Home Instrument Div., 600 N. Sherman, Indianapolis, Ind. 46201.

Charge Up. . . At last someone is mounting a campaign to make nickel-cadmium rechargeable batteries a household product, rather than specialty item or a built-in. Using the trade name Perma-Cell, GE is turning out the three most popular sizes, AA, C and D cells—plus a charger that will handle any of them. Recharge requires 14 hours. Charger $9.95; cells $3.15 to $3.95 a pair. General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y. 12305.
FREE!
JUST OFF THE PRESS!!
SEND FOR YOUR EXCITING COPY NOW!

LAFAYETTE
RADIO ELECTRONICS

CITIZENS BAND
2-WAY RADIO
STEREO/HI-FI
COMPONENTS
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
AND AMPLIFIERS

PUBLIC ADDRESS
AMATEUR RADIO
TEST EQUIPMENT
PARTS
PORTABLE AND
TABLE RADIOS

PHOTO EQUIPMENT
TOOLS—BOOKS
AUTO ACCESSORIES
EDUCATIONAL
AND OPTICAL
TV AND ANTENNAS

YOUR 1st GUIDE TO EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS

LAFAYETTE Radio ELECTRONICS
Dept. 29088, P.O. Box 10
Syosset, L.I., N.Y. 11791

Mail This Coupon Today
For Your 1969 Catalog
No. 690.

September, 1968

Please send the FREE 1969 LAFAYETTE Catalog 690

Name
Address
City State
Zip

(please include your Zip Code No.)
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Signal Power On Top Means More Distance—No Dead Spots...

Avanti Astro Plane Antenna

The Avanti Astro Plane's big signal power on top assures full omni-directional communications. No more dead spots or loss of mobile contact in areas where nearby buildings block signals from ordinary antennas—ASTRO PLANE gets its signal over these obstacles. Performance tests have proven Astro Plane superior to 3/4 wave length antennas when installed at the same tip height. The short, sturdy radials at the tip of the Astro Plane direct an extremely low angle signal take off for maximum distance in all directions.

Ordinary collinear or ground plane antenna signals are blocked ... they radiate from the bottom.

Astro Plane gets its signals over obstacles ... it radiates from the top.

- 4 db. gain • only 3½ lbs. • no coils to short or burn out • up to 1000 watt power • no noise — no detuning in damp, humid weather • 120 mph wind survival • no long drooping radials

Write for Complete Information

Avanti

Research and Development, Inc.
Dept. F, 45 West Fullerton Ave., Addison, Ill. 60101

CIRCLE NUMBER 19 ON PAGE 11

Electronic Marketplace

Sixty Watts Per... The Model 388B solid-state AM/FM stereo receiver features such state-of-the-art items as three FETs in the front-end and an integrated-circuit IF strip. IF and power ratings are 120 watts (both channels) with a claimed frequency response of 15 to 30,000 cps. FM tuner specs include 1.7-µV sensitivity. 90db cross-

modulation rejection, 46db selectivity. The 388B has facilities for tape monitoring, microphone jacks, headphone jack, multi-speaker switching. muting control, rumble and hiss filters, as well as more commonplace controls. A back-panel switch permits mono operation of extension speakers while the main system is in the stereo mode. $539.95. (Model 348B, FM only. $499.95.) H. H. Scott, Inc., 111 Powdermill Rd., Maynard, Mass. 01754.

Hand CB... The Messenger 109 is a lightweight, compact (30-oz., 8½ x 3 5/16 x 1 13/16-in.) 2-channel CB transceiver with 3 watts of power. The solid-state walkie-talkie, which boasts 14 transistors, 9 diodes and a thermistor is equipped with a rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery providing up to 8 hrs. use without recharging. To recharge the battery pack you either can remove it and insert its built-in prongs into an AC outlet or connect a line cord directly to the rig. In that case, you need not take the transceiver out of service while the batteries are being charged. The Messenger 109 has a squelch control, extension-speaker jack and rated sensitivity of 0.5 µV for a 10db S/N ratio. FCC type accepted and DOT (Canadian) approved. $149.95. E. F. Johnson Co., Waseca, Minn. 56093.

Electronics Illustrated
We took our WA-44C Audio Generator, transistorized it, made it smaller, lighter, more portable, made it easier to use... and lowered the price!

**RCA WA-504A only $95.**

The RCA WA-504A Sine/Square Wave Audio Generator—transistorized for stability and dependability—provides a tuneable AF signal that’s ideally-suited for service, industrial, laboratory, education and hobby use. Frequency range extends from 20 Hz to 200 kHz. New solid state circuit design uses 6 transistors—including MOS FET oscillator circuit—and 2 diodes... assures stability (Amplitude variation ±1.5 dB, total harmonic distortion of sine wave less than 0.25%).

The WA-504A is useful in a wide range of applications, including direct measurement of frequency response characteristics of audio amplifiers; testing speakers and enclosures; finding impedance of LC combinations; determining frequency of vibrating or rotating bodies, etc.

Ask to see WA-504A at your Authorized RCA Test Equipment Distributor, or write RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering Department I-134-W, 415 South Fifth Street, Harrison, N.J.

*Optional Distributor resale price. Prices may be slightly higher in Alaska, Hawaii and the West.*

---

*September, 1968*
Feedback from Our Readers

Write to: Letters Editor, Electronics Illustrated, 67 West 44th St., New York, N.Y. 10036

• HI, SPY!

Congratulations on your in-person report on Radio Americas and Swan Island [July '68 EI]. I wonder whether you really looked hard enough for snakes among the iguanas, though. I mean, if the CIA would let you see that much, how much more there must he to see!

(unsigned)
Miami, Fla.

One thing the R. Americas people did hold back was the fact that they were going to cease operations on May 15th. Curiously, that also is the date our issue was due to hit the newsstands. More of a shock was the picture of the BCB antenna towers on page 46. Someone drew a weird, sagging line between them that was not on the original photo. reproduced here, making it look like an obvious fake. Apparently, it was a misguided printer, trying to be helpful. But we're keeping an eye out for Rolex wristwatches in our production department.

• MAKING DO

I recently built your Pinch-Penny Strobe [Jan. '68 EI]. I built it mainly because it was easy and I had all the parts. I substituted a few parts, using a pot having too much resistance. I ended up with the circuit oscillating at much too high a frequency. Instead of using a light I attached a speaker to the output terminals and used a telegraph key as an on-off switch. It really made a handy-dandy code practice oscillator.

Richard K. Shipman, Jr.
Edison, N.J.

Why don't you try building a color TV? You may end up with a garage-door opener.

• WEATHER WATCH

Your article on weather satellites [July '68 EI] makes them sound terribly complicated. Since I still get more reliable forecasts from the little Swiss barometer on my mantel than I do from the so-called official forecasts on TV I can't help wondering whether all that hardware is really worth the cost.

Myron Morgenthaler
Madison, Wis.

• FOR THE DOGS?

Do you have any information on how to transpose low-frequency sounds into frequencies above normal hearing?

W. Feschuk
Lindsay, Ont.

How about a radio transmitter?

[Continued on page 27]
from the largest
broad-band or single-channel
strip amplifier...

to the smallest
connector
or any one of
over 200 items!

M-304
Dual Output Plate
300 ohm outlet FM
300 ohm outlet VHF

M-306
Single 300 Ohm outlet Wall Outlet Plate VHF

M-214
Matched Line Drop Tap/Outdoor Cast Housing

M-213
Matched Line Drop Tap/Indoor

M-526
Hi-Q Single Carrier Trap, 50 dB Attenuation

M-300
Variable Attenuator 0 to 82 dB in 1 dB Steps

M-552
Transistorized Field Strength Meter VHF

Illustrations represent a cross section of over 200 MATV items

THE FINNEY COMPANY

FINCO is the maker of the world famous Color Spectrum Antennas

USE FINCO MATV ANTENNA SYSTEMS FOR HOTELS, MOTELS, SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS, STORES, OFFICE BUILDINGS, APARTMENTS, HOMES

Send for FINCO'S FREE 45-page illustrated MATV catalogue and layout information forms.

THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 W Interstate Street Dept. E1
Bedford, Ohio 44146
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He just lost his chance to make a choice.

His induction notice caught him with his decisions down. He waited too long to choose Army.

If he had acted sooner, he would have had his pick of more than 300 jobs. And his choice would have been guaranteed in writing before he joined up.

So don't wait. Choose your specialty and get the best training in the world. In an outfit you can be proud of. There's no better way to become highly skilled. No better way to fulfill your military obligation.

Your future, your decision... choose ARMY.

Army Opportunities
Dept. 200
Hampton, Va. 23369

Please mail me your free 40-page booklet.

Name

Address

City State Zip

Phone Education Age
Feedback from Our Readers

Continued from page 24

CALL FOR HELP
I have a rather unusual request. I am a Peace Corps volunteer teaching English here in Saipan. Saipan is one of the more advanced islands in the U.S. Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands but it has a great need for people with vocational training. For instance, there isn’t one full-time radio-TV repair shop on the island.

The population is about 10,000 and growing. And practically every home has a radio. Battery-powered radios are used in the homes without electricity and in homes with power there usually is a radio-phonograph. But there is no place to get them repaired when they fail.

I have been trying to interest some of the people here in learning about electronics in the hope that they will start a business. Ultimately, I’d like to see them take a correspondence course but the cost is almost unattainable for people who earn 40¢ an hour and must feed, clothe and house a family. Hence, my appeal.

We need books (correspondence-course texts, tube and transistor manuals, how-to books), used but usable test instruments and learning kits (like Allied’s 21-in-l kit). There must be a lot of reading material, test instruments and kits around that still are useful but have been shoved aside in favor of something new and more advanced. Perhaps some of your readers would be willing to help us get started by sending appropriate materials that they don’t use.

There is no problem in sending things here, incidentally, as we are served by the U.S. Post Office. No duties are involved.

John Leekley
Peace Corps Hq.
Box 392
Saipan, Marianas Is.
TERPACIS 96950

OUR HERO!
The best part of your magazine is Uncle Tom’s Corner. Where did you find him? Don’t ever hire someone rational. It would ruin you.

Glenn Nelson
New Hyde Park, N.Y.

NOW OFFERED FOR THE FIRST TIME TO THE PUBLIC
GRAYMARK ELECTRONICS PROJECTS
Hobbyist / Experimenter / Student

For years, teachers have used Graymark classroom projects to provide (1) the basics of electronics theory and (2) valuable and workable end products. Now, for the first time, Graymark offers certain of these projects to the public. You can now embark on an exciting, step-by-step journey toward the building of your own highly professional, eight-transistor or five-tube radio... besides learning a great deal about electronics. Each project comes complete with all parts and easy-to-follow instructional manual. All parts fully warranted.

"COMACHO" EIGHT-TRANSISTOR RADIO. Project provides basics of superheterodyne transistor theory-operation. Builds into an attractive printed circuit-board radio, mounted in plastic case. Compares favorably with more expensive units. Earphone included. $18.95 each.

"SCALLON" FIVE-TUBE RADIO. Easy-to-understand project approach to superheterodyne circuitry. Assembles into a distinctive table-type racio. Tubes, contemporary walnut cabinet included. $21.95 each.

Send order today to: GRAYMARK Enterprises, Incorporated
Dept. 102, P.O. Box 54343, Ter. Annex, Los Angeles, Calif. 90054

Send Projects Checked
☐ COMACHO ($19.95 ea.) ☐ SCALLON ($21.95 ea.)
☐ Send Postpaid. Enclosed check/money order for full amount. (Calif. Res. add 5% to total purchase)
☐ Send C.O.D. I will pay full amount, plus postage.

Name
Address
City & State Zip
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MORE POWER!
MORE PUNCH!
MORE RANGE!

only $169.95

COBRA 23
23 Channel Solid State CB

Our latest and best! Ready to operate on all 23 channels. Solid state throughout—23 silicon transistors and 9 diodes! 100% modulation means greater power output, more punch, increased range. It's a B&K breakthrough . . . at a breakthrough price . . . only $169.95.

COBRA V
Famous "Punchy Galore"
5 channel solid state CB.
The "hot one"! $99.95

CAM 88
A proven 23 channel CB performer. Extra range and power. $214.95

A Division of Dynascan
1801 W. Belle Plaine Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 60613
Where Electronic Innovation Is A Way Of Life

Send for CB catalog.
Export: Empire Exporters, 123 Grand St., New York 13, U.S.A.
WHAT'S NEW IN DIODES

By LEN BUCKWALTER.

AFTER 50 years of fox-trotting around, the diode is shucking its spectacles and earhorn, letting down its hair and swinging out as the latest glamorpuss of electronics. Grandpa remembers the diode as a crystal (with cat whiskers) for receiving radio. Today the whisker is growing into Methuselah’s beard. Mention to an engineer the diode’s old functions—to detect and rectify—and you’re likely to get a ho-hum. A sampling of what’s happening shows why.

Relatively inexpensive home sound movies are one goodie promised for an early debut, thanks to the light-emitting diode. It scraps both fancy soundtrack optics and expensive magnetic striping. The unwieldy, mechanical tuning capacitor in your receiver also is tagged for extinction with the decreasing cost of varactors, diodes that pack a huge dose of variable capacitance in a mite-size plastic blob. The Rube Goldberg dial cord, pulley and pointer should disappear, too.

Recently, an exotic diode generated the highest frequency ever achieved by a semiconductor. Named LSA, it oscillated at 88,000 mc. And that’s the first step to pocket-size radar or creation of communications channels with enormous message capacity.

The hot-carrier diode is another new one latching onto super-high frequencies. It can operate so rapidly engineers don’t yet have instruments to make measurements. This diode will raise vastly switching rates demanded by all manner of speed-hungry logic circuits.

Another late development is the constant-current diode. It joins the zener as a slick and simple way of taming a power source. Operating in opposite fashion from a zener, the constant-current diode pegs current (not voltage) at a steady value. It hands the circuit designer another tool for fighting the old problem of varying power sources.

Diode and transistor are such kissin’ cousins that students of electronics often are told a transistor really is a pair of diodes placed back-to-back. So progress in tran-
sistor technology compelled the professors to take a second look at diodes. Diodes, old or new, start out with striking similarities. Two chips of silicon (or other semiconductor raw material) are refined to an incredibly pure state. Then each is contaminated with a trace of impurity. The impurity in one chip will capture electrons floating through the silicon, leaving it dotted with holes (or areas of positive charge), making it P-type material. The impurity selected for the other chip frees electrons and the silicon is considered negative, or N-type. The diode is born when the two chips are brought together and a boundary, or junction, forms between them.

In a regular rectifier an outside voltage can force P and N charges against the junction to form a bridge that will conduct current. But reverse the external voltage and P and N charges flee the junction. The diode then opens into a high resistance.

The varactor is a good example of the diode's transformation. It had been known that any diode displays a mite of capacitance across its junction because charges in P and N materials act like metal plates of a capacitor. And the capacitance can be varied by an external voltage that shoves charges toward or away from the junction. Trouble was that total capacitance had been too small to be of value except in very-high-frequency circuits. But a new varactor diode greatly multiplies the capacitance to the several-hundred μf needed for tuning the BCB. Its resistance and leakage are low enough to prevent poor tuning selectivity and losses. Tuning ratio (ratio of minimum to maximum capacitance), once measured at about 1:3, is extended to 10:1. These specs lend weight to pronouncements that radio's mechanical tuning capacitors soon will be replaced by so-called solid state tuning—a tiny varactor tuned by a simple potentiometer and a DC voltage source.

The light-emitting diode began not long ago as a laboratory curiosity. By feeding current into the diode it was found that visible light or infrared radiation could be obtained from the semiconductor material. Theoretical explanation is for the quantum physicists but here's roughly what they say: when a voltage is applied to the diode, electrons are kicked up to a higher energy level. As they fall back to former state they wobble fast enough to produce frequencies in the neighborhood of light.

Recent news is that light-emitting diodes are about to become practical hardware. Makers have licked production problems once considered colossal. To create sufficient light, the diode must be fashioned of diamond-hard material at searing temperature. The material must be polished like a jewel. Specially-designed windows must keep generated light from being wasted inside the diode case. But one maker, Norton, believes it has the secret of cheap sound movies for the home.

Norton's diode emits a needle-thin beam of cold yellow light. The device is smaller than a match head and operates on tiny batteries. Inside your movie camera, the diode would aim a point of light near the edge of the film. You'd pick up sound on a microphone, amplify it and feed the audio voltage to the diode. Variations in light from the diode would be recorded on film like a regular variable-density optical soundtrack. But the diode is far simpler than conventional apparatus. It needs no lamp, mirrors or lenses. What's more, after the film is developed at the corner drugstore it will play back through standard sound projectors like those used for decades to show 16mm educational films. Models for home use could appear on the market in about two years.

Diodes not only turn current into light but work in opposite fashion: converting light into current. This is the old photocell idea. But a sweeping development in this area is bringing the Picturephone closer to everyday reality. Thanks to integrated-circuit techniques, engineers have managed to carve about 700,000 silicon diodes, each a separate photocell, into a half-in.-sq. space. This becomes the light-sensitive screen, or target, of a new TV pickup element. It's upstaging the vidicon tube often used in TV cameras. The new diode screen is not only more sensitive to light but won't suffer damage when exposed to over-strong light.

The idea of exciting electrons in a diode, then capturing some new effect as charges
fritter back to normal also is applied in other novel diodes. There's one that even produces more output energy than is fed in by the power supply. The diode pulls the extra energy (heat) from the surrounding environment, making it a thermoelectric refrigerator or air conditioner that operates without moving parts.

And the idea is reversible. Build a fire under a bank of thermoelectric diodes and they generate electrical power. The operator of an unmanned TV relay station in Utah frequently had to climb a 10,000-ft. mountain to repair a balky diesel generator. He replaced it with a thermoelectric power supply and now makes one trip a year to fill the fuel tank with a little propane gas.

One of the most dramatic assaults on the state-of-the-art by new diodes is in microwave communications. On super-high frequencies experts expect to find solutions to the communications explosion. One authority says the spectrum from 30,000 to 300,000 mc offers about nine times the communications capacity of all lower frequencies combined. But, until recently, only hefty tubes operating at hundreds of volts could penetrate these regions. Now it can be done with a solid-state oscillator—using a diode.

The big problem always had been transit time. A conventional diode or transistor is limited by the time it takes an electrical charge to move across the semiconductor material. It had been possible to reduce transit time by making the device smaller but that also steals output power. The barrier is broken by a new generation of diodes typified by LSA (limited space-charge accumulation). Unlike regular semiconductors, the LSA's space charge (electrons and holes) is not permitted to build up to any significant degree during each cycle so the diode operates independent of transit time.

Another diode launched into microwave orbit is P-I-N (positive-intrinsic-negative). It's solving the problem of controlling fragile microwave signals which easily deteriorate in a switching system. The P-I-N diode behaves like a variable resistance when its charges are controlled by an external bias voltage.

Yes, the diode has strayed far from home. Most of its new uses—heat, light, tuning, microwave, switching—are remarkably unrectifierish.

HOW A DIODE RECORDS A SOUNDTRACK

Announced system for making home and industrial 16mm sound films uses light-emitting diode to record sound directly on film. Diode requires less power and parts than standard optical systems. Is processed automatically along with picture, avoids special equipment normally used to sync magnetic track to picture.
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Dust-Cover for Tape Recorder

Dirt-free heads and transport keep repair bills down and performance up.

BIGGEST scourge to a tape recorder is dust. Because it's abrasive it grinds away the precision-ground faces of the erase, record and playback heads. As it accumulates elsewhere, it gums up bearings and moving parts in the transport mechanism.

Such damage can be prevented with a cover like the one shown here. It takes about two hours to build and costs less than $5. The cover is made of ¼-in. thick Plexiglas, which is supplied covered with protective paper on which you lay out the four sides and top pieces. Dimensions depend on the size of your recorder. But add at least 1/16-in. to the length and width to prevent the cover from binding on the cabinet.

To cut the Plexiglas, run a scribe along the line you've drawn on the protective paper. Put the line over the edge of a table, press down and the piece will break off with a clean edge. Using masking tape, put all pieces together (butted joints) and apply Cadco CD-125 solvent. ($1.85 a pint) to the seams with a medicine dropper. Add height-positioning tabs at each corner to keep the cover from dropping down on the recorder. The tabs are right triangles with ½-in. sides. Cement them ⅛ in. up from the cover's bottom edge.

A half hour later, remove the tape and smooth the edges with a fine file or sandpaper. Polish the edges with a polishing wheel and compound or else use a cleansing powder, such as Bon-Ami, and a wet cloth.

John Capotosto
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Use pencil to lay out cutting lines on paper coating. To cut Plexiglas, run scribe along lines as pencil. Put line over table edge and apply pressure to break.

Plexiglas comes with protective paper coating on both sides. This protects its surface from scratches and shouldn't be removed until pieces are cut and ready for assembly. Peel off paper as shown. Plexiglas ($1.20/sq. ft.) and solvent are available from Cadillac Plastic Co., 35-21 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City, N.Y. 11106. Minimum C.O.D. order is $2.00.

Although best way to cut plastic is to scribe lines and break off pieces, a bench saw will also work. Use hollow-ground blade, smooth edges with fine sandpaper.

After you've removed paper, temporarily assemble cover with masking tape. Cut thin strips of tape and put on outside corners to indicate position of four height-positioning tabs—½ in. from bottom.

Use medicine dropper to apply solvent to seams. High viscosity of liquid causes it to travel along full length of seam—even uphill. To be on safe side, wait a half hour for the solvent to dry before removing tape.
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the  
Best  
thing in  
Electronics  
is  

FREE  

1969 ALLIED CATALOG  

Brand new! Fresh off the press! Allied's 1969 Catalog...536 fascinating pages jam-packed with the very latest in Hi Fi, Tape Recorders, CB, Kits, Radios, Tools, Electronic Parts, Books. Probably nowhere else on earth will you find such a complete selection of everything electronic...and virtually all new as tomorrow! Literally thousands of items...many of them never shown before. Allied's all new 1969 Catalog makes wonderful reading...and it's yours absolutely FREE! Tear off the card...mail it in today...and we'll rush you your own personal copy of the newest and most complete book of what's new in electronics...Allied's 1969 Catalog!

TEAR OUT AND MAIL CARD AT RIGHT...OR WRITE  

ALLIED RADIO  
P.O. BOX 4398  
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60680  

CIRCLE NUMBER 23 ON PAGE 11  

Electronics Illustrated
Complete 14-Volume Set, Allied's Electronic Library
Only $6.25, Postpaid
SAVE $3.00
$9.25 if Purchased Separately

Fourteen expertly written, illustrated authoritative books—an extremely useful library developed especially for you by Allied's Electronic Experts. An incomparable value.

Dictionary of Electronic Terms: $1.00

Defines over 4800 electronic terms in general usage. Knowing the language of electronics makes it easy to describe, explain, and discuss ideas and equipment. 112 pages. 6 x 9".

Electronics Data Handbook: $1.00

Revised and enlarged 5th edition. Contains formulas, symbols, standards, tables, and charts. Includes: math, constants, symbols and algebraic formulas. 112 pages. 6 x 9".

GETTING STARTED IN ELECTRONICS: Excellent introduction to basic radio theory in simple language. Includes projects such as building a crystal set, walkie-talkie, transistor radio set. 112 pages. 5½ x 8½".

UNDERSTANDING AND USING YOUR OSCILLOSCOPE: Tests, measurements, basic principles. 128 pages. 5½ x 8½".

USING YOUR TAPE RECORDER: Helpful hints on every phase of recording. 56 pages. 5½ x 8½".

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS FUNDAMENTALS AND PROJECTS: An introduction to integrated circuits in easy-to-follow, non-technical language. 112 pages. 5½ x 8½".

UNDERSTANDING SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS: Easy to understand. Detailed explanations. Up-to-date. 112 pages. 5½ x 8½".

UNDERSTANDING TRANSISTORS AND TRANSISTOR PROJECTS: Transistor applications, characteristics and construction projects. 112 pages. 5½ x 8½".

UNDERSTANDING AND USING CITIZENS BAND RADIO: Obtaining your license, choosing equipment, operating procedures. 112 pages. 5½ x 8½".

HOW TO BUILD ELECTRONIC KITS: Helps you make a custom hi-fi system installation and get the most from your components. 16 pages. 5½ x 11".

BEST WAYS TO USE YOUR VOM-VTVM: Explains methods for testing components. 96 pages. 5½ x 8½".

BUILT-IN STEREO HI-FI MUSIC SYSTEMS: Helps you make a custom hi-fi system installation and get the most from your components. 16 pages. 5½ x 11".

ADDITIONAL ITEMS: ALL ABOUT HIGH-FIDELITY AND STEREO: Helps you to select stereo components. 96 pages. 5½ x 8½".

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS FUNDAMENTALS AND PROJECTS: An introduction to integrated circuits in easy-to-follow, non-technical language. 112 pages. 5½ x 8½".

ALWAYS GET YOUR ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD!
FOR January, it was a mild day in New York. As we strolled up to the Barbizon-Plaza Hotel and to the Heath suite we wondered what the occasion was because this was the only press show Heath had ever given. After arriving we learned the purpose of the luncheon affair was to announce the new AR-15 AM/FM-Stereo Receiver kit. There was a large turnout, which included all the members of the electronics press. We examined and listened to the display of receivers and sat through speeches describing design and performance. When the price came out at $329.95 we saw eyeballs roll and heard gasps and whispered negativism from Fourth Estate skeptics.

Who, we asked ourselves (being amongst the skeptics), would want to tackle this expensive and complex kit with its 69 transistors and 43 diodes, its pair of integrated circuits and brace of IF crystal filters—who would?—when it is possible to buy some factory-wired receiver with comparable specs for only a few more clams? (The AR-15 was not available assembled then but is now for $499.50.) In short, we wondered whether the AR-15 could get off the runway.

That was 1967. Time has passed and when we look at the AR-15 today we see it not only got off the ground but has gone into orbit.

The AR-15 is an outstanding receiver whose features and performance leave little to be desired. As a matter of fact, Consumer Reports magazine once said on its cover that the AR-15 was “the best we’ve tested yet.”

One of the AR-15’s import features is what we consider a state-of-the-art IF strip. Unlike other receivers, the AR-15’s FM IF strip uses two crystal filters and two integrated circuits. The design means no IF transformers and, consequently, no IF alignment or misalignment. In terms of performance, this results in a selectivity curve which is almost rectangular—flat top and almost vertical sides.

As you tune across the dial stations pop in. You’re either on the station or off it. (A zero-center tuning meter gives you an indication of the exact tuning point.)

Then there’s the norm/stereo-only front-panel rocker switch. Set it to the stereo-only position and you hear only those stations which are broadcasting in stereo. A stereo threshold control hidden behind a hinged plate on the left side of the front panel controls the noise level at which the receiver will switch from stereo to mono. You set the control for the minimum-quality stereo signal you can tolerate. Signals which don’t come up to this level cause the receiver to operate mono. There’s also a squelch control, which you use to eliminate inter-station noise.

Another control behind the panel is marked phase. After you tune a stereo station you pull the control and turn it for minimum volume. Push it in and you get maximum stereo separation.

In addition, there are ten screwdriver-adjust controls for setting the levels of all inputs.

Chassis. Wires come from one of three pre-wired cable harnesses. Large holes at right are for power transformer and power-supply filter capacitor.
so you won't get blasted when you switch from, say, tuner to record player.

A signal meter indicates the relative strength of AM, FM and FM-stereo signals and is used to make voltage and resistance measurements after construction. A tune meter indicates the precise FM tuning point when the needle is center-scale. When power is off the dial is not visible—you see a black panel on the front.

One front-panel light marked hi temp comes on when the output transistors overheat (simultaneously the power amplifier stages are shut off). When you tune a station transmitting in stereo, another indicator lamp comes on and the receiver is switched to stereo. There are two jacks on the front panel for pairs of headphones.

So much for the operating features and conveniences. What kind of a job is it to put the AR-15 together and what are the chances of its working after you complete it?

Knowing it would be a colossal task to troubleshoot the receiver to find a wiring error or to track down a defective or incorrect component, our kit builder (who has a large number of complex kits under his belt, including the Heath GD-983 organ) took his time, reading every step twice and checking every board after it was completed.

It took 34 hours over a two-month period to complete the job. We found no errors in the manual but we did have two defective components. After we installed one deck of the two-deck rotary function switch in the printed-circuit board we discovered that the switch had been assembled with rear deck turned 180° with respect to the front deck. We replaced it with a new switch.

During the check-out procedure we found nothing happened when we touched the left-channel input jacks with the volume control wide open. We found that the jack strip (five RCA phono jacks on one phenolic strip) had been punched inaccurately when manufactured. This caused the shell contacts (ground) to touch all the center (hot) contacts, grounding them all. A replacement cured this.

Following assembly, you make a series of voltage and resistance checks, using the built-in signal meter as an indicator. Then you make a few connections and turn on power. To our delight and relief the receiver worked in all modes.

Next, was the alignment or tune-up. This consists of touching up the ratio-detector [Continued on page 110]
THE scene is common. There's 50 miles of dark road in front and 100 in back when suddenly your car stops. You dig for the flashlight and find the batteries are dead.

But if your light just happened to be a lantern powered by a Globe-Union IP-3 Instant Power Battery you'd be able to light up the area in a minute.

Normally the battery has no output voltage. In this dormant condition it can be stored up to five years (guaranteed by the manufacturer) without your worrying about it going dead. Add any water-base liquid and the battery delivers a nominal 4.5 V.

In the top photograph we show an IP-3 being activated by a car's window-washer solution. And you can activate it with everything from soda to second-hand beer.

Once energized, the battery life is only 72 hours during which time it will deliver its rated 1 ampere-hour capacity either continuously or intermittently. It will deliver approximately two hours of lantern-light service. Because the output voltage is approximately 4.5 V, the light output is less than that of a fresh 6-V lantern battery.

Presently, the Instant Power Battery is available only in the IP-3 lantern size. It is priced at $5.59 and is available directly from the manufacturer, The Globe Battery Division, Globe-Union, Inc., Box 591, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201. A kit containing a two-way lantern with red flasher, a standard lantern battery and the IP-3 Instant Power Battery is available for $10.95. Prices include postage and handling.

The pointer indicates the filler plug which you remove to fill the battery. After activation you re-install the plug to make the battery leakproof.

The complete battery/lantern kit consists of the two-way lamp, a standard lantern battery and an Instant Power Battery. Current kit price is $10.95.
BY THE time you read this R. Americas will be off the air. That most controversial of all Western Hemisphere broadcasters closed down on May 15th—not long after receiving an EI reporting team with unexpected cordiality. We can't help wondering whether RA would have been so cordial if they had not been planning to quit.

As we go to press, R. Libertad has been silent for more than two months—which could mean either that the clandestine broadcaster is defunct or that its facilities are being revamped.

Timothy C. Armstrong (California) reports reception of R. Pakistan’s station at Dacca in rare East Pakistan. Time was 0700 PST and the frequency 7080 kc.

Larry B. LeBoeuf, VE3GHL (Ontario), has worked VP81U in Antarctica on 14153 kc at 0912 EST. Antarctica usually is bagged via the KC4 prefix.

Despite the anti-American feeling generated by the 1967 Mideast war, R. Cairo still is verifying some reports from U.S. listeners. Barry Babaj (Pennsylvania) is one of several to have received a card.

Terry R. Boles (Georgia) has received an enthusiastic QSL letter from the Maldives Islands Broadcasting Service confirming reception at 0415 EST on 9552 kc. There has been some dispute as to whether the station on 9552 at this hour actually is MIBS or R. Tanzania’s transmitter on the island of Zanzibar. Unfortunately, MIBS’s letter to Terry didn’t specify frequency so the battle probably will continue.

The U.S. government has placed on the air at Bangkok, Thailand, a 1-megawatt BCB transmitter. Frequency is 1580 kc and while the station calls itself R. Free Asia it carries VOA programs at 0330-0830 PST.

Reports have been circulating that R. Luxembourg had moved its 19-meter transmitter (used for French-language programs) to 15245 kc. Whether or not they did move to that frequency for a while, the station now is back on 15350.

Don Jensen (Wisconsin) notes that the Voice of the Patriotic Militiamen’s Front, a U.S.-backed clandestine operation aimed at North Vietnam, occasionally is heard in the Midwest on 7216.5 kc with weak signals around 0800 EST.

Saudi Arabia Broadcasting’s 19-meter outlet definitely is on the move but you should be able to hear it at various times of the day around 15160 kc.

A new frequency for R. Abidjan in the Ivory Coast (properly known as Cote d’Ivoire) is 11920 kc. Watch for it here with potent signals around 1430 EST.

R. Beirut (Lebanon) is now using new 15440-kc frequency for transmissions to North America. Most DXers should have no trouble logging it around 2030 EST.

The Far East Broadcasting Co. has announced that its British branch will build and operate an international SWBC station in the Seychelle Islands with transmissions beamed primarily to India.

Propagation: Although it is too soon to know for certain, it appears that the maximum of the present sunspot cycle has passed. This means that the usefulness of the higher bands, particularly 11 and 13 meters during daylight hours, will begin to decrease—slowly at first, then more rapidly as sunspot numbers continue to decline.

During the fall of 1968, 11 and 13 meters will remain useful with good to excellent DX during the daylight hours. At night, everything from 49 to 19 meters will be good at one period or another over circuits from the east. Even higher frequencies will be useful from the west during the evening and early night hours.

Seasonal decreases in local noise levels will result in better broadcast-band DX than at any time since March.
BEGINNING hams usually start off slowly. First place it shows up is in code speed. Second place you'll notice it is in the simplicity and low cost of equipment.

Take the transmitter, for example. Ready-made CW gear often contains all manner of frills. The beginner avoids frills because they simply jack up the price and don't necessarily do anything for performance. But unfortunately, he won't find many commercially-made gutless-wonder transmitters on dealer shelves.

Then again, perhaps the beginner doesn't want to put much money in a first transmitter, which will eventually be replaced by a larger job after he acquires more operating confidence and money. Or maybe he feels the whole ham hit is a fad which will pass in time. With this thought in mind, he'd naturally be reluctant to spend big money at the start.

The most economical way to get on the air is with a one-tube rig. Now most one-tube transmitters are simple affairs which are small and easy to construct but lack the power necessary to punch a hole in QRM-loaded bands.

Although our 20-watt transmitter is compact and easy to build, it runs enough power to put out a good strong signal.

The transmitter operates on both 40 and 80 meters and can be built in a few hours for about $20. There are no unnecessary frills, yet everything is included to make operating uncomplicated.

The transmitter is designed around a 6L6 tube. This bottle has been around a long, long time but still is unsurpassed for ruggedness and reliable performance. The crystal-controlled circuit is standard, easy to tune-up and will withstand heavy antenna loading before it stops oscillating. You change bands with plug-in coils. By using such coils you eliminate complicated and expensive hand-switching.

The power supply is a full-wave transformer type. Six silicon rectifier diodes are connected in series—three in each high-voltage secondary lead. A resistor across each of the diodes equalizes the voltage drop. Using this many rectifiers means breakdown at this point is prevented. A single 40-mF electrolytic capacitor provides ample filtering of

By JIM WHITE, W5LET
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the power supply's output.

A neon lamp connected to the plate of the 6L6 indicates RF. Not only is it used to tune up the rig, it also will give visual indication of your keying.

Construction

The transmitter is built on a 5 x 4 x 3-in. aluminum Minibox. The location of each part is not critical, but try to duplicate our general layout to get everything in place and to minimize problems.

After all holes have been drilled or punched, deburr them and proceed with the mounting of the parts in this order: power transformer, coil socket, tube socket and crystal socket. Orient the tube socket so that pins 1 and 8 are facing the front apron of the Minibox. Mount the coil socket so that pins 2 and 3 are near the transformer.

After these parts are mounted install jack J1 and antenna connector SO1. Variable capacitor C6 is installed later. Part of the wiring can be started at this point. First install C1. and R1 across the crystal socket. Capacitors C3 and C4, along with L1, are connected directly to V1's socket. The end of L1 which goes to J1 is soldered to pin 6 of V1's socket, which is an unused pin.

Bypass capacitors C4 and C5 should now be installed. Pin 2 on V1's socket gets soldered to one of the ground lugs on the socket. Install C6 now and be sure that none of the rotor plates touches a stator plate. After C6 is installed and the wire from pin 3 of the coil socket is connected to C6's rotor lug, mount neon lamp NL1 in a 3/8-in. rubber grommet and connect NL1's leads together and solder them to C6's stator lug.

With the foregoing completed and checked, install power switch S1, a 6-lug terminal strip and resistor R9. The silicon diodes and their shunting resistors, along with filter capacitor C7, are left until last. The three unused transformer leads should be cut short and taped together. Be sure the wires at the ends don't touch each other or the chassis.

The silicon diodes, along with their resistors, can be connected before being installed. Be sure to observe polarities. After you have the diodes connected properly, mount them on the terminal strip, one (SR1 and SR4) to each high-voltage lead already connected to the strip. Now carefully recheck the con-

![Fig. 1—Primary of 80-meter coil (left) is 25 closewound turns of No. 20 enameled wire connected to pins 1 and 2. Before soldering wire in pins, install C8, a 75 µfd. 1,000 V ceramic disc capacitor. Secondary is 4 turns of No. 22 solid hookup wire. Primary of 40-meter coil is 17 closewound turns of No. 20 enameled wire. Secondary is 3 turns of No. 22 solid hookup wire. Wind secondaries over bottom turns of primary.](image-url)
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20 Watts for 40 and 80

Fig. 3—Note how neon lamp NL1 is installed in grommet in upper right corner. Keep all parts close to chassis, double check your wiring and there should be no trouble. Electrolytic capacitor C7 and 10-watt resistor (R9) go on rear apron.

Fig. 2—Underside of transmitter. Parts C6, J1, NL1 and SO1 are mounted on front apron of Minibox. C7, R9 and S1 are mounted on rear apron. When installing the octal socket for V1, be sure the keyway between pins 1 and 8 is facing the front of the box. The unused yel, yel and yel/grn leads from the 5-V winding of T1 should be cut and taped.
nections on all the diodes and the polarity of C7 before beginning the coils.

Winding the Coils

The coils are easy to wind but be sure that the leads are connected as shown in Fig. 1. First drill four small holes in each of the forms to pass the wire to the inside.

The 80-meter coil (T2, Fig. 1) consists of 25 closewound turns of No. 20 enameled wire for the primary and 4 turns of No. 22 solid hookup wire for the secondary. In order to secure adequate coupling wind the secondary over the lower part of the primary. Twist the ends of the secondary together and feed them through the holes to the proper pins. Connect a 75 µf, 1,000-V ceramic disc capacitor (C8) across pins 1 and 2.

The primary of the 40-meter coil consists of 17 closewound turns of No. 20 enameled wire and the secondary is 3 turns of No. 22 solid hookup wire. Position the secondary over the primary as shown in Fig 1.

---

**PARTS LIST**

| C1,C4,C5— .005 µf, 1,000 V ceramic disc capacitor |
| C2—100 µf, 1,000 V ceramic disc capacitor |
| C3—15 µf, 1,000 V ceramic disc capacitor |
| C5—5.3-100 µf miniature variable capacitor (Hammarlund HF-100, Lafayette 40 H 2884 or equiv.) |
| C7—40 µf, 450 V electrolytic capacitor |
| C8—75 µf, 1,000 V ceramic disc capacitor (for coil T2 only) |
| J1—Closed circuit phone jack |
| L1—1 mh RF choke (National R50, Allied 54 B 1160 or equiv.) |
| NL1—NE-2 neon lamp |
| R1—100,000 ohm, ½ watt, 10% resistor |
| R2—27,000 ohm, 2 watt, 10% resistor |
| R3 through R8—470,000 ohm, ½ watt, 10% resistor |

---

**Tune Up**

Now to put the transmitter on the air. Plug a 6L6, 1622, 5881, 6L6GA or 6L6GB in the tube socket, a crystal into the crystal socket and a coil (for the same band as the crystal) into the coil socket. With the line cord plugged in, set the power switch to on. If everything is okay, NL1 should glow in 30 seconds or less. Turn the power off, connect an antenna to SO1 and plug a key into J1. Turn the power on and adjust C6 for maximum brilliance of NL1 (less bright than the peak without an antenna).

If you want to measure your input power connect a 100-ma DC milliammeter in place of the key. The antenna coupling coils on both 80 and 40 meters are designed to match a 52-ohm load. If your antenna has a different impedance you may have to experiment with these coils to secure proper loading. One warning. Do not change coils with the power on or you may get a shock.

---

**Fig. 4**—The two plate coils, T2 and T3, are wound on plug-in forms. A 75 µf, 1,000 V ceramic disc capacitor C9 is installed in coil T2 only.
**Hi-Fi Today**

*EVERY* so often the hi-fi business takes a side road and everybody marches off noisily into the distance following the band-leaders. I'm convinced that's what's happening with a newly refurbished idea: the electronic crossover and multi-channel amplification.

If you haven't heard of these systems before, let me make it clear right now that I'm not talking about the separate channels necessary to reproduce stereo. This idea goes back to mono days. Even then some hi-fi systems had more than one amplifier—perhaps one for high frequencies, one for the mid-range and a third for the bass—each with its output transformer directly connected to the appropriate speaker, and only that speaker.

The theoretical advantages of the electronic crossover sound fairly persuasive. By splitting the frequency range between two or three separate power amplifiers you dispense with the conventional crossover at the loudspeaker system. You also reduce IM distortion by relieving an amplifier of the usual chore of handling the entire frequency range (in general, a narrow range of frequencies means less chance for interaction between them).

The trouble with the arguments for electronic crossover is that they overlook disadvantages that, to my mind, are even more important. The most obvious one is cost. With a minimum of two power amplifiers per channel (four for stereo) it's got to be expensive. And remember that, for this whopping investment, you're getting improvements that you might be able to hear—with distortionless loudspeakers.

But speaker design is, as we all know, one of the weaker links in the hi-fi chain. Designers of speaker systems must trade off one non-linearity against another. One place they do this is the crossover network. And a fine speaker system is a carefully-tuned combination of speakers, crossover and enclosure.

What happens when you use it with an electronic-crossover system? Well, first off, you rip the crossover out of the speaker system and all that careful design goes down the drain. If you start from scratch with raw speakers you're no better off. The job of making the finished system turn out really superb sound is one that requires a professional. And if they're not going to turn out superb sound, why spend all that money in the first place?

There are other problems, too. What happens, for instance, when the amplifier that drives your tweeter develops a 60-cycle hum? In a standard system, you'd hear it in the woofer and fix it. The speaker system's crossover would prevent it from reaching the tweeter. With electronic crossover before the amplifier, there may be nothing to stop it. And—since, for the same apparent loudness, low frequencies require more energy than high frequencies and small speakers generally can handle less power than large ones—you easily could end up with a ruined tweeter.

Some fine companies have put their names on electronic-crossover equipment (Marantz, Sony, Pioneer and Kenwood among them). But before you head off in a new direction I'd suggest you stop and check your objectives, look at the price tag and listen to the sound. Anyway, I'm sticking to the main road.

---

*Electronics Illustrated*
Ali Baba had it made. He clapped his hands and the genie carried out all his commands. Unfortunately, the genie got trapped in the bottle and no one figured a way to get him out. El has uncorked the bottle with an electronic genie to carry out your wishes. And all you have to do is clap your hands.

The Sonic Switch genie will turn power and TV or radio sound on and off, control lights and, well, just about anything else that has an on-off function. For example, our model is wired to control 117-VAC power. Depending on how relay RY1's contacts are used, the switch can shift power from one appliance to another—say turn off the hi-fi and turn on the TV. Or RY1 can be used to control a speaker or low-voltage circuit. Whichever way you connect RY1, operation is still controlled by two hand claps, finger snaps, whistles or taps within one second.

A single clap or sound, such as that of a dropped book or ash try, will not trip the switch, nor will two sounds spaced more than 1 second apart. Speech and music? Normally they won't affect the switch.

The switch is sensitive to loud hand claps at 30 ft., soft claps at 20 ft. and finger snaps at 10 ft. Loud two-syllable words such as mag-ie and stu-pid will trip it up to about 10 ft. A lamp could be turned off by saying light-off. As you can imagine, an ingenious bit of circuit design makes possible the Sonic Switch’s genie abilities. A full explanation appears at the end of this article.

Construction. The Sonic Switch is built in the U-section of a 7 x 5 x 3-in. Minibox. Under no circumstances attempt to mount the microphone in or on the box. The Sonic Switch has been designed for high sensitivity and the sounds of the relay tripping may

Fig. 1—Electronics is in box but crystal or ceramic mike must be external to prevent sound of tripping relay from reactivating the circuit.
cause continued cycling or chatter. While the design incorporates some spread to accommodate normal variations between transistors of the same number, it most likely will not work if you substitute other transistors. Do not change component values other than C7 and C8. In case of difficulty, the voltages shown in the schematic (in ovals) will help you get around variations in transistor characteristics (more on this later).

The parts are mounted on a 4½-in.-square piece of perforated board on which Vector T28 terminals are used for tie points. To make certain relay RY1 does not interfere with T1, mount the cabinet components before installing the board. Jack J1 is 1 in. up from the bottom and 3¼ in. from the right side of the panel (see Fig. 1). Position transformer T1 so its windings are almost flush with the edge of the U-section of the box. Power socket SO1 (if used) goes directly behind T1. Before mounting T1, cut off its unused leads. Mark RY1's mounting holes, making certain its contacts do not touch T1. Do not install RY1 until the rest of the wiring is completed.

Follow the pictorial of the board in Fig. 4 closely. Note that components are mounted on-end to conserve space. Don't cut the transistor leads short—use them full length. The diode leads should not be shorter than ¾ in. and use a heat sink on the transistor and diode leads when soldering.

Since there are many connections to the push-in terminals, install the diodes and transistors after all other components (except R10). Solder all components before installing the transistors and diodes; then spot-solder (don't wrap) the transistors and diodes to the tie points.

Take particular care of the polarity of the diodes when installing them. Be sure that R10 is installed so it can be removed without damage to other components. If possible, leave at least ¾-in. leads on R10 because it may have to be changed if you don't get the voltages indicated in the schematic.

After the board is complete install it on the bottom of the cabinet with a ½-in. spacer or stack of washers between the board and chassis at each mounting screw.

Checkout. The proper circuit voltages are shown in the schematic inside ovals. Voltages are measured with a VTVM and may be within 20 per cent of the indicated values. Plug PL1 in an AC outlet. The voltage at the junction of SR1 and C10 should be 21 VDC. If it is higher or lower check to see if you have used the correct wires from T1.

Next, check the voltage at the junction of R16 and R19. If it is zero, or substantially lower than 13 V, check for a short. Similarly, if the voltage at the junction of R8 and R10 is zero or substantially less than 7.5 V check for a short. If the R8/R10 voltage is higher or lower by 1 to 1.5 V change R10's value until you get the correct voltage.

The voltage at Q1's collector should be 5 V. However, due to variations in transistor characteristics it may be 1 or 2 V higher or lower. Change R1's value to get the voltage close to 5 V. Since Q1 has high gain, change R1's value in small increments (30,000 ohms), say from 150,000 to 120,000 ohms.

Fig. 2—Completely wired board. To conserve space, mount resistors on end. Drill holes in four corners of 4½-in.-sq. board for mounting purposes.

Fig. 3—Side view of board. Pencil points to R10, which should be mounted in clear because it may have to be replaced with different value after test.
Fig. 4—Wiring is tight in upper half of board so go slowly and carefully. Cathode end of diodes D1 through D5 is indicated with the heavy black band above. It may be a color band on diode. RY1's lugs are below.
Sonic Switch

Fig. 5—Schematic. Transistors Q1-Q2, Q3 are amplifiers and produce trigger signal in response to hand claps. First clap causes flip-flop Q7-Q8 to produce pulse (A, Fig. 7). whose trailing edge causes flip-flop Q4-Q5 to produce 1 sec. gate (B, Fig. 7) which turns on Q6 and Q8. Second clap within 1 sec. also turns on Q9. When Q6 and Q9 are on simultaneously, current flows through them and Relay R1.
The collector voltage of Q2 should be close to 1.5 V. Change R5 in small increments to get the voltage close to 1.5 V but keep in mind that you're allowed a 20 per cent variation.

The voltage shown at the collectors of transistors Q4, Q5, Q7 and Q8 will appear only during standby. If you get a low voltage when it should be high, and vice versa, check the diode polarities and polarities of C7 and C8.

If the voltages check out the Sonic Switch is ready to go. Apply power. Quickly touch J1's hot terminal twice. The hum pulses will cause RY1 to trip. If RY1 doesn't trip, measure the voltage at the collectors of Q5 and Q8. If the voltages don't rise, check the connections of D1 and D2. Each finger pulse (remember, a quick touch) should produce about a 1-VDC indication at the junction of diode D2 and resistor R20.

If the unit checks out, connect a crystal or ceramic mike (not dynamic) to J1, make your wish, clap twice and let the switch take over.

How It Works. The switch's secret of operation is a pair of flip-flops: Q4, Q5 and Q7, Q8. The signal picked up by a mike plugged into J1 is amplified by Q1, Q2 and Q3. The use of small-value coupling capacitors for C1, C2 and C6 attenuates the low frequencies predominant in speech and music or heavy footsteps. Maximum gain is given high frequencies such as are produced by impulse sounds like claps. The amplifier output is fed to voltage-doubler rectifiers D1 and D2.

Normally Q7's base voltage is low and its

[Continued on page 113]
"Get more education or get out of electronics...that's my advice."
Ask any man who really knows the electronics industry. Opportunities are few for men without advanced technical education. If you stay on that level, you'll never make much money. And you'll be among the first to go in a layoff.

But, if you supplement your experience with more education in electronics, you can become a specialist. You'll enjoy good income and excellent security. You won't have to worry about automation or advances in technology putting you out of a job.

How can you get the additional education you must have to protect your future—and the future of those who depend on you? Going back to school isn't easy for a man with a job and family obligations.

CREI Home Study Programs offer you a practical way to get more education without going back to school. You study at home, at your own pace, on your own schedule. And you study with the assurance that what you learn can be applied on the job immediately to make you worth more money to your employer.

You're eligible for a CREI Program if you work in electronics and have a high school education. Our FREE book gives complete information. Airmail postpaid card for your copy. If card is detached, use coupon below or write: CREI, Dept. 1709G, 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20010.

CREI, Home Study Division
McGraw-Hill Book Company
Dept. 1709G, 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20010

Please send me FREE book describing CREI Programs. I am employed in electronics and have a high school education.

NAME________________________________________AGE________
ADDRESS_________________________________________
CITY________________________STATE______ZIP CODE_______
EMPLOYED BY____________________________

TYPE OF PRESENT WORK________________________G.I. BILL
□ Electronic Engineering Technology
□ Space Electronics □ Nuclear Engineering Technology
□ Industrial Electronics for Automation
□ Computer Systems Technology

APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER NEW G.I. BILL
AIRBORNE radio transmitters represent a unique situation for DXers. They are quite different from ground stations and satellites because they're located in the lower part of the troposphere, below the ionosphere. And, so far as we know, little research has been done on distant reception of VHF airborne signals because such signals normally are intended for short-distance communications.

But with the great antenna height of airborne transmitters, seemingly spectacular VHF loggings are possible even under normal conditions. For example, a jetliner flying at 30,000 ft. can be heard, without help from the troposphere or ionosphere, 250 mi. away, though the receiving antenna may be located at sea level. The aircraft's signal will strike both the ionosphere and lower troposphere at angles not possible from a ground-base station, probably increasing scatter-wave effects.

There also is the matter of ducting, the phenomenon responsible for most FM broadcast DX. Most ducting takes place between air layers of different temperature in the lower 1,500 ft. of the troposphere (Raytheon and the Air Force have experimented with similar ducting in the ionosphere) and normally both transmitting and receiving antennas must be within the duct. But if the signal from an airliner happens to strike the beginning of a duct area might it not travel even farther than it would with normal ionospheric or tropospheric propagation? Maybe DXers with pioneering spirit can help supply answers. And, unlike the crowded FM and TV channels, the aircraft band seldom is haunted by QRM.

The VHF aeronautical band runs from 118 to 136 mc. There are several inexpensive receivers available for adequate DX reception, including the Allied 2671, which also can be used for limited satellite reception on the 136-138 mc band. We have experienced excellent VHF DX results with only the 2671's built-in telescoping rod.

Considerable patience is required to determine the aircraft's location because many reporting points appear only on aeronautical charts. The ground station being worked provides a clue. Depending on altitude of the aircraft, however, it can be anywhere up to 250 mi. from that location. Incidentally, any change in altitude reported via radio usually is minus the last two digits—if you hear a pilot report reaching 2-3-0 he is at 23,000 ft.

Address your reception report to the Communications Supervisor of the appropriate airline at the location (airport) the aircraft was working. It should be accompanied by a self-prepared QSL card, stamped and self-addressed so that someone with the airline merely has to sign and mail it back to you. Don't report aircraft less than 300 mi. from your location. They cannot be considered DX and you'd simply be making a nuisance of yourself.

(Continued on page 119)
THE PTA meeting has been called to order. The speaker is introduced and starts talking. Two minutes later there's a voice from the back, "LOUDER, Charlie, I can't HEAR you!" Then giggling and foot-scratching. And the speaker loses his place. And you'd just as soon go home, especially if you happen to be the speaker.

It need not happen again. The solution is our Portable PA system, which provides sound-reinforcement amplification and then some. As a two-speaker sound column (right photo, above), it becomes a lectern with a fold-out shelf for your notes. If the room is wide and a table available, the speakers can be separated and placed on each side of the room (center photo, above). After the meeting is over the speakers can be latched together side by side for easy carrying (left photo, above).

Before we go further let's look at the difference between a public-address and a sound-reinforcement system. With a PA system the speaker may be out of sight but his voice is brought to the audience via an amplifier and loudspeakers. The voice may be distorted but the listeners get the message. A sound-reinforcement system adds enough wide-response amplification to make the speaker sound as though he has a strong voice. The effect is that there appears to be no amplification.

The Portable PA is a sound-reinforcement system whose amplifier
Fig. 1—Amplifier board is shown mounted on top of upper part of chassis. Put ¼-in. spacers or nuts between board and chassis; ½-in.-dia. hole in upper left corner is through board and chassis. Controls, input jack and fuse holder are mounted on 3 x 5 ½-in. piece of aluminum. Connecting leads are about 20 in. long.

Fig. 2—Photo of top of chassis. Objects sticking out at left side are transistors Q6 and Q7. Between them is Q5, which is pushed toward board.

Portable PA

is almost ruler-flat from 100 to 15,000 cps. It has an IHF power rating of 15 watts at less than 1 per cent distortion. When used with a good-quality microphone, speech reproduction is almost perfect. (Response is attenuated below 100 cps to prevent speaker overload at high volume levels.) The amplifier and its controls and jacks are mounted in the bottom of the lower speaker cabinet to provide extra stability to the column. The note holder is a hinged shelf with a locking bracket that folds out from the top of the upper speaker. The mike is mounted on a flexible gooseneck which attaches to a small mounting flange on top of the column. The AC cord is stored in a compartment in the
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Fig. 3—Underside of chassis. Note how transformer T1 is mounted in upper left corner to keep it away from board, which is on other side of chassis at right. There's a red dot near SR1's cathode lead. Use mica washers between Q6,Q7 and chassis and plastic bushings in mounting holes so screws don't touch chassis.

bottom of the lower speaker cabinet (Fig. 6).

Construction. You'll have no trouble if you follow our construction sequence. The amplifier is built on a 7 x 5 x 3-in. aluminum chassis. Before drilling any holes, cut a $3\frac{1}{2} \times 4\frac{3}{4}$-in. piece of perforated board and drill a mounting hole in each corner for a No. 6 screw. Position the perforated board on top of the chassis with one edge almost flush with the upper chassis edge and mark and drill four mounting holes in the chassis.

Temporarily mount the board to the chassis and drill a $\frac{1}{2}$-in.-dia. hole through the perforated board and the chassis at a point approximately 1 in. down from upper edge and $\frac{3}{4}$ in. in from the left side as in Fig. 1. Remove the board and set aside.

Mount power transformer T1 under the chassis away from the board area. Next, drill a $\frac{3}{8}$-in.-dia. hole for the power cord and the holes for the output-transistor sockets (Q6 and Q7). The template supplied with the transistors indicates specific hole size for the base, emitter and collector leads. To avoid heartaches later, drill $\frac{1}{4}$-in.-dia. holes for the collector-mounting screws. The specified holes are so close to tolerance that Q7's collector will short to the chassis if the socket

Fig. 4—Best place to start construction is underside of chassis in area around Q6 and Q7 at bottom. Continue with power supply, then board.
PARTS LIST

Capacitors: rated at indicated voltage or higher
C1—10 µf, 6 V electrolytic
C2,C3—50 µf, 25 V electrolytic
C4,C8—1 µf, 50 V disc
C5—2 µf, 50 V disc
C7—6 µf, 15 V electrolytic
C9—33 µf, 500 V disc
C10,C12—250 µf, 15 V electrolytic
C11—0.001 µf, 50 V disc
C14—2,000 µf, 50 V electrolytic
C15—500 µf, 50 V electrolytic
C16—1,000 µf, 25 V electrolytic
C17—33 µf, 500 V disc
C18—2,000 µf, 50 V electrolytic
C19—1,000 µf, 25 V electrolytic
C20—2,500 µf, 50 V electrolytic

F1—1 A fuse and holder
J1—Phone jack
J2—Phone jack
PL1—Phono plug

Transistors:
Q1—2N3391 (GE)
Q2—2N3394 (GE)
Q3—2N3393 (GE)
Q4—2N3416 (GE)
Q5—40452 (RCA)
Q6—2N2148 (RCA)
Q7—40465 (RCA)

Resistors: 1/2 watt, 10% unless otherwise indicated
R1—22,000 ohms
R2—10,000 ohms
R3—220,000 ohms
R4—6,800 ohms
R5—47 ohms
R6—25,000 ohm audio-taper potentiometer with SPST switch
R7—10,000 ohm audio-taper potentiometer
R8—1 megohm
R9,R15—1,000 ohms
R10—220 ohms
R11—10,000 ohms
R12,R13—100,000 ohms
R14—33,000 ohms
R16,R17—100 ohms
R18—200 ohms
R19—2,200 ohms
R20,R21—150 ohms, 1 watt
R22—0.82 ohms, 1 watt
R23—560 ohms
R24—330 ohms
R25—2,200 ohms
R26—200 ohms
R27—10,000 ohm audio-taper potentiometer
R28—2,200 ohms
R29—330 ohms
S1—SPST switch on R6
SR1—1N3754 silicon rectifier (RCA)
SR2,SR3,SR4,SR5—1N1763A silicon rectifier (RCA or equiv.)
SPKR 1,SPKR 2—8-ohm speaker and cabinet (Olson S-580)
T1—Low-voltage rectifier transformer; secondaries: 10-20 V c.t., 40 V c.t. @ 750 mA (Allied 54 B 4734)
Misc.—transistor sockets, unidirectional mike (Lafayette 99 H 4545 or equiv.), 13-in. gooseneck (Lafayette 44 H 1026 or equiv.), male mike flange (Atlas AD-12), terminal strips, transistor mounting kit (see text).

Fig. 5—Schematic. Voltages in ovals are measured with VOM and may be within range specified. Q8, Q9 are in complementary-symmetry configuration.
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is slightly out of line (which it probably will be).

Finally, drill the remaining holes for output jack J2, terminal strip TS2 and the C14, C15 ground lug. Mount all under-chassis components and the transistor sockets, then install Q6 and Q7. The mounting kit for Q6 and Q7 (Lafayette 19 H 1531) provides a thin mica washer to be placed between the transistor and the chassis; make certain it is used. We suggest that you apply silicon grease to both sides of the mica washer to insure proper heat sinking of Q6 and Q7.

Take extra care when installing diode SR1. Make certain the lead near the red dot on the side of the case—the cathode—connects to Q6's base. Use insulation on both of SR1's leads and do not cut them short. When all chassis components are installed set the chassis aside and start the board.

Use Vector T28 terminals for tie points. Note that a single ground bus is used. It is connected to the chassis with a solder lug at the lower left mounting screw. Follow the layout closely. Because the amplifier has high gain, crossed input and output leads may result in oscillation.

Transistor Q5 comes with an attached heat sink. Under no circumstances substitute some other transistor for Q5. While even RCA has a so-called direct replacement for Q5, the replacement does not have the heat sink. And Q5 normally runs hot. Don't worry about it, though. If you can't melt solder on the heat sink everything's safe. After Q5 is installed fold it over to provide a little extra space in the cabinet.

The transistor leads should not be cut short and use a heat sink, such as an alligator clip, on each lead when soldering. Complete the board but do not install R18 because it might not be needed. It is installed only if final checkout indicates it's required.

Insert four 3/4-in.-long No. 6 screws from the chassis underside up through the chassis and the board mounting holes. Then mount the board, using four 3/4-in. spacers, and a ground lug under the lower left mounting nut. Connect the ground lug to the amplifier's ground bus. Directly opposite R25 drill a 3/4-in. hole and insert a rubber grommet. Complete the amplifier wiring and attach a temporary line cord.

Checkout. Connect the negative lead of a DC voltmeter set to indicate higher than 40 VDC to the chassis and connect the positive lead to the junction of C14 and R26. Turn on power and watch the meter. If the meter doesn't rise almost instantly to the voltage shown in the schematic (Fig. 5), pull the plug and check for a wiring error. If the voltage checks out move the meter's positive probe to Q5's collector. The voltage at this point with no signal into the amplifier should be 16 to 18 V—preferably 18. If it is lower, say 12 to 15 V, install R18 and check again. If the voltage is still below 16 V reduce the value of R18 until the voltage is at least 16 V—better to get it up to 18 V.
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The voltage at Q4’s collector will be between 9 and 15 V, depending on the gain of Q3 and Q4—there is a natural gain variation in transistor production. If the voltage is outside the range try different transistors of the same numbers. The voltage at the junction of R8 and R11 must be in the range of 14 to 15 V. If it is not, change the value of R11 accordingly. In most cases the voltages will check out; we detail the test procedure only because it is possible your transistors will not match ours exactly.

If the amplifier checks out set it aside and cut the back panel of one speaker as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Use a saber saw to get a clean cut. Then cut the slot in the door for the control panel.

The control panel is a 3 x 5½-in. piece of aluminum held to the door with six screws. Prewire the entire panel and note that all panel-lead shields connect to the panel ground points but that the shield of only the wire from J1 is connected to amplifier ground. Cut off the remaining two shields at the amplifier end and tape them so that a shield strand does not touch an amplifier part. Mount the amplifier in the bottom of the cabinet with angle brackets—one three sides of the amplifier.

Using a shielded wire, connect the amp.

[Continued on page 117]
By SCOTT ROBERTS ABOUT a year ago EI announced: "FM, once called the good-music medium, is becoming something else...the kind of radio broadcasting that turns people off." When the issue came out, we received a request for permission to reprint from two other magazines and letters from disgruntled readers suggested general agreement with what we had printed.

Not that there was anything particularly new in the point of view. The last few years have produced many complaints about how FM—and stereo FM, in particular—was betraying its early promise to be the quality radio medium, in both programming and technical quality.

"One barrier to the sale of better FM stereo receivers is the lack of really good programming," says the sales manager of a leading receiver manufacturer. "Too many stations don’t care what they put out over the air. Some automated stations may let a tape play at the wrong speed for half an hour without doing anything about it. I know one station that regularly drops its stereo-carrier signal without warning."

Then there is the axiom about stereo reception. Stereo FM (as opposed to mono) underlines the effects of poor reception in much the same way and for the same reasons as color (as opposed to B&W) TV. It figures, then, that many listeners are satisfied with their FM reception until they get a stereo receiver. Anyway, that line of reasoning has been used to sell a lot of super-directional antennas and rotators.

Well, how bad is stereo FM—and why? EI decided to find out. But the surprising result of our survey of readers is that, in their opinion, FM stereo is not bad at all. They like it! They listen to it! They're glad they spent money on it! But let's take it one step at a time.

For one thing, although FM traditionally has been a local medium (there are no significant FM networks, for example) and has been hidden in the shadow of television, EI readers seem to find it of fairly uniform quality across the country. Listeners rate programming excellent or good by a wide margin (23% called it excellent, 55% called it good) while 19% said programs were only fair and only 2% classified programming within range of their receivers as poor.

More than half feel that stereo is much more enjoyable than mono, while an additional 21% have a slight preference for stereo. About 24% of the readers we asked said they have no preference between stereo and mono. None expressed a preference for mono. Similarly, the overwhelming opinion of our readers is that their investment in stereo FM equipment has not been wasted.

Few people concentrate their attention on radio whenever they have it turned on, of course. And if you don't listen to radio how can you tell whether it's good or bad? As the results started to come in we were surprised to find that the answers to one question showed our average stereo-owner listens a little over 2½ hours at a sitting—rather long for full-time attention. The answers to another question clarified that figure. Most (64%) gave the expected answer—that they used stereo FM sometimes for attentive listening, sometimes as background music; the remainder were precisely divided between those who usually listen attentively and those who seldom do. So we might say that our average listener spends about half of his 2½ hours in attentive listening—enough to get a pretty good idea of what's there to be heard.

Indications are that EI readers are well above the national average in FM listenership. For example, better than 60% had listened to FM stereo within 24 hours of our survey. And more than 25% said they had listened for four hours or more the last time
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the set was on. But more dramatic, still, was another fact that has emerged from the survey: Those who listen most closely to stereo FM are heartiest in praise of it. Of those who say they usually listen attentively, over 90% called their investment in equipment well worth it, while only about 75% of the rest were so enthusiastic.

Returning to our average listener, we find that he can pick up anywhere from one to more than 20 stereo FM signals (the median is 6.5 and over 60% of our sampling were able to get at least five stereo signals well). To do so, less than half depended on an outdoor antenna. Not surprisingly, those living within 15 mi. of stations they listen to relied least (35%) on roof-top jobs (see Fig. 1). As distance from the transmitters increases, so does the tendency to choose an outdoor antenna—until you reach 50 mi. Beyond that point, for reasons we haven’t been able to pin down, the figure drops once again.

Distance also affected listeners’ evaluation of stereo FM quality. In Fig. 3, you will see that with greater distance the difference between stereo and mono was judged to be less dramatic. But comparing stereo FM with discs and tapes (which sound the same anywhere) showed FM to least advantage closer to the transmitters than 15 mi. Urban multipath and overload of tuner front ends by strong local signals probably account for this.

The comparison between stereo FM and stereo tapes is particularly interesting. Only 35% of our listeners said they have a tape

---

**DO YOU USE AN OUTDOOR ANTENNA?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>16-25 Miles</th>
<th>26-50 Miles</th>
<th>Over 50 Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Who Gooted on Stereo FM?**

---

**IS STEREO FM WORTH WHAT YOU PAID FOR YOUR EQUIPMENT?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price Range</th>
<th>Under $350</th>
<th>$350 - 499</th>
<th>$500 and Over</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAYBE</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 1**—Our survey determined how our readers respond to the rule-of-thumb that the farther you are from a stereo-FM station the more you need an outdoor antenna for good reception. Predictably, percentages using outdoor rigs rise, area by area, with the distance—but only until you get 50 mi. from the transmitters. Readers were less impressed with the quality of FM stereo in the under-15-mi. zone than they were in areas farther away.

**Fig. 2**—Most of our readers owning stereo FM equipment are pleased with their investment in spite of loud complaints from FM’s critics. Curiously, those with a moderate investment were somewhat less pleased than those who had spent either more or less. Reason appears to be that, while rock-bottom stereo FM is a good buy these days, only the finest equipment is capable of satisfying the fastidious. Prices include an allowance for adding tape and disc playback equipment to all systems.
recorder in their system—yet about 70% had an opinion on the FM-vs-tape question. So we must take their opinion with a grain of salt. If we did not, we would have to assume that stereo tapes are better than stereo discs since only about half of those expressing an opinion found FM as satisfactory as tapes while well over half found it as good as records. All we can say under the circumstances, however, is that our readers seem to believe tapes to be better.

Another surprise came when we compared the satisfaction of our readers in their investment in stereo FM equipment with the size of that investment (Fig. 2). As it turns out, the most pleased were those who had paid minimum prices and those who had shelled out a good deal.

"The reason for a drop in the middle group," a component dealer explained, "is that for very little money these days you can get excellent FM stereo equipment. The survey figures are a comment on the excellent value that table FM radios, budget kits and components represent. They pull in enough stations to satisfy the average listener. But you can't tell as much difference between a $100 and $200 tuner as you can between ones costing $50 and $100. It isn't until you get to the upper reaches—$400, $500 and more—that quality improvements again become dramatic." And those with champagne tastes probably will consider it all worthwhile only when they can afford that kind of equipment.

Because so many El readers have a technical background we believe our sampling was particularly qualified to judge the performance of the nation's broadcasters. That stereo FM comes away with such high marks would seem to be a tribute to the local broadcaster's desire to provide the kind of service most listeners want—whatever us so-called experts may have to say.

**IS STEREO FM QUALITY AS GOOD AS...**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Under 15 Miles</th>
<th>16-25 Miles</th>
<th>26-50 Miles</th>
<th>More Than 50 Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mono FM?</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo Discs?</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo Tapes?</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3—Smiling faces represent yes votes among those in each zone giving us an opinion on relative merits of stereo FM. In addition, some expressed no opinion—particularly on stereo FM vs stereo tapes. But many who said they had no stereo recorder still had an opinion on this question, making replies dubious.
CB Corner
By Len Buckwalter, KQA5012

CB's Abandoned Bands

The five million transmitters operating in the U.S. are oozing into every corner of the radio spectrum. Television sprawls on UHF through channels 14 to 83, yachtsmen steer toward a new marine band up near 150 mc, the country’s cops just received 20 additional channels, commercial two-way radio soon will expand to 145 new frequencies. If everybody else is doing it, why doesn't CB get its share of the spectrum strudel? The ironic answer: CB already owns more than double the number of channels it exploits. Trouble is, the frequencies are up-up-and-awayyy.

CB's big brash band, as a million operators know, is Class D. It's the 23-channel slice of 27 mc that made it on a winning combination of easy licensing and inexpensive equipment. But also woven into FCC rules are three other CB classes—A, B and C. What ever happened to them? Well, one is dying, another is marked for extinction, the third recently needed a transplant.

Class A. On the face of it, Class A sounds like the dream of every power-starved, interference-ridden CBer. The band permits 60 watts—a dozen times more than the 5-watt limit of Class D. And Class A offers 48 channels—more than double that of Class D. But before you turn in your rig to the Salvation Army Signal Corps, consider Class A's downfall.

Its frequency range is 462-467 mc, which makes it UHF. To reach any reasonable distance, equipment must boast sophisticated circuits, many stages, high power and a 6-in. antenna mounted at skyscraper height. That antenna's not the only thing that's high. An inquiry to a major manufacturer on Class A prices brought the reply: "... available in the price range from $600 to $900 per mobile unit." Actually, the company markets this unit for commercial and government stations that operate on other UHF channels. It converts the set to Class A merely by plugging in the proper crystals.

That's only part of Class A economics. To obtain a license, you have to hire a professional surveyor to measure map coordinates of the antenna location. Then you'll need help in choosing a channel from a Frequency Advisory Committee. You'll call an FCC-licensed technician to make periodic measurements of power, frequency and modulation.

No wonder that, according to a recent report, there are only about 6,000 licenses in Class A. Final twist happened a few years ago when the FCC yanked Class A from the regular Citizens Band application (Form 505). Now it's on Form 400, where police, fire, taxi, industry and other two-way professionals do their filing.

Class B. The second band, the granddaddy of CB, now is nearly 20 years old. Like Class A, it is assigned to UHF—with basically one channel on 465 mc. The huge difference is that Class B equipment needs nowhere near the sophistication demanded of Class A. Frequency accuracy must be held to within 0.001 per cent on Class A; Class B may be 500 times sloppier at 0.5 per cent, opening the way for cheap Class B equipment. At least two manufacturers entered the market with low-cost transceivers. Despite a 5-watt power limit and an operating range barely more than shouting distance the sets enjoyed some success. Then came 1958 and Class D, and the old 465-mc sets vanished.

At last count there were only 6,250 licenses on the band and practically all were tagged for garage-door openers (the band also may be used for control). But even this is on its way out. There now is a proposal before the FCC to kill Class B.

[Continued on page 116]
WHEN a TV set is on the blink, chances are good that a tube is to blame. If not, it probably is a power-supply capacitor—whether the TV is color or B&W, tubed or transistorized. So if you’re quick on the draw at troubleshooting filter capacitors you’ll be able to knock off a large percentage of TV repairs.

The only service equipment you need is a spare filter capacitor or two. Let me show you how simple it really is with four case histories from my notebook.

The first victim seemed to be in pretty bad shape. It had no sound or picture although the heaters of the tubes lit up. Its owner wrung his hands fretfully as I looked over the tubes.

Since there was no action in the TV at all the trouble had to be in a circuit common to all the others. Since the heaters were working, it looked like the culprit was in the B+ line from the power supply (Fig. 1). If the B+ voltage is not present at the plates of the tubes they will not operate even though the heaters are lit.

In transformerless TVs like this, the 60-cycle, 117-VAC house current is rectified and doubled to positive, rippling DC. Then the DC is passed through a filter network to remove the ripple. In order to get the high B+ voltage without a transformer, this type of supply relies on a large capacitor—say 150 µF, 150 V—in series with one side of the line.

Should it open, the B+ is stopped dead and all activity ceases. This is such a common occurrence that I carry a spare capacitor with me in addition to tubes.

The fix is easy. I locate the oversize troublemaker and snip the wires, making sure to note which one went to the plus end and which one to the minus end. Then, leaving the old capacitor in place, I mount the replacement nearby and attach the leads, taking care to observe polarity.

In this case, the TV resumed normal operation. The owner gave me that “Oh, thank you, dear Dr. Gillespie” look and I wrote out the bill.

Another case concerned a shrunken picture. All four sides had pulled in from the edges of the screen and the sides of the picture were not straight but curved. In addition, there was a loud hum in the sound.

Weak B+ will reduce the horizontal and vertical deflections and shrink the picture. Unadulterated weak B+ will do this evenly—the sides of the picture remain straight and there is no distortion in the sound. When open filter capacitors lower the B+ voltage they also allow DC ripple into the B+ line. The ripple appears as bending in the picture and hum in the sound.

The cure is fairly easy. Locate the filter capacitors and bridge them one by one with a spare. When you bridge the defective capacitor the condition will improve somewhat even if the replacement value is not exact. I took the one I carry with me (50 µF, 450 V) and, being careful to observe polarity, started testing.

The culprit (the third one I tried) turned out to be a 120 µF, 150 V. When I replaced it with a new one of the same value, picture and sound popped back to normal.

The next case involved one of those barely portable portables with a transformer power supply. The transformer makes B+ by stepping up the 117 VAC to about 350 VAC which is then rectified to DC and filtered to take out the ripple. In this type, the rectifier
TV's No. 2 BAD GUY

usually is full-wave, changing the 60-cycle input to DC with a 120-cycle ripple. When the filters do not do their job the 120-cycle ripple gets into the B+ line. That puts a 120-cycle component into the picture and the sound.

I turned on the portable. The screen had two thick black bars going horizontally through the picture. They were 120-cycle bars. If they had been caused by 60-cycle ripple there would have been only one.

I took a 50 μf, 450 V filter capacitor and attached the negative end to the chassis. When I turned on the TV again the hum bars returned and I began touching the plus end of the filter methodically to the plus end of each of the TV's various filters. Nothing happened, except a bunch of loud pops as the filter charged and discharged. Still, it had to be a filter. Filaments in these circuits receive 60-cycle AC so a heater-to-cathode short in one of the tubes would have produced a single bar in the picture.

I began another tack. Bridging works only when a filter opens or has a high-resistance short. A capacitor with a low-resistance short must be disconnected to relieve the short be-

Fig. 3—This weird mushroom-cloud effect in picture is caused by open filter in the power supply.

Fig. 4—Commonest TV filter-capacitor breakdown makes picture shrink, pull and develop hum bars.

Electronics Illustrated
Simplified diagram of a transformerless power supply in Fig. 1 relies on capacitor for voltage doubling. Full schematic would show additional filter capacitors following diodes. Where multiple-capacitor cans are used, code markings at terminals may not look exactly as they do in the listing on side of can (Fig. 2). Positive connections are keyed with these symbols; common negative (ground) is unmarked.

**Fig. 2 - Multiple Filter Markings**

before you bridge in a new capacitor. It's tedious, but it's the only way.

The fourth one I bridged did the trick. The 120-cycle hum disappeared. The bad capacitor was a 50 µf, 375 V. I installed a 50 µf, 450 V to give the replacement a little better safety tolerance.

I once took a service call from a boxing promoter. His trouble looked something like 60-cycle hum except that it was turned 90° and appeared as a vertical band (Fig. 6 shows the reverse effect, with a faulty filter in the vertical output). As he demonstrated his problem to me the promoter gave the set a sharp left hook to its side. The trouble cleared. Then he walked around and gave the set a right cross. Back came the banding.

This, too, was a filtering problem. The B+ to the horizontal circuits was not being filtered and each horizontal line was affected.

I began bridging the filters one by one. Some of the filter capacitors were in cans. You'll find two, three or four separate filters all in one can. Their positive terminals are separate but they share a single negative terminal—the can itself. You must be careful of this type.

Inside the can, the capacitors are separated by insulators. If the insulation should de-

[Continued on page 110]
How Long Do Stereo Records Last?

By BOB SWATHMORE

If you take your phonograph records at all seriously it's likely you feel a little uncomfortable every time someone digs up those statistics about how many tons per square inch a stylus exerts on the groove walls of a record. You can't help wondering how on earth your records manage to survive—particularly if you don't own the latest, fanciest equipment.

Long-time readers of EI will remember that in our November 1959 issue we published results of what has been called the most exhaustive test yet made by anyone of the factors that affect record wear. But how well do those results stand up today? Re-examination of the subject provides a startling conclusion: most of what we said in that article remains true today. Only the names, the model numbers and the details have changed.

In 1959 the stereo record was celebrating its first birthday. Best of the changers then available were the Garrard RC-88, the Collaro TC-99 and the Glaser-Steers GS-77. The first round of stereo cartridges had proved a bust. But new ones introduced a month earlier at the New York High Fidelity Show—the Shure M3D, the Pickering 380 Flux-valve, the Weathers Ceramic and Fairchild SM-1—promised better results.

The 1959 tests were made with a battery of Glaser-Steers GS-77 changers (shown on the opposite page). A solenoid was attached to each changer so the change cycle could be tripped with the pickup at a point on the record where a wire projecting back from the pickup arm met a movable upright contact bar. By setting the index screw on the changer the point at which the play cycle would begin could be adjusted. Usually about 35 sec. of playing time was allowed between the two points. Evaluation of the completed tests involved an elaborate system of bookkeeping and classification. Variables like stylus force, record cleanliness and interval between plays were evaluated along with the stereo cartridges.

Rule No. 1, laid down on the basis of test results, went as follows: Use a high-compliance, low-mass pickup. In 1959, high compliance meant $4.0 \times 10^{-6}$ cm/dyne (the rating for the Shure M3D). Today, it may mean as much as $25 \times 10^{-6}$ cm/dyne (for the Shure V-15 Type II). Low mass in 1959 meant a cartridge that weighed at least 1/2 oz. (like the GE VR-22), while today's best weigh no more than 3/4 oz. (Pickering's XV-15, for example).

Rule 2: Set the stylus force correctly and check it from time to time. In 1959, the best
Exhaustive wear tests by EL used a battery of modified changers with various cartridges to play small portion of records over 1,000 times in some cases. Here stylus tracking force is being double-checked.

you could hope for in tracking force with a good stereo cartridge in a quality changer was 3 to 7 grams. Optimum results usually were reached at about 4.5 grams. If you wanted to track at a lower force you'd have to use your cartridge with a turntable and a separate tone arm. Then you could track at 2 to 4 grams.

Today record changers like the Garrard SL-95, the Dual 1009-SK or 1019 or the Miracord with any of the leading cartridges will allow you to track records at 0.75 to 2 grams, with optimum results at about 1.75 grams. These automatic turntables also have built-in tracking-force scales—much more accurate than the spring scales, levers and other gadgets of 1959. A major shift in tone-arm design from spring-loaded pick-up models to dynamically balanced ones has been a big improvement. But the principle EL laid down in 1959 still stands.

Our findings nine years ago proved that record wear increased much more rapidly as tracking force fell below optimum than it did as the force was raised. (If tracking force is too low, the stylus goes careening around like a car out of control on a winding road.) In other words, low tracking force is desirable only if you don't push it too far. This certainly is still true. If the cartridge manu-

facturer suggests 1.5 grams, for instance, you'll be better off at 1.75 grams than you will at 1 gram. Probably much better off. Likewise with Rules 3 and 4: Cleanliness is equal to godliness when it comes to making stereo records live. And the stereo cartridge must be installed with great care to insure long record life. Following these two rules to the letter can net an astounding number of plays for a stereo record. Under ultra-fussy conditions, the 1959 setup netted 1,150 plays with no appreciable wear except for impact noise where the stylus landed at the beginning of each cycle. Dispensing with the frills still allowed upward of 800 plays with the best cartridge (at 3 grams) before really serious damage had been inflicted. Life expectancy today should run about double the 1959 figures.

At what point does record wear become serious? That, of course, depends on who's doing the listening—what wear effects he can tolerate, and to what degree, before he finds them objectionable.

One new development is the elliptical or bi-radial stylus tip. There seems to be no doubt that it will track today's stereo groove more precisely than will its standard (conical) counterpart. How it will affect record wear.

[Continued on page 110]
Remember the old budget communications receiver? You know, the $40 to $50 five-tube job which suffered from miserable sensitivity at lower frequencies, practically no sensitivity above 15 mc, terrible stability and a fixed-frequency BFO which was a shade better than worthless.

Fortunately that set is going the way of the vacuum tube and is being replaced by better-performing transistor receivers. Such a receiver is the Ameco R-5, a 12-transistor set whose performance is several cuts above that of its five-tube counterparts. The R-5 kit sells for $64.95. Assembled it's $79.95.

Although the R-5 still feeds the antenna directly into the mixer stage (no RF amplifier), there are two IF amplifiers, variable BFO and an oscillator voltage regulator. The R-5 tunes 54 to 54 mc continuously in five bands. A logging-type bandspread dial can be used at all frequencies. Front-panel controls include BFO tuning, volume, RF gain as well as noise limiter on-off, AM-CW, power on-off and band-selector switches. The headphone jack, which disables the internal speaker, is also on the front panel. The rear apron contains the antenna terminals and muting terminals. The latter enable the receiver to be muted by a transmitter's T/R relay. A battery kit is available to permit the receiver to be operated from a 12-V battery supply.

The receiver's sensitivity at several frequencies is shown in the chart at the end of this report. These are for the standard 10db S+N/N ratio. While the figures may not be as good as those of more expensive receivers, they are good when compared to the old five-tube budget receivers.

Similarly, the figures shown for image rejection, the receiver's sensitivity to image frequencies, are quite good compared to five-tube receivers, and even the poor image performance of 7db at 27 mc compares favorably with the image rejection of some $100 to $150 CB transceivers.

The R-5's front-end coils and capacitors are supplied factory mounted and aligned, and the sensitivity and image figures are based on factory alignment. The builder peaks IF transformers on a received signal. Instrument alignment produced no noticeable improvement in performance.

Except at 7 mc where it was slightly rough, the BFO stability was notably good. Oscillator stability was good even at 52 mc. However, microphonic howling on the highest band (23 to 54 mc) was unusually severe. It was caused by feedback from the speaker through the chassis to the front end. Use of an external speaker or headphones eliminated this.

The AGC action was good. A 36db input...
An FET Millivoltmeter

By WALT HENRY

ANY experimenter who knows his onions will tell you that the most useful measuring instruments to have on a bench are a VOM and a VTVM. He'll also quickly admit that when it comes to making measurements of extremely low AC voltages, the instruments are next to useless.

For example, to measure the gain of the low-level input stage of a stereo amplifier you need a VTVM that can measure AC down in the millivolt region. Do you know of any conventional VTVM's that can go that far down into the basement? And the instrument must have a high input impedance and wide frequency response.

Our FET Millivoltmeter fills these requirements and then some. Its full-scale AC (rms) ranges go from 5 millivolts to 500 V. It has a flat frequency response from 10 cps to beyond 1 mc and has an input impedance of 1 megohm on all ranges. As an added bonus it boasts the reliability of silicon solid-state circuitry and is battery powered. It is small and light, yet has a generous-size meter face which makes it easy to read. All it takes to own it is about $25 for parts and a few evenings of construction time.

Construction. The amplifier should be laid out carefully on a 5½ x 2½-in. piece of perforated circuit board. Be sure to duplicate our layout to prevent high-frequency oscillation.

Make sure all connections have good clean solder joints. Use the usual heat-sink precaution when soldering transistors and diodes. Do not
FET Q1 is connected as source follower. Input signal is applied through DC blocking capacitor C1 to frequency-compensated attenuator consisting of C2, C3, R1, R2, R3, and S1A. Input impedance is equal to sum of R1, R2, and R3. D1 and D2 protect Q1 against very high input voltages. Q1's output is coupled through C4 to second switch attenuator formed by R6 through R10 and S1B. Signal is then coupled by C6 to high-gain meter amplifier which consists of Q2, Q3, and Q4.
An FET Millivoltmeter

overcrowd the amplifier components but at the same time keep all component leads as short as practical.

Note that the range resistors and frequency-compensation capacitors are mounted on range switch S1. We obtained good accuracy using 5 per cent resistors. The accuracy can be improved somewhat by using 1 per cent resistors for R1, R2, R3 and R8 through R12.

The FET (Q1) is a Motorola plastic-encapsulated semiconductor, it is a high-quality silicon unit and at $1$ is a bargain. Most N-Channel FET's with comparable specifications may be substituted. However, if you want to make a substitution here be sure you know what you are doing.

Many silicon transistors can be substituted for the 2N4124 and 2N4126. Make sure the type you want to use has a high beta at low collector currents. Be careful of diode polarities. D1, D2, D4, D5 and D8 should be silicon diodes similar to the 1N914. For best accuracy D6 and D7 should be germanium diodes such as 1N270.

The electrolytic capacitor values are not critical but should be kept reasonably close to those specified. Do not make C6 greater than 1 μF.

Remove the adjustable stop on range switch S1; leave the fixed stop intact. Wire the switch so that it will turn from the off position to the 500-V position but will not turn to the 5-mv position. This will prevent severe meter overload if an input signal is being fed into the meter when the unit is turned on.

Make the battery holder from a couple of pieces of a tin can. Just bend it to shape
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around the batteries and solder together. Salvage battery clips from a dead 9-V battery.

An all-metal case must be used to shield the circuitry. Without it, noise and 60-cps hum will be a problem because of the tremendously high gain of the amplifier. Use a miniature phone jack for input jack J1. Note that the circuit ground is connected to the case only at the input jack.

Checkout and Calibration. After you have double-checked your wiring a few checks need to be made before calibration. First, turn S1 to the off position and install the batteries. Press Bat. Test pushbutton switch S2. The meter should indicate about 5.0 (full scale) with fresh batteries. Now turn S1 to the 500-V position. The meter may deflect momentarily but should quickly settle back to zero. If it does not return to zero check for a wiring error or shorted or leaky C8. Also check for leads that may be too close together and might cause oscillation in the amplifier.

Connect the negative lead of a voltmeter to case ground. Measure the DC voltage at the drain lead of Q1. This should be between 7.5 and 9.0 V. If it does not fall within this range a wiring error or faulty component is probably the cause of the trouble. If the first measurement is okay, check the voltage on the source lead of Q1. This should be between 0.5 and 3.0 V. Next, check the voltage at the collector of Q4. It should be between 3.0 and 5.0 V. If it should fall slightly out of this range a small change in the value of R13 should bring it in. An indication way out of this range means there is a wiring error or bad component.

When you have satisfactorily completed the above checks rotate S1 to each position. The meter may jump slightly between positions but should always quickly settle to zero. You are now ready to calibrate the instrument.

A quick way to get the basic calibration is to measure the 60-cps line voltage with a VOM or VTVM whose calibration you know to be accurate. Turn the range switch of the millivoltmeter to 150 V and connect it across the line. Turn R19 to obtain an indication identical to that on the reference meter.

The frequency-compensation adjustment requires a sine-wave oscillator and an oscilloscope. Connect both the meter and the oscillo-
scope to the oscillator output terminals. Adjust the frequency to 1,000 cps and set signal amplitude to get a 1-V indication on the millivoltmeter. Note the signal amplitude on the oscilloscope very carefully. Change the oscillator frequency to 100 kc and readjust the amplitude to the previous level on the oscilloscope. Adjust C2 in the millivoltmeter for a 1-V indication as before.

If you don’t have access to an oscilloscope a wide-band VTVM can be used as the reference; just substitute it directly for the scope. If you don’t need the wide-frequency response and don’t want to fool with the compensation adjustment, C2 and C3 can be left out. The upper-response limit in this case will be about 50 kc, depending on parts layout.

Once you have completed the calibration it is a good idea to check the accuracy of each range if you have access to the necessary instruments. A calibrated oscilloscope or a comparable millivoltmeter that is known to be accurately calibrated will do.

Batteries should be replaced when the Batt. Test indication falls below about 3.5 with the power on but with no input signal. If batteries are used too long the calibration may be affected. In normal use batteries will last several months. If you will have the meter turned on for fairly long periods of time it is a good idea to use alkaline or mercury batteries. Or, you could use 12 penlite or C cells in series if you need to keep it in operation long periods of time each day.

The existing meter scale can be used for the 5 mv, 50 mv, .5 V, 5 V, 50 V and 500-V ranges. The 15 mv, 150 mv, 1.5 V, 15 V and 150-V ranges correspond to the 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 markings on the meter’s scale.

**Parts List**

- B1, B2—9 V battery
- C1—.1 µf, 600 V tubular capacitor
- C2—2.5-13 µf trimmer capacitor (Centralab 1222-BZ, Lafayette 33 H 2512 or equiv.)
- C3—.001 µf, 500 V dipped silvered-mica capacitor
- C4—68 µf, 15 V electrolytic capacitor (Sprague 150 D-686X0015R2, Allied 43 B 3280 or equiv.)
- C5, C7—100 µf, 10 V electrolytic capacitor
- C6—1 µf, 10 V electrolytic capacitor
- C8—10 µf, 10 V electrolytic capacitor
- D1, D2, D4, D5, D8—IN914 diode
- D3—IN4738 zener diode (8.2 V, 1 watt, Motorola)
- D6, D7—1N270 diode
- J1—Miniature phone jack
- M1—0-50 µa DC milliammeter (Lafayette 99 H 5042)
- Q1—MPF103 transistor (Motorola)
- Q2, Q4—2N4124 transistor
- Q3—2N4126 transistor
- Resistors: 1/4 watt, 5% unless otherwise indicated
- R1—1 megohm
- R2, R5, R23, R24—10,000 ohms
- R3, R10—100 ohms
- R4, R16, R20, R22—1,000 ohms
- R6—2,000 ohms
- R7—20 ohms
- R8—680 ohms
- R9—200 ohms
- R11—22,000 ohms
- R12—15,000 ohms
- R13—12,000 ohms
- R14—39 ohms
- R15—8,200 ohms
- R16, R21—3,300 ohms
- R17—4,700 ohms
- R19—1,000 ohm, linear-taper potentiometer (Mallory MTC-41000, Lafayette 33 H 1671 or equiv.)
- R25—150,000 ohms
- S1A/S1B/S1C—3-pole, 11-position, shorting type miniature rotary switch (Mallory 4M1311, Lafayette 30 H 4159)
- S2—Normally-open pushbutton switch
- Misc.—5 x 7 x 3-in. aluminum chassis (Premier AGH-428), 5 x 7-in. aluminum bottom plate (Premier APB-423), perforated circuit board, flea clips, miniature phone plug to match J1, shielded wire (for test lead).
Join "THE TROUBLESHOOTERS"

They get paid top salaries for keeping today's electronic world running

Suddenly the whole world is going electronic! And behind the microwave towers, push-button phones, computers, mobile radio, television equipment, guided missiles, etc., stand THE TROUBLESHOOTERS—the men needed to inspect, install, and service these modern miracles. They enjoy their work, and get well paid for it. Here's how you can join their privileged ranks—without having to quit your job or go to college in order to get the necessary training.
Just think how much in demand you would be if you could prevent a TV station from going off the air by repairing a transmitter... keep a whole assembly line moving by fixing automated production controls... prevent a bank, an airline, or your government from making serious mistakes by repairing a computer.

Today, whole industries depend on electronics. When breakdowns or emergencies occur, someone has got to move in, take over, and keep things running. That calls for one of a new breed of technicians—The Troubleshooters.

Because they prevent expensive mistakes or delays, they get top pay—and a title to match. At Xerox and Philco, they're called Technical Representatives. At IBM they're called Customer Engineers. In radio or TV, they're the Broadcast Engineers.

What do you need to break into the ranks of The Troubleshooters? You might think you need a college diploma, but you don't. What you need is know-how—the kind a good TV service technician has—only lots more.

Think With Your Head, Not Your Hands
The service technician, you see, "thinks with his hands." He learns his trade by taking apart and putting together. And often can only fix things he's already familiar with.

But as one of The Troubleshooters, you may be called upon to service complicated equipment that you've never seen before or can't take apart. This means you have to be able to take things apart "in your head." You have to know enough electronics to understand the engineering specs, read the wiring diagrams, and calculate how a circuit should test at any given point.

Now learning all this can be much simpler than you think. In fact, you can master it without setting foot in a classroom and without giving up your job!

**AUTO-PROGRAMMED™ Lessons Show You How**

For over 30 years, the Cleveland Institute of Electronics has specialized in teaching electronics at home. We've developed special techniques that make learning easy, even if you've had trouble studying before.

For one thing, our AUTO-PROGRAMMED™ lessons build your knowledge as you'd build a brick wall—one brick at a time. Each piece rests securely on the one that came before it.

In addition, our instruction is personal. When your teacher goes over your assignment, no one else competes for his attention. You are the only person in his class. He not only grades your work, he analyzes it to make sure you are thinking correctly. And he returns it the day it's received so that you can read his comments and corrections while everything is fresh in your mind.

**Always Up-To-Date**
To keep up with the latest developments, our courses are constantly being revised. This year CIE students are getting new lessons in Laser Theory and Application, Microminiaturization, Single Sideband Techniques, Pulse Theory and Application, and Boolean Algebra.

In addition, there is complete material on the latest troubleshooting techniques including Tandem System, Localizing through Bracketing, Equal Likelihood and Half-Split Division, and In-circuit Transistor Checking. There are special lessons on servicing two-way mobile equipment, a lucrative field in which many of our students have set up their own businesses.

**Your FCC License—or Your Money Back!**
Two-way mobile work and many other types of troubleshooting call for a Government FCC License, and our training is designed to get it for you. But even if your work doesn't require a license, it's a good idea to get one. Your FCC License will be accepted anywhere as proof of good electronics training.

And no wonder. The licensing exam is so tough that two out of three non-CIE men who take it fail. But CIE training is so effective that 9 out of 10 of our graduates pass. That's why we can offer this warranty with confidence: If you complete one of our license preparation courses, you'll get your license—or your money back.

**Mail Card for 2 Free Books**
Want to know more? Mail the postage-paid reply card bound here. We'll send our 40-page catalog describing our courses and the latest opportunities in Electronics. We'll also send a special book on how to get a Commercial FCC License. Both are free. If the card is missing, just send us your name and address.

**ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL**
All CIE courses are available under the new G.I. Bill. If you served on active duty since January 31, 1955, or are in service now, check box on reply card for G.I. Bill information.

*Cleveland Institute of Electronics*
1776 E. 17th St., Dept. E1-77, Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Accredited Member National Home Study Council
A Leader in Electronics Training... Since 1934
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TO the vast majority of U.S. CBers, the Canadian version of the CB service (known officially as the General Radio Service but usually referred to as CB by its users) is just another chapter of the same old story. As it turns out, though, while CB and GRS are kissin' cousins they don't smooch as often as you might imagine.

Canadians are only too aware of the differences in the two services and sometimes are angered at the thought that Americans easily can get permission to operate their rigs in Canada while Canadian operators aren't given the same accommodation in the States. But almost all Canadians (and most Americans, too) are unaware that there are special circumstances under which Canadians are permitted to operate south of the border—but we'll come back to that.

The GRS came into being in 1962 at the insistence of Canadians who had witnessed the rapid growth of the CB service since its feeble beginnings in 1958. The Canadian Department of Transport (DOT—the Canadian counterpart of the FCC), was happy to work up a set of rules for the new GRS. They did it with a wary eye, however, attempting to avoid some of the problems of CB by working protective clauses into the GRS rules. The intention was to have a radio service where the licensees would communicate only with their own stations. To keep pandemonium at a minimum, the DOT requires that each individual transceiver be licensed separately at a cost of $3 for a 3-year license. (In the U.S., $8 covers a 5-year term and all of the transceivers owned by the licensee. Further, no set may be licensed unless it has type approval from DOT engineers.

American CB gear that passed the DOT hurdles still must go through Canadian Customs at a high import duty. There are, however, some Canadian manufacturers of approved GRS equipment—Benco, Chisholm, Lindsey, Hofstetter and Bailey Bros. among them.

There are other differences in licensing regulations as well. The applicant must be at least 18 years old in both countries. In the U.S. he also must be a citizen while Canada will license citizens, landed immigrants—permanent residents who do not have citizenship—and British subjects—which includes citizens of most British Commonwealth countries. An Australian tourist, for example, can take out a GRS license even though he is not a permanent resident. And Canada will allow a transceiver to be operated (under control of the licensee, of course) by an even larger group. Minimum age for users drops to 12 and non-resident U.S. citizens qualify.
Otherwise, operating rules are similar. Businesses in both countries may apply for licenses but, since there is less 27-mc traffic in Canada, business users tend to encounter less interference there and find the band more satisfactory for low-cost business use.

DOT regulations are quite specific about licensees not being permitted to work skip or broadcast music and entertainment. As an all-encompassing damper, they even include a statute that no transmission may be "of a frivolous nature." GRS rule 73(1)(b) does permit communications between stations of different licensees "where the business or personal activities of the licensees are of mutual interest." If this suggests communications relating to equipment performance or QSL cards and general chit-chat, forget it! That's just what the DOT means by frivolous.

On the technical side, GRS channels are basically identical to CB channels with the exception that the Canadians are not allowed to use American CB channels 1, 2, 3 and 23. (The first three remain 11-meter ham frequencies in Canada; the channel-23 frequency is used for low-power municipal stations and private radio paging.) Channels are specified in the GRS rules only in terms of frequency: 27.005, 27.015, 27.025 mc, etc. Canadians usually refer to the channels by their U.S. numbers, however, partly because it's simpler and partly because much of their gear is designed in the States. If it is, it probably will include the forbidden channels. GRS type approval does not require the manufacturer to disable them.

Class D CB stations at present may use either standard AM or SSB with an 8-kc bandwidth. GRS stations are authorized to use AM or FM with a 12-kc bandwidth. Rules to allow SSB equipment in Canada are now being formulated.

The DOT's special service for the U.S. CBer-tourist is called, logically, the Tourist Radio Service. It allows a CBer to operate his transceivers (which must meet DOT standards) on the GRS channels under a special TRS license, valid for the period he plans to stay in Canada—up to one year on the original license which may be renewed for up to one more year. No distinctive TRS call-signs are issued to its licensees. The American station merely adds the letters XM (which is the Canadian prefix) to the end of the regular CB call (KXX2345 becomes KXX2345XM, etc.).

Tourist information transmissions are specifically allowed between TRS and GRS stations. Canadian GRS clubs (a sampling of whose insignias is shown on these pages) have established no single frequency for national use as a calling channel. Nor is there pending in Canada any plan similar to the HELP proposal in the U.S. (although if the FCC were to approve HELP the DOT might follow suit).

To get a TRS license, Americans must apply to the Regional Superintendent, Radio Regulations, Department of Transport, nearest to his port of entry into Canada. This must be done at least 30 days in advance of his visit. (See the table at the end of this article.) The DOT will then furnish the CBer with all necessary forms and data required. The license is issued
CBing, Canadian Style

free but 25¢ (in Canadian currency) is charged for a copy of the TRS rules.

Unfortunately, while Canada welcomes American CBers with their own customized radio service, the U.S. government does not offer GRS users a particularly inviting prospect when visiting the States. This seemingly unfair and confusing business isn't the result of any anti-Canadian hostility on the part of the FCC. The hang-up lies in international communications treaties which can be modified only after considerable hearings, haggling, and horse-trading in the United States Senate. While most observers believe that such things eventually will take place, it probably will not be in the immediate future.

Canadians can operate unlicensed 100-mw (Part 15) walkie-talkies in the U.S. without fear of FCC wrath, of course. But there is a little-known FCC CB regulation that permits Canadian GRS licensees to operate their 5-watt rigs in the States under present regulations! Rule 95.87 (B7) (iii) permits Canadians visiting the States to operate temporarily as a unit of a licensed American CB station.

To take advantage of this regulation the American CBer must write to the FCC in Washington and request such authority, showing the need for the operation (for instance, if the Canadian will be included in a CB-equipped hunting caravan or accompany a CB-equipped camping expedition). The CBer also must tell the FCC how he will maintain control over the visitor's equipment so that violations will not occur. And he must explain that, being a Canadian, the visitor is not eligible to apply for a CB license of his own. Specific dates of intended use must be given, as well as the names of the operators who will be using the equipment.

Perhaps the governments involved will someday unravel the complex strings that tie the hands of those of us who would like to cross a friendly border dragging along the comforts of home. Perhaps!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORT OF ENTRY</th>
<th>NEAREST SUPERINTENDENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia</td>
<td>739 W. Hastings St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vancouver 1, B. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td>Federal Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9820 107th St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edmonton, Alta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and Ontario from the Manitoba border east to and including Pt. Arthur</td>
<td>Winnipeg GPO Bldg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>266 Graham Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winnipeg 1, Man.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario (except Pt. Arthur and points west)</td>
<td>25 St. Clair Avenue East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Toronto, Ont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>Regional Admin. Bldg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dorval, Que.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P.O. Box 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1081 Main St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moncton, N. B.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Good Reading
By Tim Cartwright


Lots of people write books about their hobbies. A few even manage to be articulate about it. But very few can convey the flavor of their interest and give you a real notion of what it's like to be involved. Bob Hertzberg, W2DJJ, can and does in his informative and flavorful little book—now in its fourth edition. And, with the exception of a few photos, everything is pertinent and up to date.

MUSIC, SOUND AND SENSATION. By Fritz Winckel (translated from German by Thomas Binkley). Dover Books, New York. 189 pages. $2.25

If you're interested in sound reproduction and would like to go beyond the usual tutorials on hi-fi and music ("This is the oboe. It has a frequency range of . . ."), the above is a genuinely fascinating book on acoustics, psychoacoustics and music. The kinds of things discussed include the relation of so-called stationary sound (the sine-wave combinations of fundamental and overtones that give an instrument its characteristic sound) to the actual dynamics of music. Among them are attack and decay of instrumental sounds, combinations of sounds and perception of sound in space and time. If it sounds a bit esoteric, it is. But it's also challenging and accessible. This is a fine addition to Dover's excellent paperback series on music and sound.


Both of these books seem to be part of a continuing series on the day-to-day operations of radio stations in small towns. If the series can do anything to upgrade those operations it may do everybody some good. Neither book aims at the sky but both are full of information that seems eminently sensible and useful for anyone interested.

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK (45th Edition). The American Radio Relay League, Newington, Conn. 612 pages. $4.00

It gets harder and harder to refer to the ham's bible as new and improved. Even if it weren’t you’d buy it. But it really is improved. And more readable than ever before, with up-to-date semiconductor information that hams just won’t find anywhere else. Still as good a bargain as I know of anywhere.

And Make Note of . . .

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN HANDBOOK. By The Editors of EEE Magazine. Tab Books. 318 pages. $12.96

UNDERSTANDING AND USING YOUR OSCILLOSCOPE. Edited by William A. Stocklin. Allied Radio, Corp. Chicago. 128 pages. 75¢

CARE AND FEEDING OF POWER GRID TUBES. EIMAC. San Carlos, Calif. 158 pages. $3.95
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Double your QSOs with this easy-to-erect cluster of tuned dipole antennas.

ONE of the perennial problems of short-wave listeners is deciding which antenna to use. On the one hand there's the long-wire for general coverage. But it generally is resonant at only a few spots on the bands and as a result gives compromise performance.

Then there's the dipole antenna which is resonant (and, therefore, gives best performance) only at the frequency to which it is cut. To cover all the short-wave bands you should have an antenna which performs on all bands as well as an antenna designed specifically for one band. Such an antenna is our Multi-Dipole. Construction is simple and can be completed in an afternoon.

How It Works

Take a look at the diagram at the top of the right page. Notice that the antenna actually is five dipoles connected together and fed to the receiver via one coax feedline.

The longer elements are resonant on the low-frequency bands and vice versa. At frequencies other than that to which a particular dipole is cut, that dipole is electrically disconnected from the line.

Our Multi-Dipole covers any five bands without the use of tuners or traps. The antenna has the same characteristics as a single dipole; therefore, it should be oriented so it is broadside to the source of the signals you wish to receive.

Construction

With the size limitations of your back yard or roof in mind, look at the pictorial, then check the table for the dipole lengths for any five bands you desire. If you want a particular band or frequency not covered in the table, just divide the mid-frequency of the band (in megacycles) into 468. Your answer will be the total length of the antenna in feet.

Since you'll have to use up a few inches of wire to tie the antenna to the insulators at each end, it's a good idea to add about another foot of wire for this purpose.

Number 14 copper wire can be used for all five dipoles or the cost can be cut by using No. 14 wire for the longest dipole and No. 18 wire for the remaining dipoles.

Cut each dipole to the length given in our table or derived with the formula. Now cut
Pour on the solder when connecting the coax to dipole elements at center porcelain insulator. Then cover both connections with electrical tape.

MATERIALS
No. 14 enameled copper wire
No. 18 enameled copper wire
RG59/U coaxial cable
TV antenna masts
Porcelain strain insulator (egg-type insulator Allied 47 B 6052 or equiv.)

between two poles or any convenient structures. Mount the longest dipole at the top, pulling it fairly taut, using insulators to separate the dipoles with a 6- to 12-in. drop between each (at the masts). Twist the guy wire around the pole and wrap with plastic tape to keep from sliding down.

Connect the coax to the SW receiver as you would a regular dipole antenna. Fire up the receiver and tune across the bands. You’ll discover that the antenna does an excellent job on the bands it was cut for and a fairly decent job on the frequencies in between.

Pour on the solder when connecting the coax to dipole elements at center porcelain insulator. Then cover both connections with electrical tape.

MATERIALS
No. 14 enameled copper wire
No. 18 enameled copper wire
RG59/U coaxial cable
TV antenna masts
Porcelain strain insulator (egg-type insulator Allied 47 B 6052 or equiv.)

between two poles or any convenient structures. Mount the longest dipole at the top, pulling it fairly taut, using insulators to separate the dipoles with a 6- to 12-in. drop between each (at the masts). Twist the guy wire around the pole and wrap with plastic tape to keep from sliding down.

Connect the coax to the SW receiver as you would a regular dipole antenna. Fire up the receiver and tune across the bands. You’ll discover that the antenna does an excellent job on the bands it was cut for and a fairly decent job on the frequencies in between.
THESE CBers who like to chew the rag are beginning to find that the FCC inspector is not the only thing they have to worry about. The current high level of sunspot activity is filling their channels with screaming signals from as much as a thousand miles away. This has put quite a damper on local rag chewing.

But just a megacycle away on the 10-meter amateur band, where rag chewing is legal, there's all sorts of elbow room in the 1200-kc-wide phone band. Hams are using converted CB transceivers and talking with skip stations not only in the U.S. but all over the world. Many newcomers to the band report contacting over a hundred countries in a single week.

It's not difficult to get a ham license. One week of serious work and you should be able to get a Novice ticket. Code at five words per minute amounts just to memorizing the letters and numbers. And the technical part of the exam is about as tough. Just drop in at the next ham-club meeting in your town and ask for help. You'll get plenty.

The Novice license permits you operate on 15 meters, one of the best DX bands. You'll use code, which is a lot more fun learning if you're talking with someone in Helsinki or Nairobi.

If your technical ability gets ahead of your code speed you can take the Technician license exam and get in on the fun on 6 meters. With the current high level of sunspots, 6 meters is opening up for DX.

On 2 meters, Technicians are finding that the aurora makes possible contacts up to 600 mi. This occurs only during sunspot peaks. Aurora contacts are via CW and until you hear one you won't believe it. The Doppler shift is so rapid that the received signal sounds like a hiss or rushing noise, rather than a whistle. Sideband gets through on aurora and sounds like someone whispering. AM signals normally don't get through.

This probably is one of the best times to get going in amateur radio. Not only are conditions at a peak for almost any activity, but equipment is available today at prices that would have seemed beyond belief a few years ago. You can buy a complete sideband kit for about $100. I used one a while ago and contacted 50 countries in two days.

The UFO reporting net on 20 and 80 meters that I proposed in my last column is beginning to gain support. Both the National Investigation Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP) and the Aerial Phenomena Research Organization (APRO)—the two major civilian UFO investigation organizations—seem enthusiastic about an amateur radio net. Both have promised cooperation and are interested in being plugged into the net. The group at the University of Colorado studying UFO reports under an Air Force contract also was interested. But their inquiry is over and their report (unpublished at this writing) is expected to be controversial instead of conclusive.

I have been expecting static from the Air Force. In the past they have attempted to discourage UFO reports and research. Once they move in there's little you can do. A few years back I stepped on their toes by writing an editorial about their virtual take-over of the amateur UHF bands. They asked me to be nice and not write about this, suggesting in detail how they might hurt my business if I didn't cooperate.

But before they have a chance to lean on me again, let's set up on-the-air meetings for Wednesdays at 2100 EST on 14300 kc and Thursdays at the same time on 3900 kc. This way we can see who's interested, establish an organization and talk about UFOs.

Members of the net will set up communications in their areas with other users of mobile radio, police, radio and television stations and so on. If something is sighted anywhere in the country we'll be able to notify nearby areas so it can be tracked and perhaps photographed. As we get set up we should find many groups of UFO investigators wanting to tie in and be warned of approaching objects. Some of these groups have sophisticated equipment that could tell us a lot about what we've been seeing.

Of course, if UFOs are just a giant hallucination the net should reveal that, too—which in itself would be historic.
As a singer looks out at the audience in the new Metropolitan Opera House (above) he may well wonder how many microphones are trained on him, feeding concealed tape recorders for black-market reproduction. Major musical events are a prime target of bootleg recordists who have even produced stereo recordings by smuggling FM wireless mikes into two seats carefully chosen on opposite sides of the auditorium. Mike signals are picked up and recorded by confederate parked outside the concert hall.

The Boom in Bootleg Tapes

By ROBERT ANGUS

Murder on tape? Gruesome as it may seem, it's literally true—you can buy the sounds of a man (Malcolm X) being murdered. And hundreds of less macabre items that won't (or can't) appear in the record catalogs. They're all available on the tape black market.

A list of tapes from a dealer handling these under-the-counter specialties might include the Malcolm X tape (at $10), the complete proceedings of the gala that marked the closing of the old Metropolitan Opera House (in stereo hi-fi at $75), Black Power speeches by Stokely Carmichael or a sermon against Communism by Dr. Fred Schwarz ($3.50 each), an interview with the late Lee Harvey Oswald, nightclub routines by Lenny Bruce, the Orson Welles production of The War of the Worlds (a science-fiction dramatization that—on network radio in 1938—convinced thousands of listeners that earth was under attack by Martians) and countless performances of the Metropolitan Opera back as far as 1929.

True, not all of these tapes are up to audiophile standards and most are recorded in mono only. But, for the collector who wants to hear Bruno Walter conduct Mozart's Don Giovanni or relive two hours of Fred Allen radio broadcasts, a charge of $10 really doesn't seem exorbitant.

By definition, a bootleg tape generally is a recording made without the performer's knowledge or permission. In practice, the term also may apply to dubbings of records once commercially released but long-since withdrawn, propaganda materials that have the blessing of the performer but lack sufficient commercial backing for regular issue and recordings of so-called blue material that might earn the frowns of police or censors.

Where they come from is almost as interesting as what they contain. Bootleg recordings go all the way back to Edison cyl-
Radio shows of the '30s figure prominently among bootleg tapes. Fred Allen is shown with violin-playing guest Jack Benny. Other favorite shows include Fibber McGee and Molly, Charlie McCarthy, Eddie Cantor, Easy Aces, I Love a Mystery, The Shadow and so on.

The Boom in Bootleg Tapes

Indies cut backstage at opera performances. But the first harbingers of the boom in black-market recording came with radio and the home disc recorder.

Among the first to realize the possibilities of this combination were opera lovers. When the old Blue Network of NBC began broadcasting Saturday matinee performances from the stage of the Metropolitan Opera back in 1931, amateur recordists started salting away otherwise unavailable arias by Rosa Ponselle, Bengiamino Gigli and Ezio Pinza. One 12-in. disc lasted only four or five minutes. So the few buffs who attempted complete operas had breaks at regular—and frequently inconvenient—intervals. Eventually the wealthiest (and most dedicated) recordists began using two disc recorders, alternating them during the broadcast to achieve true continuity. It is their work that forms the backbone of today's bootleg record and tape catalogs.

By the time World War II broke out, popular music was supplying its own set of bootleg recordings. These emanated from the major recording and broadcast studios where it was not uncommon for a recording artist to make a blooper during a take. Some bloopers were funny; other definitely were not for the ears of children. And here and there a performer would do for his own amusement a parody of the song he had just recorded. These out-takes (recordings that were to be discarded) were cut on separate acetate discs. At the end of the session, a recording engineer, the performer, his manager or anybody else might smuggle some out of the studio to play for friends. In short order, copies of the original acetate could be had in New York record shops for $5 or so.

During World War II, bootlegging consisted largely of efforts by amateurs to record off the air—anything from Edward R. Murrow's broadcasts describing the blitz in London through the radio dramas of Norman Corwin and the comedy of Fred Allen to The Shadow and Inner Sanctum. Many of these recordings were poor in quality; most were incomplete. Yet, today, taped copies bring moderate prices on the black market and such archives as the National Association of Broadcasters and the Library of Congress are searching for any material they can get.

When the first wire and tape recorders hit the home market in the late 1940s the bootleg catalogs began to bulge. From the college campuses came tapes of concerts by folksingers and opera stars; from radio and television came more comedy, drama and
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music; from private parties came a host of interesting and intriguing recordings.

During the early 1950s, for example, it was common for folksingers to perform at informal parties for friends. Sometimes, they got around to bawdy ballads—the kind you couldn't then record for a commercial record firm. And occasionally there would be a tape recorder capturing it all. In fact, a tape consisting of a number of favorites by such performers as Paul Clayton, Pete Seeger, Josh White, Ed McCurdy and Ewan MacColl eventually wound up in the archives of the Kinsey Sex Institute at Indiana University—but not before copies of it had gone into the black market tape catalogs.

The coming of the battery recorder opened the doors of the opera house, concert hall, theatre and assembly hall to the purveyors of bootleg recordings. On Sunday, February 21, 1965, a white college girl entered the Audubon Ballroom on Manhattan's Upper West Side. In her roomy handbag was a small battery-power tape recorder and microphone. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss Black Nationalism and the featured speaker was to be Malcolm X. When he stepped to the podium shortly after 2 p.m. the girl started her recorder. Malcolm spoke a few words of greeting to the assembly; then there was a scuffle in the aisle. Before anyone knew what had happened several shots rang out and Malcolm fell to the stage, mortally wounded. The tape captured it all.

Eight years earlier, a bespectacled gentleman took his seat at Carnegie Hall. His companion that evening was a battery recorder. The singer featured was Maria Callas, appearing with the American Opera Society, and the recorder captured every note. Insiders always look on this evening with wry humor. For it was one of the first cases where the battery recorder was used to pirate a performance at Carnegie Hall. And what did Mme. Callas sing? A little-known Donizetti opera entitled The Pirate. It was around 1959 that a young man experienced the QT-recorder's nightmare. He had tickets for a Dave Brubeck concert—once again at Carnegie Hall. For a time, the taping went along perfectly, the young man's microphone picking up every note from his third-row seat. Then, suddenly and unaccountably, the recorder began to play back at full volume a previous and very loud passage. As the musicians stared down from the stage he struggled to turn off his recorder. He describes it as one of the worst moments of his life—even though he didn't actually get thrown out of the hall.

Today, battery-power recorders are used freely in Carnegie Hall and elsewhere. While most concert halls and theatres print a no-
The Boom in Bootleg Tapes

tice in the program warning patrons not to take pictures during performances, they say nothing about recording. It is common practice, however for ushers who spot recordists at work in the audience to request they put away their recorders. When one recordist refused to do so in Cleveland a few years ago the usher reported him to the manager. The manager, in turn, asked the doorman to seize the recorder. The next day, the recordist's lawyer called the manager to demand return of the unit. He pointed out that his client had violated no law and no published rule of the house and hinted at legal action unless the recorder was returned immediately with an apology. The client got both.

Most nights at the Metropolitan Opera, there's a stocky, bespectacled, intense young man to be seen in the Family Circle carrying a bulky overcoat on his arm. Hidden under the overcoat is a Norelco Carry-Corder, which he uses to record more than 50 complete operas each season under an agreement with a bootleg-tape dealer. All of the operas and all of the stars are to be heard on commercial recordings, usually in stereo and always in true high fidelity. But the Met can schedule a tenor who is under contract to Angel with an RCA-Victor soprano or a London mezzo or, perhaps, a Columbia bass. If you want to hear them together you have to buy the pirate recording, coughs and all.

Perhaps the most elaborate of operatic souvenirs—and one of the most expensive—is the stereo recording of closing night at the old Met in April, 1966. Orchestra tickets to the gala event, which featured virtually every singer of any importance on the Met roster, cost $75 each. So a specialist in underground recordings bought two—one on the left aisle, the other on the right. On the night of the big event, two young men attended the concert—each with a wireless microphone in his jacket pocket.

Outside on 39th Street, a third man sat in a car with a stereo tape recorder and two FM receivers. One receiver was connected to each tape input and tuned to the output of the corresponding wireless mike. The recorder itself operated on a converter running off the car battery. The concert finally broke up in the wee hours of the following morning. But when the dealer opened his store at 9:30, he had edited copies of the tape for anyone willing to plunk down the original cost of one orchestra seat.

These days, virtually any tape recorder is suitable for making black-market tapes. The recording a Peter Sellers fan in Britain makes from the BBC and swaps with a friend in New York; the broadcast by the Radio-televisione Italiana Opera that's traded for a recording of one of Leonard Bernstein's Young People's Concerts may be recorded [Continued on page 115]

Most grim of all subject matter in the bootleg catalogs, perhaps, is the murder of Black Power advocate Malcolm X in New York's Audubon Ballroom, where he had come to make a speech. Recorder in the audience, already running and prepared to catch every word, immortalized the entire event.
INTEREST in the electric guitar has been growing at a phenomenal rate. And while sales have been soaring so has the number of instruments that end up in closets after interest wanes.

If you have been toying with the idea of getting an outfit but are somewhat uncertain about how long your enthusiasm will last, the $29.95 Heathkit JK-37 amplifier is an inexpensive way to try yourself out. Referred to by Heath as a Heathkit Jr. kit, the JK-37 is designed for a rank beginner—builder or performer.

It's a small (13½ x 5¾ x 14-in.) lightweight (11 lbs.) amplifier but is able to fill the average-size living room or playroom with a moderately-high sound level. Though single channel, two parallel-connected inputs are provided as well as a tone control. There is full tremolo with rate and depth controls. The speaker is an 8-in. 16-ohm music type (high efficiency and power handling capacity).

The four-stage transistor amplifier plus two-stage tremolo oscillator and amplifier and power-supply filter are assembled on a printed-circuit board. The board in turn is mounted on a metal frame which serves as the front-panel and amplifier frame. The complete amplifier assembly slides into the top section of the cabinet and the speaker and front baffle are mounted as the front part of the case. Our construction time was 10 hours.

Performance. The JK-37 will not provide the sound quality of an expensive high-power amplifier. The overall sound is about what you’d expect for the price. Distortion is less than in many other beginner and practice amplifiers.

You might have some difficulty correlating the performance with Heath’s specs. This is because Heath’s specs are generally conservative while in the music field anything goes and Heath, to be competitive, used standard music-power specs rather than the more common IHF standards. For example, the JK-37 is rated at 18 watts peak power, 9 watts music power and 7 watts EIA power—with not a word about distortion. But these are typical of git-amp specs. Fact is, peak power is meaningless. Music power is the power delivered for a fraction of a second and 7 watts EIA has a 5 per cent distortion reference. At the more typical 1 per cent distortion reference (hi-fi equipment) the JK-37 delivered 4 watts into 16 ohms.

So forget the specs. In low-price amplifiers they tell you nothing about performance. When used with a low-cost electric guitar the JK-37 delivered a somewhat loud, reasonably-low-distortion sound in an average-size living room. Sound quality was good, with [Continued on page 118]
Low-Cost Telephone Answerer

WHEN you're near the phone and it rings you answer it. If you can afford a secretary, she will. If you can't pay her salary, a telephone answering service will do the job. If that's too expensive you can shell out about $30 a month to Ma Bell for an automatic answerer. Or, in the past, you could have bought an answerer from one of several sources for $200 to $600.

But prices for electronic secretaries have fallen to the basement. You can now purchase an answerer and message deliverer for $99.95. It's the Crown Model CTA-4000 Telephone Valet and is available from many electronics distributors, including McGee Radio Co. and Lafayette Radio.

The CTA-4000 is 8½ in. wide, 10½ in. deep and 3 in. high. It weighs less than 7 lbs., is solid-state and draws only 4 watts of power in the standby mode. Your telephone is placed on it in such a way that the phone can be used in the normal manner; there are no electrical connections to the phone.

The CTA-4000 uses a small tape cartridge which contains the message to the caller. To record the caller's messages, you use virtually any AC or battery-operated recorder with it. The lifter, which raises the handset from the telephone cradle, can be attached to the phone without even a screwdriver.

When the telephone rings, the lifter raises the handset from the cradle to energize (answer) the telephone and starts the external recorder. The previously recorded answering message is played through a small built-in speaker under the handset's mouthpiece. The caller's message is picked up by a small coil adjacent to the handset's earpiece. At the end of 60 seconds, metal foil on the tape returns the unit to the standby mode. The operation may be stopped by pushing a tape-release button and removing the cartridge.

The heart of the answerer is the tape cartridge, which contains 18¾ ft. of special magnetic tape wound in an endless loop. The cartridge performs the following functions: 1) it controls the timing sequence, 2) it closes the energizing microswitch when fully inserted, 3) it contains the answering message. A built-in microphone and record switch allow you to make your own answering message. You can record several answering messages using different cartridges.

—Fred Blechman, K6UGT
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THE SHORT, TREACHEROUS LIFE OF RADIO 1212

By JACK ALTHOUSE

"Radio 1212 sending, Radio 1212 sending," the raspy German voice said. It was 2 a.m., a strange time for a radio station to start its broadcast day. But Night Radio 1212 was strange in many ways.

Busts of Hitler adorned its offices. Swastikas and Nazi flags hung on the walls. Its programs were in German and it was known as the Voice of the Rhineland. In reality 1212 was not in the Rhineland—it wasn't even in Germany.

Radio 1212 had a short life, a short broadcast day and worked only the graveyard shift. Its schedule of broadcasts from 2 to 6:30 a.m. continued for a little more than four months. Yet it had listeners by the thousands in towns in Germany and in field camps of the German Army from Switzerland to Holland. They listened because 1212 brought something new to wartime radio broadcasting — Radio 1212 told the truth.

1212 told the truth to gain an audience who believed. Then, at the last minute, it switched to lies and deception and in so doing trapped thousands of German troops—350,000 from Army Group B surrendered in a single day, April 18, 1945.

It had almost been
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the other way about. The Psychological Warfare arm of the U.S. Army had embarked on Operation Annie in late 1944. Almost at once the station was threatened by the German breakthrough we have come to know as the Battle of the Bulge. But Allied lines held and Radio 1212 settled down to the job of getting the biggest possible audience in Germany and making it believe what it heard.

A staff of announcers, writers and technicians was assembled at studios in a secluded old house in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, just a few miles from the German border. CBS's Brewster Morgan was program director but 1212's announcers were German-born. The chief announcer was Sgt. (eventually Lt. Col.) Benno Frank, a former German national. His unmistakable Hessian accent and his experience as an actor combined to make him the real voice of Radio 1212. As captured German soldiers said, you had to believe what he was saying.

It was characteristic of this strange station that its business of telling the truth started with a fairy tale—an elaborate yarn about its location and purpose. 1212 claimed to be in the Rhineland and operated by Germans loyal to their country but not to its Nazi government. Hitler's radio wasn't telling the truth about the war, they said. Radio 1212, as its patriotic duty, would tell the facts.

1212's method was to give eyewitness accounts, from the German viewpoint, of military operations. The stories were told in great detail. For example, after an Allied air raid on a German town Radio 1212 named the factories and shops that were wrecked and gave the names of people whose homes were destroyed.

This was information German soldiers wanted and they became avid listeners. Unbeknown to them, the reports were put together after study of reconnaissance photographs, city directories, telephone books, captured letters and prisoner-interrogation reports.

The German field commanders did know that Radio 1212 was not German. But they listened, anyway, because it was sometimes their only source of accurate information on the fortunes of their fellow commanders and their armies. The official reports they received often were so vague that they were worthless. But 1212 was always there with accurate, detailed information.

1212 was also entertaining. Its music came from records that were authentically German: folk songs, Viennese waltzes and ribald beer-garden songs.

1212's sports coverage was unique. The important football games were played on Sunday but the results were never broadcast by German radio stations until they had appeared in the Monday newspapers. So 1212, which didn't have to wait, had a sports scoop.

Of course 1212 had its own brand of sly propaganda. The German radio often failed to report bombing raids on German towns. As a matter of fact, the government asked civilians not to tell of these raids in their letters going to the front. It might hurt morale. When the German soldier heard

The late Brewster Morgan, director of Operation Annie, was a successful radio producer before the war. He is shown in 1939 when he was with CBS. Having joined the Office of War Information, he set up a complex VOA relay program with the BBC, went on to the Psychological Warfare Group, the American Broadcasting Station in Europe and Radio 1212. He later received Army commendation for leading a small task force to capture Radio Leipzig under combat conditions. Back in the U.S., he turned to television, produced pioneer spot commercials and Fireside Theater for Ivory Soap.
about the raids over Radio 1212 and realized that he was not being told the truth from home his morale was given a double blow.

As morale depressors Radio 1212's reports of speeches by local dignitaries were good. After hearing pompous phrases about fighting to the last man the soldier was likely to wish that the supreme patriot who spoke so well was at the front himself.

Night Radio 1212 was dramatic, too, and sometimes it bent the truth a little to improve its impact. At 2 o'clock one morning it reported that an enemy drive was being made in the direction of a German town. The town was important but, 1212 assured, it was practically impregnable. Later that night news flashes announced that the impossible was happening. The enemy was drawing closer to the impregnable town. Fighting was reported in the suburbs. Then, at 4 a.m., the town was taken by the enemy.

1212 squeezed every ounce of drama from the story that so conveniently unfolded during its broadcasting hours. But the fact was that the town had been taken at 9 o'clock the previous evening and the action carefully restaged for the delayed broadcast.

Operation Annie's best propaganda writer was Field Marshall Model, a favorite of Hitler. He had commanded the Army Group Ukraine-North on the Russian front. But when the Allies started pushing the Germans back in France Hitler personally selected him to lead German forces in the West. During Annie's lifetime he commanded Army Group B under the Supreme Commander of the Western Front, Karl von Rundstedt, and his successor, Field Marshal Kesselring.

As a commanding general Model was competent but when he sat down to write he turned out pure corn. At a time when his soldiers were engaged in a futile last-ditch fight to save Germany, Model issued fatherly advice in his orders of the day—advice on how to wash woollen underwear without soap, a recipe for a ragout made of sawdust-and-potato sausages, reminders of a soldier's duty to worship Hitler and so on.

German officers thought his helpful hints so inappropriate that they conveniently lost them instead of passing them on to their troops. Radio 1212's announcers read them straight. No rewriting could have improved them or their effect on German morale.

One of 1212's most significant successes was its apparently single-handed establishment of anti-Nazi groups within Germany. Radio 1212 told tales about how Nazi party posters which bore the official party initials, N.S.D.A.P., were being altered to leave only N.D.—standing for Neues Deutschland, or New Germany. Those who did these deeds, said Radio 1212, were seeking to preserve Germany by surrender before it could be destroyed by Nazi fanaticism. It told of patriotic civilians who circumvented the military to save their towns, mixing enough facts with the fabrication to be convincing.

When Germans heard what others were doing they organized Neues Deutschland groups to make it the reality they assumed it already was. In fact, when Allied forces finally reached Germany they found posters altered just as 1212 had described.

In April 1945 the time arrived for Radio 1212 to spring the trap it had so carefully

Benno Frank, the main voice of Radio 1212, was born in Germany and lived for a time in the home of Gen. von Kleist. His authentic accent, his intimate knowledge of the Rhineland and his experience in the theater all were of incalculable value to Operation Annie. As an officer in the U.S. military government he was responsible for the re-establishment of German cultural institutions and in 1960 he was decorated by the West German government for his contributions to peaceful relations between Germany and the rest of the world. Since 1948 he has lived in Cleveland, Ohio.
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baited. Allied armies were closing in rapidly on German forces in the Rhineland from both flanks. The German armies had but one way to get out of the trap. That was to retreat east of the Rhine River.

The battle reports from Radio 1212 did not appear to change. Weary German commanders, whose own communications were breaking down, couldn't tell that 1212 was selling the Allies short. When the Allied Seventh Army broke through German lines in the south, 1212 reported that the German army was holding firm. To the north, the U.S. Third Army under Patton was reported to be 20 mi. behind its actual location.

Meanwhile, the First Army moved across the Cologne plain and discovered the destroyed bridge across the Rhine at Remagen. Fifteen miles of river bank separated it from Patton's left flank at Andernach—15 mi. through which the remaining German troops in the Eifel Mountains could have rushed to safety if they had known. But other escape routes were open, according to 1212. When German troops acted on this information they walked directly into Allied traps. The same thing happened farther south on the Saar.

As the war passed the Rhineland and moved on toward Berlin, 1212's usefulness was over and its supposed location overrun by the enemy. It would have been easy just to pull the switch at the Luxembourg transmitter but it seemed a shame to let the myth of Rhineland Night Radio 1212 die in such a drab manner.

The build-up took several days. The announcers threw in hints that the Allies were closing in on them. But, they insisted, Radio 1212 would not give up until the bitter end.

April 25, 1945, was the final morning. Messages about the imminent approach of the enemy became more frequent. Suddenly a newscast was interrupted by excited voices, shouts and the splintering of wood. The enemy was taking over the transmitter.

Above the din, Benno Frank could be heard yelling, "Put on the record!" 1212's theme, an old Rhenish tune, came on for the last time. In the middle of the record 1212 died and was never heard again.

When, a short while later, the men of Operation Annie gathered for a quiet toast to Radio 1212, they ended it by singing an old American song: Annie Doesn't Live Here Anymore. 

Electronics Illustrated
By LAWRENCE GLENN  It's always a shock to discover after a heavy rain storm that your CB antenna has gone with the wind. And after you spend a few hours installing a new skyhook it can be mighty discouraging to find your antenna system's SWR is high, also.

Such problems can be avoided easily by making a proper installation the first time. By firmly mounting the mast, antenna and transmission line, you'll never have to worry about the antenna blowing away or a high SWR preventing your power from being radiated.

Because a CB installation is so easy, over-confidence sets in and many jobs end up being quick-and-dirty lash-ups. At first they're great but after a few months of rain and some heavy pedestrian traffic across the coax feed-line it would be a miracle if half the transceiver's output got to the antenna.

Take a little extra time to do a proper job with permanence in mind and your installation will give years of trouble-free service.

Preliminaries

First step is to select a location for the transceiver and then figure out a way to get the transmission line out of the house. The idea is that you should not walk on the coax, nor should it be squeezed under a threshold. Each time someone steps on the threshold the coax is flattened. Although you might have a proper match at the antenna you can end up with a system SWR of 5:1 because the cable is crimped.

Best way to route coax is around the baseboard and corners and, if needed, all around the room to get to the other side of the door. Contrary to popular belief, an extra 50 ft. of transmission line is not going to cause a noticeable loss of RF output.

Getting Started

How do you get the coax out of the house? The utility servicemen have already found the most convenient way, so follow the phone or electric lines to the outside of the building. (If you live in an apartment route the coax to the outside through the windowsill nearest the antenna.) Drill the hole close to the phone-line hole but try to stay at least 6 in. away from electric lines. Drill the hole from the outside at a slight upward angle
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so water running down the transmission line won't run into the house. Such an installation is shown in Fig. 1.

Do not staple the coax to anything yet; simply run it along the inside route to the hole in the wall and then pull it through from the outside.

Select the desired antenna location and mount the antenna with wall brackets. Chimney and vent-pipe mounts should not be used. Even the lightest CB antenna (the ground plane) develops a lot of angular torque in a high wind and many are the loose chimney bricks and broken vent pipes because of this.

If possible mount the antenna on a 10-ft. steel mast—not aluminum. Keep the wall brackets as far apart as is possible, with one bracket at the bottom of the mast, as shown in Fig. 2. The farther apart the brackets the more rigid the antenna installation. Try for at least a 4-ft. separation or, if possible, 6 ft.

Just because the bracket is clamped to the antenna mast with screws, don't depend on a screwdriver for a tight fit. Hold the screw and tighten the nut with a wrench until all play in the bracket is removed. Don't forget lockwashers. Use them under both the screw head and the nut.

Decide how you will route the transmission line and place standoff insulators along the route about 3 ft. to 4 ft. apart. Coax shield will be cut through when wind causes the coax to rub against the side of the building. Run the coax through the standoffs and up to the antenna mast and tape the coax to the mast.

Mount the antenna and connect the coax to it. Whether the coax connects to an antenna connector or to screw terminals, seal the entire head-end against moisture with a silicon rubber adhesive such as Silastic. Don't skimp on the adhesive and make certain water cannot get into the connector or under the coax shield because one or two good rains are all it takes to jack the SWR up to 3 or 5 to 1.

Tape slack coax to the mast and then work back through the standoff insulators, stretching the coax and tightening the insulators as you go back to the point where the coax enters the house. When you're finished, the transmission line should be taut so it will not move in the wind.

Form a U-shape bend at the point where the coax enters the house, as shown in Fig. 1, and seal the hole with caulking. The purpose of the bend is to cause water which runs down the coax to drip off outside the house. If you run the wire straight into the hole the water will flow under caulking (when it cracks with age) and into the house.

Indoors

Back inside, staple the coax to the baseboards with round staples and a staple gun. This gun, which can be rented, shoots a half-round staple that secures but doesn't pinch ¼-in.-dia. cable. Route the coax to the CB rig and you're almost ready to go on the air.

Fig. 1—Drill hole for the coax at an upward angle from the outside. Wire through standoff is short-wave antenna lead-in and has loop to prevent water from entering house. Other wire is for phone.
Check-Out

First, measure the antenna system's SWR. Unless you have been extremely lucky you will not have a 1:1 SWR since the coax connectors and the antenna terminals themselves increase SWR. If your SWR meter (the one we show in Fig. 3 is a Seco Model 520 Antenna Tester) indicates even as high as 1.5:1 you have a fine installation which is essentially loss-free. If the SWR is higher than 1.5:1 check the antenna specs. Some CB antennas can have an SWR up 2:1. If the SWR is greater than 2:1 check your entire installation for cold-solder joints at the connectors or antenna connecting lugs and for pinches in the coax.

If you find a pinch in the coax you’ve had it. It cannot be straightened by rolling the coax until it’s straight. To fix this, cut out the section with the pinch, install connectors on the free ends, then seal the connectors with Silastic. If the ends can’t be pulled together, make a short patch cord with coax. Do not try to solder in a new section of coax unless you’re an expert. A sloppy splice can be even worse than the pinch.

Finally, connect a power/SWR meter between the antenna and transceiver and measure the output power delivered to the antenna. (Some SWR meters are calibrated in forward output power.) If you read about 3 watts (or whatever the output power should be) everything is okay.

Lightning

You must protect the system against lightning. Ground the transceiver to a cold-water pipe through the shortest possible length of No. 10 wire. This also provides protection against the transceiver case being hot with respect to the AC line. Then drive a 4-ft. rod into the ground near the antenna and connect the mast to the rod with No. 10 wire.

It may sound complicated and expensive but it’s not. It takes at most an extra 30 minutes to install the transmission line and ground wire properly. And less than $5 will cover the cost of the extra standoff insulators and ground wire. But you’ll be guaranteed years of trouble-free CBing.
WATCH OUT...

A windshield that permits pilots to see at night has been developed by Standard Kollsman Industries. The Night Window, as they call it, is based on image-intensifier techniques but produces no flat-screen image. Instead, a virtual image is formed so objects appear at true distances. The effect is simulated in this photographic mockup. Image is reflected toward the pilot from equipment behind the instrument panel by angled glass screen. In daylight, pilot looks through the screen.

Electronics in the News

Doctor-Patient... Seldom have telephone circuit boards been brought to a hospital to receive surgery. But the doctor—in this case, Western Electric technician Frank Curtis—is, himself, confined to a hospital as a result of an accident ten years ago that deprived him of the use of his legs. Frank's own troubleshooting routine for the boards (used to control circuits in push-button phones) has worked so well that WE has adopted it in its regular repair shops. By the way—who's your friend, Frank?
Burning Beacon. . . A piece of equipment adapted from the space program has helped put the Plaisted Polar Expedition over the top—the top of the world, that is. Deputy expedition leader Donald Powelleck poses with the special equipment—a radio beacon run on a 3M propane-power thermoelectric generator putting out 5 watts at 12 V. The beacon guided snowmobiles and supply planes to a fuel cache about 200 mi. from the North Pole. The only other recorded polar round trip on the Arctic ice was made by Admiral Robert Peary in 1909.

Instant Antenna. . . Troops in Vietnam were bending down the antennas on their transceivers to keep them out of sight of snipers. Avco Electronics had a better idea (below): make the antenna out of a long strip of stainless-steel foil and use a motor drive to coil it into a tubular monopole or roll it up again on a spool inside the transceiver, out of sight until it's needed.

Lethal Glance. . . The helmet worn by this combat pilot actually doubles as a gunsight. Honeywell, which makes the device for the Army's Cheyenne helicopters, won't reveal details—only that a beam of what they call invisible light comes from a source behind the pilot and is tracked by gear in the helmet to determine direction pilot is looking. Information can be used for automatic aiming of guns, cameras or other reconnaissance equipment.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACCOUNTING</th>
<th>Architecture and Building</th>
<th>Art</th>
<th>Business</th>
<th>Business: Supervision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting (U.S.A.)</td>
<td>Architectural Drawing &amp; Designing</td>
<td>Amateur Artist</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Basic Supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting (Canadian)</td>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Commercial Art</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Industrial Foremanship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting for Business Programmers</td>
<td>Building Contractor</td>
<td>Commercial Cartooning</td>
<td>Business Practice (Cond.)</td>
<td>Industrial Supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting for Management Decisions</td>
<td>Building Estimator</td>
<td>Illustrating with Options:</td>
<td>Canadian Business Course</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditing</td>
<td>Building Inspector</td>
<td>— Magazine</td>
<td>Condensed Marketing</td>
<td>Salesmanship &amp; Sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Law (U.S.A.)</td>
<td>Carpenter-Builder</td>
<td>— Advertising Layout and</td>
<td>Direct Mail &amp; Mail Order</td>
<td>Modern Woman as a Supervisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Accounting</td>
<td>Carpentry &amp; Millwork</td>
<td>Illustration</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Personality Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Accounting</td>
<td>House Planning &amp; Interior Design</td>
<td>Oil Painting for Pleasure</td>
<td>Inventory Control</td>
<td>Supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Tax (U.S.A.)</td>
<td>Mason</td>
<td>Show Card &amp; Sign</td>
<td>Magazine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Accounting</td>
<td>Painting Contractor</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>Newspaper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior Accounting</td>
<td>Reading Arch. Blueprints</td>
<td>Show Card Writing</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Accounting</td>
<td>Review in Arch. Design &amp; Practice</td>
<td>Sign Painting &amp; Designing</td>
<td>Managing a Retail Business</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Accounting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marketing Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Business Accounting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marketing Research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting (U.S.A.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Modern Executive Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting &amp; Managing a Small Bookkeeping Service (U.S.A.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Office Automation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Office Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Production Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Purchasing Agent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Retail &amp; Local Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Retail Business Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Retail Merchandising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Retail Selling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Systems and Procedures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Analyis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSINESS: SALES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Salesmanship</td>
<td></td>
<td>Carl Estate Salesmanship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate Salesmanship</td>
<td></td>
<td>Salesmanship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSINESS: SUPERVISION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Supervision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Foremanship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Supervision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salesmanship &amp; Sales</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Woman as a Supervisor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel-Labor Relations (U.S.A.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERVISION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEMICAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Engineering Unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Laboratory Tech'n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Process Operator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements of Nuclear Energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental Laboratory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVIL ENGINEERING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highway Engineering Tech.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principles of Surveying</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Highway Blueprints</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Struct. Blueprints</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanitary Engineering Tech.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewage Plant Operator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveying and Mapping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Works Operator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLEGE COURSES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American History</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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COMPUTERS
COBOL Programming
FORTRAN Programming for Engineers
Programming for Digital Computers
Programming the IBM 1401 Computer
Programming the IBM SYSTEM/360 Computer

DRAFTING
Airplane Drafting
Architectural Drafting
Design Drafting
Drafting Technology
Electrical Drafting
Electrical Engineering Drafting
Electronic Drafting
Introductory Mechanical Drafting
Mechanical Drafting
Pressure Vessel and Tank Drafting
Sheet Metal Layout for Pressure Vessel and
Introductory Mechanical Drafting

ELECTRICAL
Electrical Drafting
Electrical Design
Architectural Drafting

ELECTRICAL (cont'd)
Practical Electrician
Practical Electrician with Equipment Training
Practical Lineman
Reading Electrical Blueprints

ENGINEERING
(Refresher Courses for Graduate Engineers)
Chemical
Civil
Electrical
Industrial
Mechanical
Sanitary
Structural

ENGLISH AND WRITING
Better Business Writing
English for Spanish (U.S.A.)
Free lance Writing
Fun & Profit
Introductory Technical Writing
Modem Letter Writing
Practical English
Story Story Writing

HIGH SCHOOL
High School Business
High School (Canadian)
High School General
High School Mathematics
High School Secretarial
High School Vocational
High School College
Preparatory-Arts
High School College Prep.
English & Science
Preparatory Course for High School Equivalency Test

MACHINE SHOP
Practical Electrician
Practical Electrician with Equipment Training
Practical Lineman
Reading Electrical Blueprints

MACHINE SHOP
Practical Electrician
Practical Electrician with Equipment Training
Practical Lineman
Reading Electrical Blueprints

PLASTICS
Design of Plastic Products
Plastics Technician

PLUMBING, HEATING
Air Conditioning
Air Conditioning
Maintenance
Domestic Heating with Oil & Gas
Domestic Refrigeration
Heating
Heating & Air Conditioning
with Drawing
Industrial Air Conditioning
Industrial Heating
Pipe Fitting
Plumbing
Plumbing & Heating
Plumbing & Heating Estimator
Practical Plumbing
Refrigeration
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning

PULP AND PAPER
Paper Machine Operator
Paper Making
Pulp Making
Pulp & Paper Engineering Technician

SECRETARIAL
Clerk-Typist
Commercial
Secretary, Engineering
Secretary, Legal
Secretary, Medical
Secretary, Professional
Secretary, Shorthand
Stenographic
Typewriting

STEAM AND DIESEL
Power Boiler Inspector
Power Engineering
Power Plant Engineering
Stationary Diesel Engines
Stationary Firemen
Stationary Steam

TEXTEXTES
Carding
Carding and Spinning
Dyeing & Finishing
Loom Fixing
Spinning
Textile Designing
Textile Mill Supervision
Textile Technology
Washing and Weaving

TRAFFIC
Motor Traffic Management
Railway Rate Clerk
Traffic Management

TV-RADIO-ELECTRONICS
Color Television Principles
& Servicing
Electronic Instrumentation
& Servicing
Electronic Technician
First Class Radiotelephone License
Fundamentals of Electronic Computers
General Electronics
General Electronics with Equipment Training
Hi-Fi Stereos and Sound Systems Servicing
Industrial Electronics Technician
Instrument Control
Electronics & Maintenance
Practical Telephony
Principles of Semiconductor-Transistor Circuits
Radio & TV Servicing
Radio & TV Servicing with Equipment Training
Second Class Radio-Telephone License
Sound Systems Specialist
Telephony, Electronics and Radio Communications
TV Receiver Servicing & Repair

I •NTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. N7274G, Scranton, Penna. 18515

FREE! THE ICS SUCCESS KIT!
Three valuable booklets sent to you free
when you mark and mail the ICS coupon
by subscription:
1. A new, exciting booklet on the
principles of success that lets you evaluate
yourself and your future in an entirely
different way
2. Complete catalog outlining job oppor-
tunities and outlook in your field of interest
3. Illustrated brochure which demonstra-
tes the success-driven ICS method of
speedy study

in Hawaii: P.O. Box 418, Honolulu
in Canada: Mail to Scranton, Penna. Further service
handled through ICS Canada, Ltd.
in other countries: ICS World, Ltd.
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SWAP SHOP

Individual readers (not commercial concerns) may swap electronic gear by sending one listing, name and address to Swap Shop, ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, 67 West 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 10018. Space is limited; only most interesting offers are published.

AMATEUR RADIO

HEATH Twero. Want Knight T-60, Heath DX-60B or similar. Randy Bell, 7725 Pontic Dr., Pensacola, Fl. 32506.

TUBES—4X150Ds and 4CX250Bs. Will swap for CW transmitter or best offer. Mark Lundstrom, WNOTC, 1022 Lake St., Alexandria, Minn. 56308.

NAVY CTS-13 receiver and transmitter. Will swap for Heath HR-10 and DX-60A or Swann 350, Galaxy V or Collins KWM-21. Harold Stancil, 1303 Langford, Corpus Christi, Texas. 78401.

GENERAL ELECTRIC BC-191F transmitter with TUXB, TUX6 tuning unit. Will swap for guitar, VHF receiver or best offer. Wart Trepanier, 1708 Intervale Ave., New Haven, Conn. 06515.

SURPLUS ART-13 transmitter, dynamotor, plugs. Will trade for 12-VDC CB transceiver or best offer. Thomas V. Vickers, 209 N. Travis St., Wichita Falls, Tex. 76304.


WEADOCK—4CX250Bs. Will swap Heath Sixer or similar. Mark Gasiorowski, 10103 N. S. Marquette Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60617.


HEATH Twero. Will swap for Heath Sixer or similar. Steve Lucius, WABXJW/3, Box B-741, Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pa. 17837.

NAVY TDE-1 transmitter with power supply. Will swap 10-in. radial arm or table saw and 12- to 16-in. band saw. S. Fedor, 792 N. Shore Rd., Revere, Mass. 02151.

HEATH Twero. Will swap for Heath Sixer or similar William Goble, K3UEM, 330 Wood St., Clinton, Pa. 16328.

LAFAYETTE HA-460 transceiver or best offer. Gus Lirius, WNSRN, 414 Durango St., El Paso, Tex. 79901.

AUDIO & HI-FI

KNIGHT KG-320 amplifier. Want stereo tape deck or dual-impedance microphones. R. VanderGoten, 7939 S. Marquette Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60617.

LAFAYETTE LT-99 AM/FM tuner. Want portable cassette tape recorder or best offer. F. C. Filippone, 543 Joralemon St., Belleville, N.J. 07109.

BALDWIN Type C polarized headphones. Want VOM or shortwave receiver. D. Landesberg, 179 Marcy Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211.

STROMBERG-CARLSON AV-29 amplifier. Want Garrard SL-55 old style turntable. C. M. Anderson, 133 Delaware Dr., Clarksville, Tenn. 37040.


WEBCOR Microcorder II portable tape recorder. Will swap for CB transceiver, aircraft receiver or best offer. K. Rosenbach, 1001 W. 79th Pl., Denver, Colorado 80221.


CITIZENS BAND

GONSET 12 transceiver. Will swap for short-wave receiver or best offer. Paul H. Gorrell, Box 228, Mashpee, Mass. 02649.

KNIGHT Safari III transceiver, KN-2572 antenna. Will swap for TR-106, TR-108 or similar 6- or 2-meter amateur transceiver. WA9TRV, 4530 S. Laporre Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60638.

CRYSTALS for channels 11, 17, 21, 23. Will swap for ham crystals for 80, 40, 20 meters. Mike Morris, 635 E. Bedford, Marshfield, Mo. 65706.

LLOYDS 7A08 walkie-talkie. Want ham gear or best offer. Ricky Miller, RR 23, Plymouth, Iowa 50674.

HEATH GW-10 transceiver converted for 12-VDC. Will swap for Johnson Citiphone II or similar. Ernest Scavinsky Jr., 1127 Kirkpatrick Ave., North Braddock, Pa. 15104.

LAFAYETTE HE-100A walkie-talkies, power supplies. Will swap for Knight R-100A short-wave receiver or Hammerlund HQ-100A. D. McCrack, 1109 Ewing Blvd., Murfreesboro, Tenn. 37130.

EICO 772 transceiver with 5-meter. Will swap for amateur receiver. Russ Quisenberry, 15454 Vintage St., Sepulveda, Calif. 91343.


LAFAYETTE HE-20T transceiver. Will swap for technical microscope or best offer. Steven Pollack, 1215 Grand Concourse, New York, N.Y. 10452.

HEATH GW-22 transceiver. Want ham gear. Mark Cheek, Box 212, Canon, Ga. 30520.


SHORT-WAVE LISTENING

KNIGHT R-55A receiver. Will swap for ham or surplus gear. W. E. Francis, Box 265, Eldorado, Decatur, Ill. 62522.


HEARTH R. Make offer. Larry Miller, 4903 Wythe Ave., Richmond, Va. 23226.


HEATH GR-91. Want Knight KG-105A. Will swap for channels 6, 7. lan Hyland, 34 Westminster Rd., Toronto 14, Ont. Canada.


KNIGHT Star Roamer. Will swap for Knight. Larry Slayman, 12 Hoffman Dr., Williamsport, Md. 21795.

HALLICRAFTERS S-120, Want Heath GR-54, Ame- co R5 or similar. Peter Ordower, 534 Stratford Pl., Chicago, Ill. 60657.

SURPLUS BC-348R receiver. 950 kc to 18 mc. Will swap for CB transceiver, aircraft transmitters or best offer. William E. Lee. 1980 Clinton Ave., Orville, Calif. 95965.


KNIGHT Star Roamer. Will swap for VTVM or transceiver. Robert Hall Jr., 51 Bridge St., Monson, Mass. 01057.

Electronics Illustrated
When a life may depend on your ability to communicate, there can be no compromise with the performance of your total system. Regardless of your transceiver, the big difference in effective range is up top, at the antenna. Nothing ever designed can match the instant response pinpoint capability and reach power of the incomparable SCANNER.

the incomparable

**SCANNER**

Model M-119
electronic sector-phased omni-beam antenna

**the antenna specialists co.**

Scan Control Unit, with indicator lights, instantly changes signal direction — just flip the switch.

- Electronic focus and beam rotation — zero in on your mobiles instantaneously with a tremendous 7.75 db directional gain.
- Change signal direction in a split second — control many mobiles, guide ambulances, etc., with maximum gain on each.
- Unmatched 23 db front-to-back ratio — significantly rejects skip and local interference off the backside, assuring maximum effectiveness of your forward signals.
- Compact — 7½-foot vertical elements, total radius only 3 feet. Exceptionally rugged — withstands 100-mile winds.
- All the value of a beam antenna with more flexibility. Priced 30% under conventional beam arrays employing mechanical rotation.

12435 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44106

Export: 54-34 Woodside Ave.
Woodside, N.Y. 11377
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**Kit Report**

*Continued from page 39*

transformer using a station as a signal source, and aligning the multiplex circuit with a stereo station as the signal source. No hitches here but we found that instrument alignment of the ratio detector later did lower distortion slightly.

Here are some of our measurements of the tuner portion of the receiver. IHF sensitivity: better than 2 $\mu$V (this met Heath's specs). 1-kc stereo separation: better than 35db. 15-kc stereo separation: better than 15db. (Separation figures were limited by our instruments.) Mono total harmonic distortion: 0.4 per cent. Stereo total harmonic distortion: 0.9 per cent. Mono signal-to-noise ratio: 60db. Stereo signal-to-noise ratio: 55db. The mono frequency response was down 1.5db at 20 cps, flat from 40 cps to 5 kc. down 1db at 8 kc and down 3db at 15 kc. The stereo response was down 1.5db at 20 cps. flat to 8 kc, then dropped 3.5db at 15 kc. AM performance met Heath's specs.

The amplifier portion of the receiver performed just as well. In all measurements both channels were driven. This is what we found: total harmonic distortion at 50 watts (rms) output was never greater than 0.2 per cent in either channel from 20 cps to 20 kc. Clipping level for each channel was 55 watts.

The frequency response at 1 watt (both channels) was down 0.5db at 10 cps and virtually flat out to 50 kc, where it dropped only 2.5db. The signal-to-noise ratio was 69db at the aux inputs, 68db at phone.

But enough of figures. Let's take a look at how the AR-15 performed. Our builder is located 50 mi. from New York City, out on Long Island. Simply touching antenna terminals pulled in almost every major FM station in New York. After we attached an 11-element VHF-TV/FM antenna, stations came in all over the dial from Connecticut, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. and New Jersey. The AR-15's sharp selectivity meant no difficulty tuning closely spaced stations.

**Do Stereo Records Last?**

*Continued from page 71*

however, still is a subject of argument. Under optimum conditions, with tracking force precisely adjusted, it might create somewhat less wear than a conical stylus tip. When the adjustment is off it might do more harm.

Another point affecting record wear was raised by a recent letter from W. L. Ferrigno, Manager of Product Planning and Market Research at General Electric's Consumer Electronics Division. He says, "In extensive laboratory tests it was found that polyvinyl chloride and polyvinyl acetate, the materials used in making LP records, suffer from a lack of resiliency. It takes about 16 hours for a record groove to recover from the expansion force generated by the stylus and until it returns to its normal configuration the walls are extremely brittle and subject to chipping if the record is played."

Findings of the 1959 test pointed to the same conclusion. Recovery of groove walls was demonstrated several times when a record was evaluated immediately after a test run and then again some time later. Conclusion then, as now: A record played once and put away for a day will last longer than one played over and over, even though total number of plays is the same.

All of which goes to show that no matter how the equipment changes the rules of record care remain the same. And if discs don't seem to last longer maybe it just proves your ear has improved with the gear.
NEW

...a 23 channel base station offering the best of Johnson's experience!

Brought to you by the same engineering team that designed the famous Messengers "I" and "Two", the Messenger 223 has the same rugged circuitry and even greater "Talk Power" capability. With at least 15 db more audio gain than the "I" and "Two", the "223" punches out a clear, penetrating signal...outperforming any other radio on the market.

Ten tubes, eight diodes and six transistors form a rugged base station transceiver that can't be beat for reliable day-in, day-out performance. A built-in illuminated "S" meter/power meter measures input strength of RF signals and relative power output of the transmitter. Ready to go on all 23 channels, the Messenger 223 is FCC Type Accepted and DOT Approved.

See your Johnson dealer today for complete details!

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
6574 Tenth Ave. S.W., Waseca, Minnesota 56093
Providing nearly a half-century of communications leadership
OVER AND OUT

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT—
design/assemble
108-138 MC.
AIRCRAFT RECEIVER

I will not use a 6K6 as an R.F. amplifier.
I will not use a 6K6 as an R.F. amplifier.
I will not use a 6K6 as an R.F. amplifier.
I will not use a 6K6 as an R.F. amplifier.
I will not use a 6K6 as an R.F. amplifier.
I will not use a 6K6 as an R.F. amplifier.

BAN AC ROLLE E SHE SHEE NOT IRONS

ORPHEUS RADIO-TV AND ELECTRONIC ACADEMY
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Sonic Switch

Continued from page 51

collector voltage is high Transistor Q8's collector voltage is low. When the DC at D2's cathode is applied to Q7's base, Q7's collector voltage falls. Capacitor C8 discharges through R25 and Q8. This reduces the bias on Q8's base and causes Q8's collector voltage to rise. After C8 has discharged it allows Q8's base voltage to rise. This causes Q8 to conduct and its collector voltage falls. Thus, a rectangular pulse is produced as in Fig. 7A. Essentially a square wave, this voltage is applied to Q9's base, turning Q9 on. Since Q9 is in series with Q6 and RY1, RY1 cannot close because Q6 is still off.

The square wave also is applied via C9, D3 and D4 to flip-flop Q4, Q5. The circuit constants of C9, D3, D4 and R27 are such that a spike voltage is applied to Q5's base at the trailing edge of Q8's pulse. The spike causes the Q4, Q5 flip-flop to trigger, but its time period, as shown in Fig. 7B, is much longer than that of Q7, Q8. The waveform at Q5's collector now turns Q6 on.

But note that the Q4, Q5 waveform is turned on after the Q7, Q8 output has returned to normal. Q6 is turned on. Q9 is now off, and RY1 still cannot close. Effectively, the first impulse (clap) has left Q6 turned on and Q9 turned off. If a second impulse is applied to D2 (the second hand clap) while Q6 is on, Q7, Q8 flips again turning on Q9. Since Q6 and Q9 now are both on, current flows through RY1's coil and RY1 closes. Since RY1 is an impulse relay, each pulse causes its contacts to close and stay closed even after the current through the coil stops. It takes two more impulses to open RY1's contacts. The impulses may be two sharp sounds, as we said before, such as claps, finger snaps or even two loud words like light on or light off.

Remember that the second clap must come while Q4, Q5 is flipped (Q6 on). After about 1 second Q4, Q5 flops back to normal, Q6 is turned off and a second clap would have no effect on RY1.

The timing is determined by the values of C7 and C8. By maintaining the same ratio between the capacitor values but increasing their capacitance the time necessary for two claps can be lengthened. Similarly, decreasing their value shortens the required two-clap timing.
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Next time milady goes out to buy hair curlers, ask her to get you a few—not for your hair, for coil forms. They're cheap, low-loss and will keep coil windings from touching each other. By winding the coil between the many tiny projections you can keep the windings about 1/8 in. apart.

TIPS

A dressmaker's fabric-marking guide is an excellent tool for transferring the cutout pattern from a record-changer mounting template to a baseboard. Sold in most Variety stores for less than $1, the gadget also will serve in other woodworking projects which have full-size templates.
A Real Jewel Among Swiss-made Watches

WW II FROGMEN'S WATERPROOF

All-Weather Sportsman's Calendar Watch - $12.95

SCUBA TESTED IN EXTREME UNDERSEA DEPTHS

- Guaranteed waterproof
- Luminous Dial and hands glow eerily in 175 feet of water
- Rotating 60-minute countdown timer shows elapsed time instantly
- Automatic day calendar
- A rugged, precise timepiece for Land or Sea wear

This is a gem, rarely seen before World War II, but then made famous by the teams of Frogmen that needed a rugged and reliable instrument that would not only give the date and tell time, accurately, in 150 feet of water, but would also be an elapsed time computer to tell them how long they'd actually been under. This is it. All parts are machine-calibrated in Switzerland where the complete works are neatly turned out under rigid inspection in two different factories, then assembled and tested, under pressure, in a third. It is guaranteed waterproof at 175 feet, is shock-resistant, anti-magnetic, has an unbreakable mainspring, automatic 24-hour calendar, big sweep second hand, luminous dial and hands, gleaming stainless steel rustproof case, Frogman's steel wrist band or rubberized underwater strap. No matter how you use it, on land or sea, that's a big hunk of watch for only $12.95 plus 65¢ postage and handling. And it's fully guaranteed for a year! In every way, a solid buy!

USE MONEY-BACK COUPON TODAY!

HAMILTON HOUSE, Dept. 87L-9, Cos Cob, Conn. 06807

Rush me Deep-Sea Skin Diver's Watches @ $12.95 for rubberized band and @ $13.95 for steel Frogman's band plus 65¢ postage and handling each. (Underline choice and specify for man or woman.) I understand that if I am not completely satisfied, I can return them for a full refund!

Enclosed is check or m.o. for $________

NAME__________

ADDRESS________

CITY_______STATE_______ZIP_______

© C-D, 1968
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The Boom in Bootleg Tapes

Continued from page 92

on anything from a $69.95 monaural recorder to a $600 Ampex or Magnecord. A good battery-power portable can catch virtually anything that plays live at a local theatre. Because fidelity and reliability are at a premium here, dealers favor tapes made on such recorders as the Nagra and the Uher 4000. But both are bulky and expensive—$400 for the Uher, $1049 for the Nagra. Neither records in stereo (Nagra's stereo model is due this summer and Uher's Stereo 4400 is only beginning to appear) but both are capable of excellent mono quality and anyway stereo miking presents a major problem within the confines of a theatre seat.

Most recordists resort to units small enough to fit an overcoat pocket. Cassette models are favorites because they can provide acceptable fidelity and it's much easier to flip over a cassette in the dark than to thread a tape reel. Then there is the whole new generation of reliable recorders small enough to fit comfortably in a jacket pocket or moderate-size handbag. The EDI M60 (at $345) even records in stereo for 60 minutes without interruption. (See Consumer Report on Pocket Tape Recorders, July '67 El.)

The trouble with all of this is that it's illegal. At present, the artist, who frequently suffers the most damage from unauthorized recordings, has no legal protection against bootleg recordings. When the Copyright Act was passed in 1909 Congress didn't take the phonograph very seriously. Composers could copyright their music and manufacturers could patent a process. But Enrico Caruso couldn't protect his own performances and vaudevillians weren't immune from others who copied their style and costume.

Artists argue that unauthorized recordings damage their professional reputations since bootleg tapes—particularly those made live—never are made under conditions as favorable as those in the studio. Besides, if you pay a bootlegger $10 for some Charlie Parker or Lenny Bruce the performer sees none of the money. And you're less likely to buy a commercial recording on which the performer does receive a royalty.

So far, record companies and other vested interests have managed to keep the bootleg

(Continued on page 116)
NOR SLEET
NOR HAIL
NOR WHAT YOU WILL...

ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED
Circulation Department
Fawcett Building
Greenwich, Conn. 06830

QUICK! Tell the Pony Express (or other reliable carrier) to bring me ten issues of ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED at your special subscription rate!

☐ I enclose $3.98  ☐ New Order
☐ Bill me later  ☐ Renewal

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY    STATE    ZIP

can keep your subscription copy of EI from reaching you. You never miss an issue when you let the postman do his job. And it saves you money to boot—you can get ten issues for only $3.98!

tape business under the counter by threatening possible action. You can come and go in most of the stores that sell underground tapes without seeing or hearing anything out of the ordinary—unless you’re a regular customer.

“I know we’re not going to drive them out of business and I know they’re doing a good business with our artists,” one agent told EI. “But the cost of prosecuting each and every individual would be prohibitive.” A lawyer, he believes that bootleggers can argue with some justice that they’re performing a worthwhile service. “After all, there wouldn’t be any Fred Allen comedy around if it weren’t for those people.”

CB Corner

Continued from page 66

Class C. As the major band for radio control, Class C enjoyed considerable popularity among the model-airplane crowd. But even their hobby couldn’t escape the upheavals that periodically plague the Citizens Band.

Class C originally was issued as six channels for radio control on 27 mc. The model fliers, with little more than a one-tube receiver, could fly anything from an outside loop to an Immelmann Turn—until the birth of Class D. Then the airplane hobbyist with primitive equipment had his control beeps bopped as the air grew heavy with Class D carriers on the same or nearby channels.

So the modelers formed their own strategic air command. First, they went to more sophisticated equipment to filter out the ubiquitous Class D CBers. Then they petitioned the FCC for Class C channels far removed from the communications explosion on Class D. They won their case. The FCC has created five more CB channels between 72 and 76 mc exclusively for model aircraft.

And all that brings our discussion to Class D, CB’s most unattended band. 
signal increase from 15 to 1,000 µv caused only a 2db output-level change at the speaker. Somewhat unusual for such a low-cost receiver, the front end was immune to objectionable overload with signal input levels ranging as high as 20,000 µv.

Only two things bothered us. First, the circuit board, which contains most of the parts, has very closely-spaced solder pads. This requires a very small soldering-iron tip and some previous experience in close-quarter soldering. For this reason we would not recommend the R-5 as a beginner’s project.

Second, should you have some difficulty getting the kit to work at the first try you will find the service notes are poorly organized. The material is there (there are excellent X-ray views of the circuit board) but you’ll have to dig out the information. Also, two schematics were supplied—revision A and C—and it was some time before we realized we were using the wrong schematic. Our builder had the receiver working 15 hours after he opened the box.

For the money, R-5 offers amazingly good performance. We would recommend it for a rock-bottom priced ham station and as a general-coverage receiver from the bottom of the broadcast band to 54 mc.

AMECO R-5 PERFORMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq. (mc)</th>
<th>Sensitivity in µv</th>
<th>Minimum CW Sensitivity*</th>
<th>Image Rejection (db)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*A Minimum RF signal required to produce usable audio level

Ah So! Return of Return of Turcan!

Very clever, these English electronics broke! Have designed splendid video recorder to cost ah, so few yen—now to be made in Rand of Rising Sun.

In fact, in plain English, the British have designed two low-cost home video recorders. First came Telcan (which folded before it could deliver). Then came Wesgrove (with a rig that sounded curiously like Telcan and a company that had several of the same officers). Telcan’s deck was supposed to have sold for $170. Wesgrove’s, in kit form, went for $392. We got our hands on one but never could get it working in acceptable fashion. Nor could anyone else, so far as we know.

Wesgrove faded into the woodwork almost as fast as Telcan. Well, not into the woodwork. In 1966 (three years after Telcan’s first murmurings about a VTR) Wesgrove disposed of its patents and parts to the Maruwa Electrical Chemical Co. of Japan. (Ah, so! Explains ridiculous pidgin English above.)

Then, late in 1967, a small U.S. importer of radios and tape recorders, Master-Craft Electronics Corp., announced it would handle a $695 VTR (with camera and monitor) using ordinary audio tape (like Telcan and Wesgrove) and it would be made by Maruwa.

We asked Master-Craft president Jim Farnell whether his VTR was Telcan reincarnate. His answer: “I don’t know we recently merged with First Standard Corp. and it was one of their assets” — meaning, presumably, Wesgrove’s U.S. patents. He also said that last year Master-Craft acquired the assets of Starlite Electronics, a company that had been importing inexpensive radios and tape recorders from (you guessed it) Maruwa.

Whatever its precise pedigree, Playback (the name of the Master-Craft VTR) appears to be a distinct improvement over Wesgrove. Appearance is more stylish and the picture we saw was free of Wesgrove’s worst defects.

“It uses ordinary tape that goes for $1.88 a reel,” plugged Farnell. But he also said Master-Craft recommends Crolyn and that he was using it for the demonstration. (Crolyn is Du Pont’s new super-low-noise tape, not yet commercially available and made only in ½-in. width. Indications are that it will cost considerably more than $1.88 for a 10½-in. reel of ½-in. tape for use on Playback’s transport.)

Later this year you may see Playback for yourself, according to Farnell. And maybe this one will wear watching.—Bob Angus
WE'RE LOST WITHOUT THIS LABEL

Well, not really lost - but we can do things faster for you if you send along the ADDRESS LABEL from your magazine any time you write to us about your subscription.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

If you're moving, please let us know six weeks before changing your address. Better still, attach the magazine address label to this form, and print your new address here.

name
street

city
state
zip

ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED Sub. Dept., Greenwich, Conn. 06830

Pre-tuned solid state IF strip

Two-stage 455 kHz IF strip gives 8 kHz selectivity at 6 db when used with model 8901-B input IF transformer; can be used without input transformer when less selectivity is acceptable; gain 45-50 db.

IF Strip Dim.: .51" W x .55" H x 1.5" L
Input Tr. Dim.: 13/32" Sq. x 5/8" H
8902-B IF Strip @ $4.75.
8901-B Input Transformer @ $2.10.
Both units $5.75 when ordered as kit 8903-B.

J. W. MILLER CO.
5917 So. Main St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90003
AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE FROM DISTRIBUTORS AND MAIL ORDER HOUSES
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Portable PA System

Continued from page 117

staple it to the side of the cabinet—to keep it away from the input leads—and attach plug PL1. Plug PL1 into J2.

Install the door with two hinges and connect the control-panel leads to the amplifier. Connect the power leads from the front panel to the power cord. Swing the door down and install a locking bracket at the bottom.

Two Speakers Into One. Place the second speaker on top of the amplifier speaker and install two luggage-type catches on each side. When the catches are snapped the speakers will be locked together into rigid column assembly. Connect the terminals of each speaker together, making certain the positive terminal of one speaker connects to the positive terminal of the other speaker.

The shelf is made from a piece of 1/4- or 3/8-in.-thick plywood and is 11 in. wide x 121/2 in. deep. Cement a strip of 1/2-in. quarter-round moulding to the bottom edge to provide a support for paper.

Using the Portable PA. Connect the mike and turn power on. Advance volume control R7 to the point just below which the system breaks into howl or for the desired sound level. If the system howls at low levels cut the high frequencies by turning tone control R6 clockwise.

Junior Guitar Amp

Continued from page 93

some low-frequency loss due to a slight roll-off below 200 cps. When the tone control was in the center position there was a slight high-frequency roll-off of 5db at 10 kc. The tone control produced a 6db boost at 10 kc.

Tremolo was very effective. Its rate is adjustable from roughly 3 to 15 cps. Depth is very deep—almost 100 per cent pulsation. Both the rate and depth are adjustable. Unlike amplifiers which have a foot switch to key the tremolo on and off, the JK-37's tremolo is turned on and off by rotating the depth control.

While the JK-37 is adequate for anyone desiring a budget or practice guitar, it is especially attractive for those who enjoy rolling their own.
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Harmonic DX . . . Since 1966 there has been considerable debate about the merits of logging SW harmonics. Are such signals legitimate DX or not? One difficulty is that many rookie DXers can't distinguish between a harmonic and an image. A harmonic is a real signal produced by the transmitter and can appear at any whole multiple of the fundamental frequency. For example, R. Americas' former SW operation on 6 mc could radiate harmonics on 12, 18, 24 mc, etc. And the 18-mc harmonic, having traveled from transmitter to receiver on that frequency, behaves like an 18-mc signal—not like 6 mc.

An image, on the other hand is an unreal signal produced in the receiver, itself, by poor front-end selectivity. An image of RA's 6-mc outlet, no matter where it appeared on your dial, always would behave like 6 mc since it was transmitted to your receiver on 6 mc.

The current debate has been sparked by the high sunspot count and accompanying live conditions on the upper frequencies. But, so far, a lot of would-be DXperts have missed the point. A harmonic is verifiable DX only when reception of the fundamental is poor or impossible. For example, if you received La Voz de Suyapa (San Pedro Sula, Honduras—fundamental, 6125 kc) on 30625 at noon EST you would have bagged yourself an indisputably great catch. Similarly, BBC's 7170-kc VOA Russian relay at noon is a good catch when its harmonic is logged on 28680 kc.

"Memmer, folks, you can't buy a bedder trangwillizer 'n thish . . ."

September, 1968
ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED

Your advertisement can reach this mail-buying audience for only 50¢ per word, payable in advance (Check or M.O. please). Closing dates are the 20th of 4th preceding month; copy for the January issue must be in our office by September 20th. Mail to ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, 67 West 44th St., New York, N.Y. 10036. Word count: Zip code number free. Figure one word: Name of state (New Jersey), name of city (New York); set of characters as in key (1-4)-also abbreviations as 35MM, 8x10, D.C., A.C., Etc.

• • • FOR SALE

TELEPHONE RECORDER—A cut-a-foo (TWI) 1007. Solid state, automatically turns tape recorder, transmitter on when telephone in use. $22.95. FM telephonic bug (TWI-006) transmits to any FM radio $29.95. Connected anywhere on line. Simple installation instruction packed with set. Elettro-Prospects! Where nets, small bar magnets, or any coated objects are to be detected on any surface or area, $1.00. Maryland Magnet Company, 5427-F Gist, Baltimore, Maryland 21215.


INVESTIGATORS, FREE brochures, latest subminiature electronic surveillance equipment. Ace Electronics, 11500-3 N.W. 25th Ave., Miami, Florida 33140. DISPOSAL—$80,000.00 HI-FIDELITY retail store inventory. New/used equipment: Ampex, Marantz, Fisher, etc. Hewlett-Packard $100.00. Free list—Marcel Electronics, Box 336 B, Winter Park, Fla. 32787.

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT Kits; Computer Logic Kits; Others. Free Catalog, Kaye Engineering, Box 3932-C, Long Beach, California, 90803.


ILRITE-OMER, Motor Control Kit, 1000 Watt Trall, Pot, Switch Trigger Components, Schematic $3.98, Murphy, 204 Roslyn, Carle Pl., N. 11514.


POLICE-FIRE RADIO Station Directories, frequencies, callsigns Catalog, send stamp. Communications, Box 56-E, Comback, N. Y. 11725.

ELECTROSHOCK MODULE. Produces 1200 volt shock from 6 volts. No battery drain until touched. Non-lethal. Protects property for months on lantern battery. $5.95. QW. Interesting project. Plans, kits. 20c, Franks Scientific Co., P.O. Box 154, Martella, Iowa 52305.


SOME TELEPHONES without ringers are detectable. Obtain your objective! Also maintain (or insert) ring. Build re- volutionary circuit. Plans $1.95. Seymour, 161 Bonad, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167.

CONVERT ANY television to sensitive, big-screen oscilloscope. Only minor changes required. No electronic experience necessary. Illustrated plans. $2.00. Reico A-19, Box 10563, Houston, Texas 77018.

INVESTIGATORS. FREE brochure latest electronic equipment. Wiret electronics. 1228-12 141 Ave., Laurelton, N.Y. 11413.

• • • GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

MAKE MONEY on Government Surplus. Free brochure, Where to Buy, Directory of Surplus Offices. Sale Terms. Mail Order Terms. Send $1.00, Vanier Corp., P.O. Box 4488, Kansas City, Neb. 68117.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. How and Where to Buy in Your Area. Send $1.00. E.L. Surplus Information, Headquarters Bldg., Washington 6, D.C.

NOW AVAILABLE. Free a 4-page crystal brochure. Quaker Electronics, Munlock Creek, Pa. 18621.

• • • PRINTING

THERMOGRAPHED BUSINESS cards 50c; 100, $4.90—1000, free samples. Gables, 405L Clifton, Glenshaw, Pa. 15116.

• • • BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

INVESTIGATE ACCIDENTS: Earn $750 to $1,000 and more a month in your own business. Works spare time with average earnings of $5 to $8 per hour. No selling. Send for free booklet. No obligation. No salesmen will call. Universal Schools, CEC-10, 4011 Hillcrest, Dallas, Texas 75205.

VENDING MACHINES—No selling. Operate a route of coin machines and earn high profit. Ready, set, go! Catalog free! Parkway Machine Corp., 7135 Eensor St., Baltimore 2, Md.

MAILORDER BEGINNERS. Tired of wait- ing stamps, making unprofitable mailings, buying non-productive mailorder courses. Complete details free. Mailorder Success, Box 1BXX, Fororga, Ga. 31029.

MAKE THOUSANDS Yearly, sparetime, with minimal order, Start business using tested, proven plan! Complete details Free Service Products, P. O. Box 17274-D, San Diego, Calif. 92117.

• • • EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

BOOMING AUSTRALIA pays travel al- lowance to get you! Good jobs, ad- venture. Latest Handbook describes entries, requirements, advantages, opportunities $1.00. Buckeye, Box 2032BF, Fairborn, Ohio 45324.


• • • EDUCATION AND INSTRUCTION

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE Home Study Course in Electronics Engineering Mathematics With Circuit Applications. Earn Your Associate in Science Degree. Free Lit- erature. Cook's Institute of Electronics Engineering, P. O. Box 36185, Houston, Texas 77036. (Established 1945)

NOW YOU CAN EARN AS YOU LEARN

Put our practical training in TV, Radio Technology, or General Electronics to work right away. No previous training needed. Learn quickly, easily at home in your spare time. Begin to service and to earn with your first four lessons.

Tuition under $100. Monthly payment.

For complete information, write to the Electrical Institute of America, 3301 Ardmore Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19130, Dept. 79E, 866 United Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10017 (Licensed by New York State Education Department.)

Radio Announcing, Learn By Tape, $1.00. Jack, 207 King Drive, Jackson Mississippi. 39208.

• • • BUILD-IT-YOURSELF (OR DO-IT-YOURSELF)

HOBBISTS, EXPERIMENTERS. Amateur Scientists, Students . . . Construction Plans—All complete including drawings, schematics, parts lists, Free list—Build your own coher-ent-light optical laser. Operates in the pulsed mode, in the visible light range—$4.00 . . . Diode Laser—visible light (infrared) can be continuously modulated—$3.00 . . . Reverberator (Echo) Unit—Build your own. Use with your automobile radio, home radio or hi-fi, electric guitar, etc.—$3.00 . . . Radar—Build your own ultrasonic doppler radar. Detect motion of people, automobiles, even falling rain drops. Transistorized, uses standard small 9-volt batteries—$4.00 . . . Long-Range "Sound Telescope"—This amazing device can enable you to hear conversations, birds and animals, other sounds hundreds of feet away. Very directional. Transistorized. Uses 9V battery—$3.00 . . . Or send $5.00 for stamps for complete catalog. Technical Writers Group, Box 5501, State College Station, Raleigh, N. C. 27607.

5 PROJECTS WITH 1 operational ampli- fier. Plans for transistorized operational amplifier; regulated power supply, audio pre-amp, A-C voltmeter, audio oscillator, D.C. voltmeter, send $1.00, stamped self-addressed envelope to H. Cohen, Box 373, Ansonia Station, New York City 10023.
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ATTENTION EXPERIMENTERS and professional builders. Introducing the "Hobbylist! I" printed circuit board kit. Includes twenty assorted circuit boards totalling 288 square inches, layout materials, resist, etchant, fray and complete instructions including plans for 10 fascinating electronic projects. Only $9.95. We pay postage. Free catalog of circuit board materials, etchants, resist and layout materials upon request. Seneca Electronics, Box 2022, Kokomo, Indiana 46901.

* * * HI-FI, STEREO

SPEAKER REPAIR. Hi-Fi, guitar, organ speakers reconed good as new at fraction of new speaker price. For details and Reconing Center in your area write Waldom Electronics, Inc., Dept. El, 4225 W. 53rd St., Chicago, Ill. 60632.

* * * TAPE RECORDER

LEARN WHILE Asleep with your recorder, phonograph or amazing new "Electronic Educator" endless tape recorder. Details free. Sleep-Learning Research Association, Box 24-El, Olympia, Washington.

RENT 4-TRACT open reel tapes— all major labels—3,000 different—free brochure. Stereo-Parti, 55 S. James Drive, Santa Rosa, C.A. 95401.

* * * RADIO & TV

TV TUNERS rebuilt and aligned per manufacturers specification. Only $9.50. Any make UHF or VHF. We ship COD. Ninety day written guarantee. Ship complete with tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer brochure. JW Electronics, Box 51K, Bloomington, Indiana.


THOUSANDS AND thousands of types of electronic parts, tubes, transistors, instruments, etc. Send for Free Catalog. Arcturus Electronics Corp., MEL., 502-22nd St., Union City, N. J. 07087.

FREE! GIANT bargain catalog on transistors, diodes, rectifiers, SCR's, zeners, parts. Polly Pak! P. O. Box 9426L, Lynnfield, Mass.


RADIO JAMMER plans $1.50. T.V. jammer plans $1.50. Catalog of unusual items 20c. Franks Scientific Co., P. O. Box 156, Martelle, Iowa 52305.

SERVICES RECEIVER-R-100-URR Espey —Who can restore to Original state? Give complete details—cost—etc. Odell—Box 2084, Detroit, Mich., 48231.


* * * INVENTIONS & INVENTORS


INVENTORS! We will develop, sell your idea or invention, patented or unpatented. Our network of manufacturer-client are urgently seeking new items for highest outright cash sale or royalties. Financial assistance available. Write Dept. 59, Wall Street Invention Brokerage, 77 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.

INVENTORS! HIGHEST cash sale or royalties for your inventions. Patent—Unpatented, Urgent demand from our client manufacturers. Financial Assistance available. Write Dept. 45, U n i t e d Invention Brokerage, 78 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.

* * * MUSIC

POEMS, SONGS wanted for new song hits and recordings by America's most popular studio. Tin Pan Alley, 1650-EL Broadway, New York 10019.

* * * ROCKETS


* * * PERSONAL

FABULOUS! 100 BOOK Matches. Your name imprinted. $3.20. Sullins, Box 188X, Forsyth, Georgia (31029).

* * * MISCELLANEOUS

GEORGIA REMAILES. Your secret address. Entersull, Box 188X, Forsyth, Ga. 31029.

ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED Classified Advertising Order Form

INSTRUCTIONS:

50c a word
Minimum Ad
10 Words

WORD COUNT: Zip code free. Figure one word for name of state (New Jersey); name of city (Little Falls); sets of characters as in key (M-14); abbreviation of Northwest (NW); but note separate initials as in a name (M. D. Brown), 3 words counted as a word each.
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BUILD 20 RADIO CIRCUITS AT HOME with the New Improved PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU-KIT"®

A Practical Home Radio Course

Now Includes

★ 12 RECEIVERS
★ 3 TRANSMITTERS
★ SQ. WAVE GENERATOR
★ OSCILLATOR 
★ AMPLIFIER
★ SIGNAL INJECTOR
★ CODE OSCILLATOR

★ No Knowledge of Radio Necessary
★ No Additional Parts or Tools Needed
★ EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV
★ SCHOOL INQUIRIES INVITED
★ Sold in 79 Countries

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE

The "Edu-Kit" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a rock-bottom price. Our Kit is designed and produced by Electronics Technicians, making you your own "master radio builder" in your own home. You will learn radio theory, construction - the "How To" of radio - in EVERY DETAIL. You will learn how to build radios; including schematics; how to wire and solder in radio circuits; and much more. You will work with all the standard types of printed metal chassis as well as the latest development of Printed Circuit chassis. You will learn the principles of use. You will understand use and work with new transistors, amplifiers and oscillographs, rectifiers, test equipment. You will learn and practice trouble-shooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal Generator, Progressive Receiver with Square Wave Oscillator and the accompanying Instructional material.

The "Edu-Kit" will serve the needs of the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio License. You will receive Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Square Wave Generator, Code Oscillator License, Printed Circuit Board, and an accompanying Instructional Manual. You will receive an excellent background in radio and electronics. You will build the product of many years of intensive practical education in Electronics and radio, worth many times the low price you pay. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the cost of the Kit.

THE "EDU-KIT" IS COMPLETE

You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build twenty different radio and electronics projects, each project complete. Our kits contain complete kits of resistors, switching elements, mica, ceramic capacitors, electrolytic, magnetic and paper dielectric condensers, tubes, transistors, metal and plastic cases, hardware, bulbs, switches, metal chassis, instruction manuals, hook-up wire, solder, selenium rectifiers, collars, volume controls and switches. In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chasis, special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a professional electric soldering iron, a professional precision tool kit, a selection of soldering materials, and the progressive signal tracer. You will also receive lessons perceiving the Progressive Signal Tracer, and the Progressive Signal Injectors, a little Printed Circuit Board. You receive Membership in Radio-TV Club, Free Consultation Service and Discount Privileges. You receive all parts, tools, instructions, etc. Everything is yours to keep.

REGULAR "EDU-KIT" INC.

1186 Broadway, Dept. 5974E, New York, N. Y. 1557

FREE EXTRAS

★ SET OF TOOLS
★ SOLDERING IRON
★ ELECTRONICS TESTER
★ TV CIRCUIT BREAKER
★ NOVEMBER DISCOUNT CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
★ TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
★ AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
★ TELEVISION BOOK
★ RADIO & TV WORLD INDEX
★ MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO-TV CLUB
★ CONSULTATION SERVICE, F.C.C. AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
★ PRINTED CIRCUIT

SERVICING LESSONS

You will learn trouble shooting and servicing in a progressive manner. You will receive help in the art of servicing radios and television receivers. You will receive lessons perceiving a self-service Laboratory Course, where you actually repair radio and television receivers and learn to be a trouble-shooter. The "Edu-Kit" is an excellent 'opportunity for the Christmas gift, for the hobbyist.

FROM OUR MAIL BAG

J. Silvis, of 32 Pearl Pl., Waterbury, Conn., writes: "I have repaired several sets for my friends and made money. The "Edu-Kit" paid for itself. I was ready to spend $245 for a Course, but I found your ad and sent for your Kit."

Free Vol., 21-8, 9/48, p. 15

R. W. Tutt, 1594 Monroe Ave., Huntington, W. Va.: "Thought I would drop you a few lines to say that I received my Edw-Kit, and was really amazed that such a bargain can be had at such a low price. I have already started repairing radios and phonographs. My friends were really surprised when I set into the work and worked quietly. The Troubleshooting Manual for the Kit is really swell, and finds the trouble, if there is any to be found!"
The sure, simple way to a high-paying, solid career in electronics.

Project-Method training from National Technical Schools: For the man who wants to move up fast. It's the sure way to a career that pays big. Project-Method builds everything you need to know around practical kit experiments. It's faster, easier to learn. It not only teaches you the how and why of electronics, you get actual experience using the same equipment you work with on the job. And, NTS sends you this equipment at no extra cost. That's the Project-Method. NTS produces the kind of trained men that industry wants and will pay for.

ALL NEW KITS! ALL NEW COURSES!

More big kits than ever offered for training anywhere! A big 25" Color TV, a desk-top computer, solid-state radios. Now for the first time Training kits with integrated circuits. New test equipment, too, including Signal generator, VTVM, and tube checker. They're all you need to begin troubleshoot work. NTS shows you how to use them early in your training. You earn money repairing TV sets and electronic equipment even before you've completed the course. Brand new color catalog describes in detail all the exciting equipment that comes with each course.

GET THE FULL STORY! SEE ALL THE EXCITING NEW KITS YOU CAN GET FROM NTS!

CUT OUT AND MAIL REPLY CARD FOR NEW COLOR CATALOG AND SAMPLE LESSON!

You enroll by mail only. No salesman will call.

CLASSROOM TRAINING AT LOS ANGELES:
You can train at our resident school in Los Angeles. NTS occupies a city block with over a million dollars in facilities devoted to technical training. Check special box in coupon.

HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME:
NTS offers accredited high school programs. Take only the subjects you need. Study at your own pace. Everything included at one low tuition. Check special box in coupon for free catalog.

APPROVED FOR VETERANS

ACT NOW! DON'T DELAY! 9 TRAINING PROGRAMS TO INSURE YOUR FUTURE

Please rush new Color Catalog and Sample Lesson plus information on course checked below. No obligation. No salesman will call.

- MASTER COURSE IN COLOR TV SERVICING
- COLOR TV SERVICING
- MASTER COURSE IN TV & RADIO SERVICING
- PRACTICAL TV & RADIO SERVICING
- MASTER COURSE IN ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
- FCC LICENSE COURSE
- INDUSTRIAL & COMPUTER ELECTRONICS
- STEREO, HI FI & SOUND SYSTEMS
- BASIC ELECTRONICS
- High School at Home

Name
Address
City State
Age
Please fill in Zip Code for fast service

- Check if interested in Veteran Training under new G.I. Bill
- Check here if interested ONLY in Classroom training in Los Angeles

Dept. 213-88

Name
Address
City State
Age
Please fill in Zip Code for fast service

- Check if interested in Veteran Training under new G.I. Bill
- Check here if interested ONLY in Classroom training in Los Angeles

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
AGE

Please fill in Zip Code for fast service

- Check if interested in Veteran Training under new G.I. Bill
- Check here if interested ONLY in Classroom training in Los Angeles

Dept. 213-88
Now, you may earn double-time pay without working over-time.

National Technical Schools makes it easier to double your income. All you need is your own ambition. The NTS Project Method simplifies your training... makes it easy for you to enter Electronics...a whole new world of opportunity.

YOU can have a solid career and probably double your present earnings. Start moving up today. In Color TV. Or in computer and industrial electronics. Or in communications and aerospace. It’s easier than you think.

NTS will show you how!

(see inside cover for more information)

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
World Wide Training Since 1905
4000 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90037

APPROVED FOR VETERANS

Accredited Member:
National Home Study Council
Accredited Member:
National Association of Trade and Technical Schools